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Abstract

A robot working in a dynamic environment must be able to perform some kind of learning
so that it can adapt its behavior to the changing circumstances of the environment.
The objective of this dissertation is that of analyzing how reinforcement learning can be
adapted to be used in the control of autonomous robots.

To understand how this adaptation is possible, we implemented a robot controller for
a particular task that we take as representative: legged robot walking. The first part of
the dissertation presents a reactive control structure for the locomotion of legged vehicles
that is able to drive the robot along a given trajectory even when walking over rough
terrain. Our control structure allows the different aspects of the legged robot locomotion
to be solved separately and integrated in a simple and coherent way. Additionally, the
structure is general enough to be applied to robots with different mechanical structures.
We include results of the application of our controller to a simulated robot with 3 DOF
per leg and to a real robot with 2 DOF per leg.

In the second part of the dissertation, we try to apply a reinforcement learning al-
gorithm to the gait generation problem (one of the sub-tasks of our controller). In this
attempt, we observed that the traditional reinforcement learning algorithms resulted inef-
ficient. Traditional reinforcement learning implicitly assumes that all the available infor-
mation is relevant. This assumption results in the so-called curse of dimensionality, that
means that the requirements in memory space and learning time increase exponentially
with the number of dimensions of the state and action spaces (or, roughly speaking, the
number of sensors and actuators). In a real robot with many sensors and actuators, tak-
ing into account all the available information is simply too costly, and so, a way to tell
apart the relevant features (and actions) in each situation is necessary. We observe that,
in realistic situations, the reward received by the robot depends only on a reduced subset
of all the executed actions and that only a reduced subset of the sensor inputs (possibly
different in each situation) are relevant to predict the reward. We present an algorithm
that learns the relevance of features and actions as well as their value for the achievement
of the task. The fact that in the real world there is much irrelevant information allows
a dramatic cost reduction with respect to traditional reinforcement learning. Results of
the application of our algorithm to the gait generation problem are reported to validate
the algorithm and the hypotheses on which it is based.
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Notation

Legged Robots

COG Center of Gravity of the robot.
DOF Degrees of Freedom.
AEP Anterior Extreme Position.
CCN Clockwise Circularity Number.
n Number of legs of the robot.

P,Q Postures or sets of leg positions.
R Reference posture.
pi, qi Positions of leg i.
ri Reference position of leg i.

pix, p
i
y, p

i
z x, y, and z coordinates of leg i.

rix, r
i
y, r

i
z x, y, and z coordinates of the reference position of leg i.

Tx(·), T y(·), T z(·) Translation matrices.
Rx(·), Ry(·), Rz(·) Rotation matrices.

Ω,Ω′ Sets of transformation parameters.
x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ Transformation parameters.

EP,Q Quadratic error function between two postures.
<><><>, . . . Gait states.

β Duty factor.
T Average period of the gait.
Ts Duration of the support phase. Ts = β T .
α Crab angle.
r Turning radius.
o Turning center.
ω Angular speed of the robot.

Mr,α(·) Rotation matrix around the turning center.
γ Rotation angle around the turning center used to determine the

AEP.
Bt Transformation matrix that represents the robot’s frame of refer-

ence movement at time slice t.
Bt
1 Transformation matrix that accumulates the robot’s frame of ref-

erence movements from time 1 to t.
Ct Position of the COG of the robot at time t.
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Reinforcement Learning

Uppercase are used for sets and Greek letters represents parameters of the algorithms.

S Set of states.
s, s′ Individual states. Full views.
ns Number of states.
A Set of actions of the robot.
a Action. Combination of elementary actions. Full command.
na Number of actions. Number of elementary action combinations.
P Set of perceptual inputs of the robot.
pi Perceptual input number i.

rpi = {vp
i
k | k = 1..oi} Range of values of perceptual input i.
np Number of perceptual inputs.
M Set of (virtual) motors of the robot.
mi (Virtual) Motor number i.

rmi = {vm
i
k | k = 1..li} Range of values of (virtual) motor i.
nm Number of motors.

FD = {fdi | i = 1..nf} Set of feature detectors.
fdi Feature detector i.
¬fdi Negation of feature detector i.
nf Number of feature detectors.

v(fdi1 , . . . , fdik) Partial view of order k.
TRUEv The empty partial view.

EA = {eai | i = 1..ne} Set of elementary actions.
eai Elementary action i.
ne Number of elementary actions.

c(eai1 , . . . , eaik) Partial command of order k.
TRUEc The empty partial command.

a = (ea1, . . . , eal) Combination of elementary actions.
w = (v, c) Partial rule composed by partial view v and partial command c.

w∅ = (TRUEv, TRUEc) The empty partial rule.
w1 ⊕ w2 Composition of two partial rules.

C Controller or set of partial rules.
nr Number of rules in C.
µ Maximum number of elements of C.

AC,ACant Subset of rules active at a given time slice and at the previous one.
AC(a) Subset of rules active at a given moment that have a partial com-

mand in accordance with a.
qw Expected reward of the partial rule w.
ew Expected error in the reward estimation of the partial rule w.
e Average error in the reward prediction.



Notation ix

Iw Reward interval of the partial rule w.
ρ : ew × cw → [0, 1] Relevance function.

iw Confidence index.
cw Confidence on the statistics of the partial rule w.
β Top value of the confidence.
η Index where the confidence function reaches the value β.
mw Updating ratio for the statistics of the partial rule w.
α Learning rate. Top value of mw.

εw = ew cw + e (1− cw) Estimation of the error in the return prediction of the partial rule
w.

U(w) Number of times rule w has been used (i.e., its partial rule observed
and its action executed).

winner(AC, a) Most relevant active partial rule in a given situation w.r.t. action
combination a.

guess(a) Most reliable value estimation for action combination a.
ra Reward received after the execution of a.
γ Discount rate.

qmin, qmax Lower and upper bounds of the expected value of any action in any
situation.

v Goodness of a given situation.
q = ra + γv Value of executing action a in given situation.

τ Number of new partial rules created at a time.
λ Redundancy threshold.

random(c, d) A random number in the interval [c, d] chosen with uniform distri-
bution.
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Chapter 1

Motivation

In the early fifties, the appearance of digital computers allowed the efficient automation
of calculus for the first time in the history. The potential applications of this technology
excited the imagination of researchers and, soon, some of them started the field of artificial
intelligence [66]. The available tools clearly marked the kind of objectives pursued by this
discipline. Digital computers are specially useful to construct symbolic representations of
a given domain and to perform manipulations of these representations. Consequently, the
initial scope of artificial intelligence involved subjects such as knowledge representation,
planning, reasoning, . . . . This gave rise to the knowledge-based artificial intelligence that
produced many notable successes as for instance, the expert systems (see [19] for a well-
known example).

Figure 1.1: Evolution of autonomous robots: Left image shows the Walter tortoise [109]
built by C. W. Walter in the fifties and right images show the Aibo robot [99] built by
the Sony Corporation in the nineties.

In the eighties, the continuous developments in mechanics and electronics gave us the
possibility of building increasingly complex autonomous robots (see figure 1.1). Nowa-
days, these robots are so sophisticated that it is not adventurous to forecast that, in the
near future, there will be robots applied to many aspects of our every-day’s life from
housekeeping [93] to entertainment [99]. Of course, these technical improvements have
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awaken the dream (previously pursued by the researchers in cybernetics [109, 114]) of
building intelligent autonomous robots.

The control of an autonomous robot is a hard task that requires the coordinated so-
lution of many problems including situation assessment, decision taking and planning.
So, the autonomous robots field seems an ideal test-bed to integrate most of the works
developed within the scope of artificial intelligence. However, artificial intelligence efforts
have focused only in some of the problems involved in autonomous robot control. Tra-
ditionally, intelligent behavior is decomposed in modules such as perception, reasoning,
planning or action. It is assumed that each one of these modules can be constructed sep-
arately relying on a symbolic model representation as their means of interface. The hope
is that the same modules can be used for different problems with the only modification
of the central model representation. In this context, the artificial intelligence community
has been mainly worried about the high level modules (planning, reasoning,. . . ). Conse-
quently, when an artificial intelligence system has to be tested in an autonomous robot,
it must be complemented with modules to deal with perception (to generate symbols
from sensations) and action (to execute the decisions of the artificial intelligence sym-
bolic processing system). The organization of the different modules within the system
is completely sequential. Perception first, updates the internal model. After that, plan-
ning or problem solving uses a deliberative process to systematically explore the different
ways in which the situation (as represented in the internal model) can be affected so as
to achieve the desired goals. Finally, the execution module implements the solution in
the domain. This architecture constitutes a deliberative control system (for instance [70]
or more recently [3]) that, in general, lacks noise tolerance and is not able to efficiently
react to environment changes (and both characteristics are necessary to operate in real
environments!).

In front of these problems, two solutions are possible. The first one is to reduce the
complexity of the environment so that it can be tackled by the existing systems, and
the second one is to search for a new control paradigm more adequate for unstructured
environments. The first approach is the one taken in industrial applications: in a car
factory everything is perfectly arranged so that the welding robots can do their job without
any sensor feedback. Something similar is done in traditional artificial intelligence robotic
systems: the variability of the environment is reduced to a minimum. For instance, the
well-known Shakey robot [70] lived in a special room with objects of predefined shapes
and colors.

The alternative approach consists in developing new control methodologies able to
deal with the dynamism of real environments. This is a much more complex challenge
but it has clear advantages: robots able to sense and understand their surroundings do not
require structured nor specially tailored environments and can be applied to different tasks
with a relatively low cost. But this approach does not have only economical advantages, it
also has philosophical implications: the study of human intelligence can not be complete
without being able to emulate all of its aspects, and this includes, for sure, the ability of
surviving in a complex dynamic environment.

Following this second line, many researchers, but specially R. A. Brooks [15], proposed
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a new methodology to build autonomous robot controllers that is called behavior-based
robotics [2]. Brooks used robots operating in real environments because, if the intelligent
agent has a body, has sensors, and has actuators, then all the details of being in the
world must be faced. Working in this way, Brooks found out that many of the problems
that seemed significant in artificial intelligence are not so in autonomous robots (the
role of hard symbolic reasoning tend not to be important) and that many aspects that
seemed non-problems become major hurdles (i.e., perception and action). But Books
also remarked that dealing with a real environment is not necessarily a problem since
real environments have properties that can be exploited to reduce the complexity of the
robot’s controller. Consequently, Brooks advocates for building reactive control systems
that are controllers composed by many simple modules working in parallel that are called
behaviors. Each one of these behaviors is in charge of providing an efficient response to
a specific aspect of the robot-environment interaction, and the global effect of a carefully
designed set of behaviors is to drive the robot adequately to perform a given task.

These postulates produced many successful applications (see for instance [11, 17, 30,
37, 63, 64]). Additionally, these ideas were used in a general review of artificial intelligence
based on the concept of autonomous agent [38]. This concept provides a formalization that
allows a unified view of problems previously considered separately in artificial intelligence
[94].

Now, almost 15 years after the first publication of Brooks on the subject of behavior-
based robotics, we can say that his most important contribution is that of outlining that
to control an intelligent robot in a real environment we have to use different tools than
those developed in traditional artificial intelligence. This produced the division of artificial
intelligence into two complementary areas: that of high level reasoning useful for tasks
that can be formulated in an abstract way, and that of robotics where no abstraction is
possible and we have to deal directly with sensors and motors. This division was difficult
and Brooks’ opinions received a lot of criticisms, but nowadays the differences between
knowledge-based and behavior-based artificial intelligence are rather accepted. Many
attempts have been done to provide a single framework for both areas in the so called
hybrid control architectures [27, 31, 36, 95] but there is still much work to do in this field.

Despite the fact that the ability of learning is basic to survive in a dynamic environ-
ment, and despite the fact that the idea of self-adaptation was present in the behavior-
based proposal from the beginning [16, 18], the main part of the behavior-based archi-
tectures do not include a learning component. Consequently, behind any successful ap-
plication of the behavior-based ideas, there is a programmer that dedicates a great effort
to program the robot controller and adjust its parameters until the required behavior is
achieved. Obviously, this approximation is only practical in relatively simple cases. If
we aim at controlling complex robots in a priori unknown environments, the possibility
of providing a hand-coded controller able to correctly react to any situation is reduced.
For this reason, the introduction of automatic learning mechanisms in robot controllers
is something that sooner or later is going to be necessary.

The way in which we want our robots to operate (autonomously) and the kind of
environments (unknown) and tasks (non-trivial) that we want them to confront restrict
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the learning methods applicable to autonomous robots. Probably, the most suited learning
technique for this case is reinforcement learning [48, 102]. In this paradigm, the learner
tries to adapt its behavior to maximize an externally provided signal called the reward
signal. Any kind of task can be defined using a reward signal and the intervention of
the teacher during the learning process is limited since he only needs to know whether or
not the task is achieved and not how to achieve it. Additionally, reinforcement learning
is attractive because it is one of the learning methods used by animals and it has been
widely studied not only in artificial intelligence but also in disciplines such as psychology
or ethology.

Up to now, the split between knowledge-based and behavior-based artificial intelligence
has had few repercussions for reinforcement learning. Within artificial intelligence, rein-
forcement learning has been formalized borrowing ideas from the dynamic programming
and decision theory fields. In general, reinforcement learning works aim at establishing
a correct mapping from a set of abstract sensations (called states) to a set of high level
actions, without being worried about how these sets of states and actions are defined
(see [102] page 61 for a good explanation on this assumption). The definition of the sets
of states and actions is the responsibility of the programmer and is not supposed to be
part of the reinforcement learning problem. However, the correct definition of states and
actions is basic for the successful application of any reinforcement learning method and
it requires a good understanding of the problem, or, in other works, a correct abstraction
of the problem. However, as pointed out by Brooks, in a robotic task, we can not rely on
a priori abstraction of the problem. For this reason, in a robotic task, what traditional
reinforcement learning assumes to be the major problem (connecting states and actions)
turns out to be relatively simple compared with the complexity of what it is assumed
as given (the definition of states and actions). Therefore, existing reinforcement learning
methods are specially valid for problems that fall into the symbolic artificial intelligence
domain and not for those that belong to the robotic artificial intelligence domain. Despite
this, a robotic problem can be analyzed and re-formulated so that it can be tackled with
the available reinforcement learning tools. However, in many cases, this re-formulation
is too forced and this slows down the learning process. Additionally, to re-formulate the
problem is not a very interesting way to proceed since, in this way, we will be able to
apply reinforcement learning only to those tasks that we perfectly understand and that,
in general, do not require a learning procedure to be achieved. A more interesting way
to proceed is to develop new reinforcement learning algorithms that can be applied to
robotic problems as they are, without any re-formulation. These new algorithms could
take advantage of the specific characteristics of the robotic problems and, hopefully, they
will be more efficient than existing algorithms.

There exists a promising field of research in how to adapt reinforcement learning to
autonomous robots and it is exactly this problem that we confront in this dissertation.
Any achievement in this line would be very useful for the control of tomorrow’s robots.
However, we should be aware of the magnitude of our challenge: we aim at developing
learning systems that automatically derive controllers for those tasks for which we are not
able to program adequate controllers. Obviously, with such an ambitious objective, any
small achievement should be considered a great success.
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1.1 Objective of the Dissertation

This dissertation aims at answering one question:

What are the necessary modifications in the reinforcement learning framework so that we
can derive algorithms adequate for autonomous robots?

1.2 Methodology

Following the behavior-based philosophy, it makes sense to start by analyzing the specific
characteristics of a particular robotic problem. In this way, we will discover what are the
requirements that working with a real robot imposes on learning algorithms and what are
the environment-robot dynamic features that can be exploited during the learning. If the
analysis of the particular problem we confront is done attending to general characteristics
and not to specific ones, then our conclusions would be valid for any autonomous robot.
Additionally, our analysis will give us the possibility of detecting potential sub-tasks
where it is worthwhile to apply a learning algorithm and will provide us with results to
which to compare the workings of any automatic learning system. Using an automatic
learning procedure to improve an already-existing controller is an approach (formerly
used many times, see for instance [16, 59, 68]) that can be much more useful than tabula
rasa approaches that require too many trial-and-error interactions exposing the robot to
dangerous situations.

In our case, we decided to confront the problem of walking over rough terrain with a
six-legged robot. Of course, the first question that comes to mind is why did we decide to
use a legged robot as a test-bed. There are many reasons that support this non-common
option:

• Applicability: Legged robots can be used in terrains not traversable by a wheeled
robot.

• Precedents: There exists a large amount of work on legged robot control both in
the world of knowledge-based artificial intelligence and in the behavior-based one.
This would ease the comparison of our results with existing ones.

• Complexity: Locomotion is much more complex in legged robots than in wheeled
ones. Since what we want is to find sub-tasks where it is worthwhile to apply a
learning system, legged robots seem more appropriate than wheeled ones.

• Philosophical worries: It has been convincingly argued [49] that the control of
usual wheeled robots requires too few behavioral modules to observe the emergence
of complex interactions between them.

As there is no such thing as a general legged robot, we may be introducing, at some
points, our own implicit assumptions about the task or about the robot features. Just to
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Figure 1.2: The Argos robot.

try to make them explicit, we will succinctly describe the robot we have in mind (currently
under construction at our institute) and its intended task. The robot called Argos (figure
1.2) will have six legs, each with three independent degrees of freedom (DOF). Its total
length will be about 1 m and its weight about 50 Kg including batteries. It is expected
to walk autonomously on arbitrary terrain conditions using force, contact and proximity
sensors. Long range sensing of the environment will be obtained from a pair of color
cameras mounted on a five-DOF head providing independent pan and tilt movements
for each camera and a global rotation of the neck. The task to accomplish is that of
navigation, that can be defined as reaching a distant location. No previous knowledge of
the environment is assumed, and no special restriction is imposed on terrain conditions
or eventual occlusions of the goal during the navigation process. Strict optimality is not a
requirement for us, average-case efficiency and simplicity being preferred in general. Since
real-world navigation problems may be arbitrarily hard, we expect to observe eventual
failures in difficult situations.

In the case of legged robots, the navigation task can be subdivided in two main sub-
tasks [24]: That of piloting the robot and that of path planning. The first one is in charge
of local terrain negotiation. The second sub-task is in charge of the general trajectory to
be followed by the robot. Its basic objective is that of setting up a sequence of intermediate
points to take the robot to the desired goal location. Path planning is a rather general
area of research, and we will not discuss it in detail here. Instead, in this dissertation,
we concentrate in describing a pilot controller for legged robots that is by itself quite a
complex task.

To achieve the objective of this dissertation, first, we describe our pilot controller
for the locomotion of legged robots over rough terrain. Next, we analyze the general
characteristics of the traditional reinforcement learning framework and we show why this
framework is not adequate from the point of view of robotic tasks. Consequently, we
propose a new formalization adapted to robotic problems and we present an algorithm
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that implements the basic points of our proposal. To validate our approach, we show that
the performance of our algorithm is better than that of existing algorithms when applied
to the gait generation problem (that is a sub-task of the legged robot pilot task).

1.3 Contributions

This dissertation presents the following main contributions:

• A general behavior-based control structure for piloting legged vehicles over rough
terrain applicable to robots with different mechanical characteristics.

• A critical review of the reinforcement learning framework from the point of view of
autonomous robots.

• A new reinforcement learning architecture that is more suitable for autonomous
robots than existing ones.

Beside these conceptual contributions, this dissertation also presents some software
contributions:

• The implementation and test of the controller for legged-robot locomotion over
irregular terrain both in a simulated robot and in a real one.

• A new algorithm that implements the main aspects of our reinforcement learning
architecture, and the results of its application to the gait generation problem.

• A couple of legged robot simulators: A 2D one for testing gait generation strategies,
and a realistic 3D one for testing the complete controller.

• A new behavior-oriented language more flexible than existing ones.

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is divided in two parts, one for each of the two main subjects we analyze:
behavior-based robots (and legged robots in particular) and reinforcement learning.

In Part I, Chapter 2 presents an introduction to the paradigm of behavior-based
robots in which our work is based. This chapter puts special emphasis in the requirements
of autonomous robot control in real environments that motivated this paradigm and that
should be also taken into account when devising learning algorithms for autonomous
robots.

Chapter 3 describes our controller for legged-robot piloting developed under the
behavior-based robot programming paradigm. First, we introduce the basic guidelines of
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our controller that differ in may points of existing approaches for legged robot control.
Then, the three main components of the controller are presented: the proprioceptive or
posture control level, the environment driven or terrain adaptation level, and the task
driven or movement generation level. Finally, we describe how these three modules are
integrated and implemented in a behavior-like program and we present results of its
application using either a simulator or a real robot. This chapter is based on the results
we presented in [21, 22, 23, 25, 24, 85, 86, 87, 89], and to obtain them we used the tools
we described in [55, 82, 84].

Part II is concerned with the analysis of reinforcement learning, its application to
autonomous robot, and the proposal of a new formalism to improve this application.

Chapter 4 includes a brief introduction to the traditional reinforcement learning
framework.

Chapter 5 analyses this framework from the point of view of autonomous robots.
In this analysis we show that traditional reinforcement learning algorithms are inefficient
for robotic tasks mainly because of the well-known curse of dimensionality problem. We
outline the reasons that cause this problem and we present a new reinforcement learning
approach that avoids them, but at the cost of having to determine the relevance of inputs
and actions. In general, the relevance determination can be a major problem, but our
approach relies on the categorizability hypothesis that entails that the relevance determi-
nation is feasible in real environments. The contents of this chapter includes arguments
we have already presented in our papers [81, 83, 88, 90].

Chapter 6 presents a new reinforcement learning algorithm that implements the
alternative reinforcement learning approach described in chapter 5. The results of the
application of this algorithm to the gait generation problem (that is one of the modules
of the walking controller presented in chapter 3) are included to show the applicability of
our approach and the validity of the hypothesis in which it is based. Part of the results
included in this chapter were also surveyed in [90, 91].

Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation and suggests several points of further research.

To analyze how reinforcement learning can be applied to robots, many different sub-
jects have to be confronted. However, the reader can be only interested in one of those
subjects. For this reason, we have tried to make the different parts of this dissertation
self-contained.



Part I

Behavior-Based Robots





Chapter 2

The Behavior-Based Robot
Paradigm

Traditional artificial intelligence tools based on knowledge representation and on search
processes have produced significant outcomes, but they are inadequate for controlling
autonomous robots in unstructured environments. In this chapter we review the require-
ments imposed by working with real robots in dynamic environments and we show that the
basic principles of the behavior-based paradigm directly follow from these requirements.
In the last section of this chapter, as an example of how behavior-based controllers can
be implemented, the subsumption architecture is described.

2.1 Requirements of Autonomous Robot Control

The special characteristics of the different elements involved in a robotic task (the task
itself, the robot, and the environment) have to be taken into account when devising a
controller (using either by-hand programming or learning techniques). Next we briefly
describe some of those characteristics that are especially relevant:

• Task characteristics

– Real-world tasks: We can not arbitrarily choose what are the boundaries
and the scope of the task to be attained by the robot. The tasks to be
achieved (walking, navigation, obstacle avoidance, can collecting,. . . ) must
provide functionalities useful in the real world, and not just for an arbitrarily
defined symbolic system as occurs with traditional artificial intelligence sub-
systems (reasoner, planners,. . . ). In these sub-systems we can define at our
convenience the inputs and the outputs and even the restricted sub-class of
problems to be solved. In a robotic problem, inputs (sensors), outputs (ac-
tions), and the scope of the task are constrained to be anchored to the actual
environment of the robot.
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– Robustness vs. optimality: A robotic task has multiple (and sometimes
conflicting) facets or competences. Some of these competences can be task de-
pendent but others are common to many different tasks (i.e., those necessary
to survive in the environment). The robot must be able to adequately achieve
all these competences: it is much more important to have a fairly good perfor-
mance in all of them than to be an expert in only one. In other words, it is more
important for the robot to have breadth in their expertise rather than depth.
This requirement opens the question of how to measure the performance of a
robot. Traditional artificial intelligence considers the robot as a system that
maximizes or minimizes a given function (energy, time, . . . ) and the results are
systems that are optimal according to this evaluation function and assuming
particular environment conditions. However, it is clear that autonomous robot
performance evaluation should be based in the robot capability of adequately
achieving all its competences in as many environment conditions as possible,
although none of the competences is never optimally achieved.

• Robot characteristics

– Autonomy: The robot must be, obviously, the one in charge of achieving the
task and a robot has a limited set of sensors with fixed capabilities, a pre-
defined motor apparatus, and a restricted computational (and even electrical)
power. Therefore, the resources to achieve the task are clearly limited to those
available for the robot. It must be able to understand its environment, iden-
tify relevant objects and events using its sensor inputs, and produce adequate
responses with its limited motor system.

• Environment characteristics

– The environment complexity: The robot’s environment is usually very
dynamic and highly complex especially when it includes other acting agents
(either robots or humans). Interesting events happen all the time and the robot
must be able to correctly identify them taking into account that sensory data
is often ambiguous, erroneous or even inconsistent. We can not expect the
environment to be in ideal conditions (ideal light, obstacles, . . . ) and minor
changes in the environment should not lead to total collapse of the robot’s
behavior. One should expect a gradual change in the capabilities of the robot
as the environment changes more and more.

– The environment regularity: Despite its complexity, the environment does
not behave at random: it is a real environment with physical entities that
respect some predefined laws.

– Real time: The robot must be able to react in real time to cope in a timely
fashion with the (sometimes unexpected) changes in its dynamic environment.
In this way, the robot would be able to deal with either opportunities or con-
tingencies.
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2.2 Behavior-Based Controllers

The above characteristics are often neglected by traditional artificial intelligence robot
control architectures. For this reason, many authors advocate a new paradigm called
behavior-based robots. This paradigm proposes some guidelines for the construction of
robot controllers that directly follow from the above characteristics:

• Real-world tasks: Since we cannot change the complexity of a given task with
sense in the real world, we can only reduce the complexity of the problem by solving
first simpler tasks. In this way, the construction of a fully intelligent system is faced
in a bottom-up fashion that contrasts with the top-down approach usually taken
by knowledge-based artificial intelligence. The idea is that solving first lower levels
of intelligence can restrict the higher levels so that its achievement becomes rather
simple.

• Robustness vs. optimality: Instead of building general functional modules like
perception and planning, behavior-based artificial intelligence develops competence
modules, modules which are an expert at a particular small task-oriented compe-
tence. Each of these modules is directly connected to relevant sensors and actuators.
Moreover, each of the competence modules is responsible of doing all the represen-
tation, computation, reasoning, execution, etc, related to its particular task. There
are no general or task-independent modules. They are environment-, robot-, and
task-dependent. All the competence modules run in parallel and none of them is
in control. These parallel subsystems produce different behaviors (i.e., an obstacle
avoidance, a goal tracker, a gaze control, . . . ) and the global behavior of the robot
(i.e., a complete navigation system) is more complex than the one produced by each
module. The global behavior of the system emerges from the interaction of the
components. Some simple arbitration method is included to select or fuse actuator
commands simultaneously issued by the parallel competence modules.

• Autonomy: The robot must work as an autonomous, fully independent agent
interacting with the environment. The idea is to download the program into the
robot’s memory, switch it on, and leave it to interact completely by itself with
the environment. In this way there is no possibility for the designer to develop a
controller that somehow relies in user intervention to achieve the task.

• Environment complexity: There is no central representation of the environment,
because it is too difficult to construct and maintain. There is no attempt to integrate
the information of different sensors into one coherent, objective interpretation of the
current situation. Instead, different modules represent whatever they need to achieve
their own competence. These representations do not need to be related and can be
redundant or even inconsistent. These local representations tend to be simple, since
the robot is embedded in some environment and this means that there is less of a
need for modeling, because the world is its own best model [14]. The environment
can be used as an external memory, so, computation should rely more on sensory
inputs than on stored data that could be obsolete.
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• Environment regularity: The environment has certain spatial and temporal reg-
ularities that can be exploited. Simple interaction dynamics between the robot and
its environment can lead to emergent behavior. In many cases, the complexity of a
behavior is more a reflection of complexity of the environment than of the controller
itself. That means that, often, it is sufficient to study the particular properties of
a given environment to determine a simple mechanism that produces the desired
behavior.

• Real time: Exhaustive searches and long deliberative processes are avoided. In-
stead, the computational complexity of the different modules of the controller are
kept to a minimum and each module heavily relies on the most recent sensor readings
to increase reactivity.

Systems built using the above principles suffer less from the problems that arise when
using a knowledge-based approach. They act fast because they have less information
processing, they are more distributed and, they require less expensive computations. They
are able to deal with unforeseen situations (opportunities as well as contingencies) because
they rely much more on the environment as a source of information and a determiner
of actions. They are less brittle, because a collapsed module does not affect the rest of
parallel modules, none of the modules is more critical than the others, they do not attempt
to fully understand the current situation, and they incorporate redundant methods. They
have less trouble relating representations to sensor stimuli, because they do not attempt
to maintain objective representations of the environment. Finally, they are not prone
to problems of combinatorial explosion, because they do not rely on complete search
processes.

Although these general principles are valid for controllers programmed by-hand as well
as for learned ones, the behavior-based architectures do not include, in general, any learn-
ing component. Our proposal, that we will detail in the following chapters, is to construct
some of the parallel competence modules using reinforcement learning techniques. How-
ever we have to adapt these techniques attending to the properties of the environment,
the task, and the robot just outlined. The result of this adaptation would be an algorithm
more efficient in the case of autonomous robots than the general reinforcement learning
algorithms that are intended for any kind of problem. Observe that this adaptation fol-
lows the spirit of the behavior-based approach that aims at finding adequate solutions for
each particular problem instead of aiming at finding general problem solvers.

2.3 The Subsumption Architecture

R. A. Brooks was one of the pioneers in proposing a behavior-based paradigm for robot
control called the subsumption architecture (see [14, 15] among many other papers). After
his work, some other authors developed variants and extensions of this paradigm [37, 63]
that favored the creation of the behavior-based artificial intelligence framework. Brooks’
original proposal is one of the most well-known and most used behavior-based approaches.
For this reason this is the approach we are going to use in this dissertation.
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The subsumption architecture implements the behavior-based principles in the follow-
ing way:

• Brooks proposes to organize the controllers in layers of task-achieving behaviors.
Layers for lower level behaviors are developed first and provide the most basic
competences for the robot to survive. The process of extending the capabilities of
the robot by adding new layers to an already existing controller is called layering.
An interesting mechanism is the so-called subsumption. Using this mechanism, a
high level layer changes some of the parameters of a lower level so that it keeps on
doing the same task as before but with different results due to the new values of
its parameters. In this way, new layers can capitalize on the workings of already
existing ones to enlarge the capabilities of the robot.

• Computation is organized as an asynchronous network of active computational mod-
ules (they are augmented finite state machines, see [11]) with a fixed topology net-
work of unidirectional connections. All computational modules run in parallel and
there is no explicit synchronization between them. Arbitration between modules
providing different actuator commands is solved using a conflict resolution schema
defined at compile time that provides a fixed priority to each connection. Two
mechanisms can be used to set up this priority:

– Suppression: A message sent by a suppression channel completely blocks
messages coming from other sources.

– Inhibition: An inhibitory message prevents outputs sent by a given channel
from reaching their destinations.

• There is no central representation shared by all modules: data and process are dis-
tributed over the same network of modules. The system can certainly have state.
This is something many times misunderstood in Brooks’ approach since many au-
thors have referred to it as a purely reactive architecture.

• Sensors and actuators are connected to the network using the same kinds of channels
used to connect modules. These connections have no buffering, so that they only
act as communication channels. Messages on the channels can be overwritten by
new messages even if the receiver has not read the data. In this way, new sensor
readings can efficiently trigger behavioral responses if necessary.

• Computational modules tend to be simple and any search is bounded in size and
time.

This architecture has been successfully used in a series of robots [13] showing that it
can be used to implement, at least, the first levels of intelligent behavior.

Brooks defined a language called the Behavior Language [12] to ease the implementa-
tion of autonomous robots controllers using the subsumption architecture. The Behavior
Language compiler transforms high level programming structures into the network of aug-
mented finite state machines that constitute the basis of a subsumption controller. After
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that, a second phase in the compilation translates the controller into machine dependent
assembler instructions. Then, this program is transferred to the robot’s internal memory
for its execution.

The basic programming structure in the behavior language is called, of course, a
behavior. A behavior has two main parts:

• Declarations: In this section we should specify the behavior’s outputs (to send
messages to other behaviors), inputs (to receive messages from other behaviors),
registers for data storage, and timers.

• Processes: It includes a set of condition-action rules called whenever rules. The
conditions of the whenever rules are tested with a given frequency. If the condition
holds, the corresponding action is executed. Conditions are boolean expressions
that can include some special predicates as, for instance, the query of certain timers
or the check for a new message being received in a given input.

Observe that, in the Behavior Language neither user-defined data types nor global
variables are allowed. This is done with the objective of avoiding the possibility of building
a representation of the environment shared by different behaviors since this would be
against the behavior-based principles.

Normally, access to motors is achieved by sending messages to a set of special behav-
iors, so that possible command conflicts are solved by suppression and inhibition between
the inputs of these behaviors.

A controller typically consists in many modules, one for each level of competence to
be achieved by the robot. A given module includes the lower layers it requires, and adds
new behaviors that either subsume existing behaviors or produce new activities.

All behaviors are expected to run in parallel. However, in a robot with a single
processor (which is the usual case), they are executed in sequence.



Chapter 3

A Behavior-Based Legged-Robot
Controller

With an appropriate control of leg movements, a legged robot can climb steps, cross
ditches, and walk on extremely rough terrain in which, due to ground irregularities, the use
of wheels is not feasible. As a counterpart, an important drawback of legged locomotion
when compared with wheeled locomotion, is the much higher complexity involved in its
control, even in the case of completely flat ground.

Due to the large number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of a legged robot and the com-
plexity of legged locomotion, human real-time control of individual joint or leg movements
is almost impossible in practice [71]. A walking machine, even if it is human driven, has
to show autonomous behavior at least at the level of joint actuation and leg coordination,
providing automatic terrain adaptation and body stabilization. This means that, while
the path planning level of legged-robot navigation can be controlled by a human driver,
the pilot level should be fully automated for a reasonable application of legged robots.
Knowledge-based approaches produce legged-robot pilot controllers that are unable to
operate in real time in dynamic environments. Behavior-based approaches have mainly
focused on small robots with only 2 DOF per leg. The result is that there is a lack of
reliable and efficient algorithms for adaptive walk control on difficult terrain and this
makes the use of legged robots impractical for many applications that, in principle, could
benefit from them.

Our objective in this chapter is that of describing our control structure for legged
robots. We have adopted a behavior-based approach and, consequently, the resulting
controller is highly reactive and can cope with unstructured and changing environments.
Additionally, we have designed the controller for a general legged robot with full leg
mobility (at least 3 DOF per leg) that are the kind of robots that are required for real
applications: humanitarian de-mining, inspection of special areas (forest, nuclear plants,
volcanos),. . . .
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3.1 Definitions

Before entering in detail in the description of our controller we provide some basic defini-
tions of legged-robot related concepts that would be useful to understand the rest of the
chapter.

Definition 3.1. A step is a set of movements that raises a leg and takes it to a new
position in order to allow the advance of the robot in a given direction.

Definition 3.2. The Anterior Extreme Position is the position relative to the robot’s
body at which a leg touches the ground after performing a step.

Definition 3.3. The return or protraction phase of a given leg is the interval of time
taken to produce a step with that leg.

Definition 3.4. The support phase includes the movements of a leg while in contact with
the ground.

Definition 3.5. The duty factor represents the fraction of the time that a leg is in
support phase between the beginning of two consecutive steps. The duty factor is usually
designated as β.

Definition 3.6. The gait is the sequence of steps issued by the robot.

Definition 3.7. A robot executes a cyclic gait if the steps are repeated periodically. The
period of a cyclic gait is denoted as T .

Definition 3.8. A free gait includes a sequence of steps without any periodic repetition.

Definition 3.9. The crab angle is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the robot
and the advance direction of the robot. The crab angle is denoted as α.

Definition 3.10. The support polygon is the convex hull of the polygon conformed by
the projection into a horizontal plane of the positions of feet that are in support phase.

Definition 3.11. The stability margin is the minimum distance between the projection
of the center of the gravity (COG) of the robot and the edges of the support polygon.

Definition 3.12. A gait is statically stable if the stability margin is always positive.

3.2 A Classical Controller Structure

Any legged robot controller must guarantee the stability of the robot but, assuming that
this is fulfilled, there is still a large amount of degrees of freedom to select the actual
sequence of leg movements to be executed.

Following a classical artificial intelligence approach, the task of legged-robot walking
is confronted as an optimization process. Every stable sequence of leg movements is
evaluated attending to a certain criterion that can be related, for instance, with the
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number of footholds necessary to achieve a given position [3], with the size of the stability
margin [41], with the desired trajectory and speed for the robot [71], with the mobility of
legs [67] or with the energy consumed [60].

The kernel of the controller implements a search process aiming at finding the best se-
quence of movements according the function to be optimized. The evaluation of sequences
of movements is performed as a planning process where the objective is to decide what
are the movements to be performed at each time slice. The more accurate we want the
optimization, the higher the number of steps ahead the planning must be done. Taking
into account that the criteria to be optimized usually depend on the environment char-
acteristics, the controller needs a map of the terrain configuration. In some applications,
this map is provided to the controller, but, in others, it is the robot the one in charge
of building it using its own sensors. In the first case, the robot is restricted to move in
pre-defined environments. In the second, the process of map constructions results in a
heavy task that slows down the speed of the robot specially when we want to plan many
steps ahead since this requires of a map of the environment that includes large portions
of the terrain.

The combinatorial complexity of evaluating all valid sequences of leg movements to
find the optimal one may be so great as to prohibit its computational solution in an
acceptable period of time [67]. For this reason, traditional legged robot controllers try
to alleviate this process using heuristics to evaluate only the most promising sequences
[67, 73]. Another possible approximation to reduce the complexity of the planning process
consists in identifying sequences of leg movements that are optimal for a certain kind of
obstacles (steps, ditches,. . . ). These sequences constitute a kind of toolbox from which
to select the adequate components once the elements that constitute the environment are
identified [29]. The drawback of this approach is that the robot can only face environments
composed by pre-defined types of obstacles.

The classical approach has many drawbacks but maybe the most important one is that
the sequence of movements to be executed can turn out to be non-executable due to map
errors or environment changes between the moment at which the map of the terrain was
built and the moment at which the leg movements are actually executed. If a planned
leg movement can not be executed, then the complete sequence has to be forgotten and
a new planning process has to be started (including a complex pre-process to update the
environment map). In the worst case, the robot can be in a deadlock situation where
the global trajectory has to be rebuilt, implying the intervention of the path planning
module (or a human driver). Obviously, if this occurs too often, this approach becomes
impractical. This supposes that the traditional approach for legged-robot control can be
useful only in structured and non-dynamic environments where planned leg movements
are rarely non-executable. In these cases, this approach produces an optimal controller
and is, for sure, the approach to be used.

Unfortunately, our intention is to use our robot in natural environments that are non-
structured and highly dynamic. For this reason, we have to take an alternative approach
and we decided to use the behavior-based one because, as explained, it provides reactive
controllers able to operate in dynamic environments. In the case of legged robots, no
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planning of leg movements is performed, but one specific sequence is generated on-line as
a result of the interaction of different competence modules aiming at controlling different
aspects of the task of walking. The resulting sequence could be non optimal, but the hope
is that it would be adequate for most of the cases.

3.3 A Behavior-based Controller Structure

The pilot task for legged robots has two main components that can be called terrain
adaptation and movement generation , respectively. The first one is in charge of improving
the stability of the robot given a certain terrain configuration, and the second one is in
charge of the advance movement of the robot.

It is clear that the use of a legged robot is only justified if they can be made to walk on
irregular terrain with a sufficient degree of confidence. Most approaches to robot walking
begin by considering the movement generation problem as the basic one, and confronting it
for flat ground in the first place. These approaches solve the problems of stability and gait
generation for this case, usually avoiding the use of sensors. Then, the problem of walking
on uneven terrain is solved by altering the basic walking routine in order to cope with
the obstacles detected using different kinds of sensor information. Thus, for example, the
OSU Hexapod vehicle, Klein et al. [51], uses force and attitude sensors in order to modify
a basic control algorithm to permit adaptation to irregular terrain, Ozguner et al. [72]
make use of visual information with the same purpose, and Gorinevsky and Shneider [39],
working with a small hexapod, compute appropriate corrections to commanded forces
and leg positions depending on the soil properties. Making the case more explicit, in
an analysis of the design of the robot Attila, Binnard [9] emphasizes the differentiation
made between walking (moving at a constant speed over relatively even terrain) and
climbing (stop at a large obstacle and search for footholds) as two different tasks with
different hardware and software requirements. In agreement with this view, Ferrell [35]
designed a control for this robot in which the aspects of walking and climbing are clearly
differentiated, providing specific strategies for different kinds of obstacles.

In our present work we take a rather different approach. We assume that the natural
habitat of a legged robot consists mainly in irregular or abrupt terrain. Therefore, instead
of developing a strategy to walk on flat ground and then introducing some modifications to
cope with ground irregularities, we first provide the robot with the capability to stay safe
on difficult terrain, trying to keep a stable position even in the case of eventual movements
of the ground or of the robot, and only then we address the problem of walking. Flat
ground is seen just as a particular case in which, in ideal conditions, a regular gait is likely
to emerge, rather than being specifically intended.

Additionally, since we attempt to follow the principles of the behavior-based approach,
our pilot controller is not going to use any kind of terrain map because, as explained, map
terrains for natural dynamic environments are too difficult to construct and maintain.
Instead, we assume that the robot can only sense its surroundings through local sensors
(i.e., infrared sensors, sonars, touch sensors, or even only leg-ground interactions).
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The decisions of taking the terrain adaptation as the more basic component and not
using any kind of map still leave us with many degrees of freedom when defining the
controller structure. To establish a hierarchical decomposition based on sensible grounds
we take into account two fundamental aspects:

• Task-dependence: While some competences are devised to achieve specific, tem-
porarily assigned tasks, so that they must be active only eventually (e.g., advancing
in a desired direction, approaching a target, etc.), there are also competences that
are task-independent and should be active at any time (e.g., avoiding collisions with
objects, maintaining good stability, etc.).

• Use of sensor information: While most competences require the use of sensors
to get information from the environment (e.g., accommodation of feet on ground,
collision avoidance, etc.), some of them do not require external sensing and can be
done on the sole basis of proprioceptive information (e.g., improving the positioning
of the body according to the current locations of feet).

The consideration of these two aspects carries us to the definition of the following
three levels of decomposition:

1. Proprioceptive level (Task independent, no sensor input)
At this level, only internally available information of the robot’s own state is used.
It can be seen as a level of self-regulation. The functionality provided by this level
is posture control, and its purpose is to place the body in the most appropriate
position given the current feet locations.

2. Environment driven level (Task independent, sensor input)
This level responds directly to the present conditions of the environment as detected
through sensors. The functionality provided by this level is terrain adaptation, and
its purpose is to accommodate leg and body positions to the shape of the terrain
and to react to collisions with obstacles.

3. Task driven level (Task dependent)
This level responds to the externally supplied purposes of the robot, which are
dependent on the specific task to be done. The functionality provided by this
level includes a movement generation module that consists of mechanisms for gait
generation and for heading control. These mechanisms can be commanded by the
path planner level (working over our pilot controller) in order to make the robot
follow a trajectory to reach its desired goal location.

Each one of these levels is described in detail in next sections.

3.4 Proprioceptive Level: Posture Control

Robot stability and mobility are two aspects of the control of a walking robot whose
improvement is always desirable, independently of the specific task assigned to the robot.
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Though, in general, information provided by sensors should be taken into account, stabil-
ity and mobility can be improved, to some extent, even in the absence of sensor informa-
tion: Robot stability is improved by increasing the separation between feet and moving
the robot’s center of gravity (COG) towards the geometric center of the feet positions.
Robot mobility is improved by raising the body with respect to the feet to increase ground
clearance, and keeping the feet away from the boundaries of their respective workspaces
to allow a wide range of movement in any direction.

Thus, we define the purpose of the proprioceptive level as that of adopting an optimal
position of the body with respect to the current feet locations so that robot stability and
mobility are improved. To avoid the undesirable effects that could result from moving
a supporting leg without using sensor information, leg movements at this level have to
be performed in a coordinated way so that the position of each foot in the environment
remains unchanged. The process of modifying the position of the body in this way is
what we call posture control. Posture control has received insufficient attention in the
literature of legged robots. Most authors have considered the problem of the control of
body altitude and attitude as independent of that of body motion. Here we want to stress
that both problems are particular instances of posture control that can be dealt with in
a unified way.

In order to formalize the problem of posture control we have to introduce some defi-
nitions:

Definition 3.13. The configuration polygon of the robot is a spatial polygon (i.e., a
polygon not necessarily contained in a single plane) whose vertices correspond to the
positions of the extreme points of legs, or feet.

The configuration polygon must not be confused with the more commonly used support
polygon or support pattern, which involves only supporting feet and is contained in a
horizontal plane. In contrast, the configuration polygon involves all feet and, since it can
be determined from only the relative positions of feet with respect to the body, makes no
use of sensor information from the environment.

Definition 3.14. The posture P of an n-legged robot is the set of positions {pi} (i=1,...,n)
taken by feet with respect to the body.

Note that the posture of the robot uniquely determines the shape and position of the
configuration polygon with respect to the body, but the same configuration polygon can
be placed at different positions with respect to the body, giving rise to different postures
of the robot.

Definition 3.15. Two postures are compatible if they define the same configuration poly-
gon.

Definition 3.16. A conservative gesture is a coordinated movement of legs such that the
configuration polygon is displaced with respect to the body without changing its shape.

According to these definitions, a conservative gesture drives the robot through a con-
tinuous set of mutually compatible postures.
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Definition 3.17. The quadratic error1 EP,Q between two postures P and Q is the sum of
the squared differences between the positions of each foot in both postures.

Formally, if P = {pi} and Q = {qi} (i=1,...,n), then:

EP,Q =
n
∑

i=1

‖pi − qi‖2. (3.1)

Note that there is always a non-null quadratic error between two different postures,
even if they are compatible.

Definition 3.18. The reference posture of a robot is the posture that, in general condi-
tions, provides a preferred combination of stability and mobility.

In general, these two aspects are in conflict [71] and must be traded-off: while mobility
improves when each foot is near the center of its workspace, stability increases when legs
are extended towards their distal bounds. The reference posture has to be established
for each particular robot structure, and is not completely detached from user preferences.
As an example, we define the reference posture for our six-legged robot as that shown in
figure 3.1, in which legs are in the center of their workspaces.
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Figure 3.1: Reference posture for the Argos six-legged robot. Measures are in centimeters.

As stated above, the purpose of posture control is to improve robot stability and
mobility while keeping the configuration polygon unchanged. Therefore, what we need
now is a way to determine which one, among all the postures associated with an arbitrary
configuration polygon, is considered to provide the best combination of stability and
mobility. For this, we will use the trade-off implicitly established by the reference posture,
choosing the posture that is closest to it, as stated in the following definition:

Definition 3.19. The optimal posture of the robot for a given configuration polygon is
the posture that minimizes its quadratic error to the reference posture while keeping the
configuration polygon invariant.

1Called distance in [23].
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Thus, the goal of posture control is to drive the robot, using only conservative gestures,
to the optimal posture for the current configuration polygon.

The effect of posture control can be illustrated with a physical analogy (Figure 3.2):
Assume that each foot is nailed to the ground in its current position in the environment,
and that the configuration polygon corresponding to the reference posture is rigidly at-
tached to the body. If each foot position is connected with its corresponding vertex of the
polygon of the reference posture with a spring that exerts an attractive force proportional
to its length, then the body will move to the minimum energy configuration in which all
forces and torques add to zero. The resulting positions of feet with respect to the body in
the equilibrium situation correspond to the optimal posture for the current configuration
polygon.

Figure 3.2: Physical interpretation of the optimal posture (in two dimensions). At left,
a six-legged robot in an arbitrary posture is shown. Actual robot legs are represented
in thick lines. Big dots correspond to actual feet positions, which must remain fixed. In
thin lines, the body of the robot is represented with imaginary rigid legs positioned in
the reference posture. Springs connecting the vertices of the actual and reference feet
positions exert a force and torque on the body of the robot. The right figure shows
the position to which the springs would drive the body, and corresponds to the optimal
posture.

Next, we show how to determine the optimal posture and a path to reach it from an
arbitrary posture P .

The positions pi of feet in posture P are related with positions qi in a compatible pos-
ture Q through the rigid spatial transformation experienced by the configuration polygon
when moving from P to Q

qi(Ω) = qi(x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ) = Tz(z)Ty(y)Tx(x)Rz(φ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ) pi, (3.2)

where Tx(·), Ty(·), Tz(·), Rx(·), Ry(·) and Rz(·) are translations along, and rotations
about, the corresponding axes of the reference frame of the body.

Expressed in homogeneous coordinates, the relation between pi and qi can be written
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as:
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(3.3)

The quadratic error EQ,R with respect to the reference posture R for any posture Q
compatible with the current posture P can be seen as a function of the transformation
parameters Ω given by:

EQ,R =
n
∑

i=1

‖qi − ri‖2 =
n
∑

i=1

[(qix − r
i
x)
2 + (qiy − r

i
y)
2 + (qiz − r

i
z)
2]. (3.4)

Using equations 3.3 and 3.4, we can find the components of the gradient vector of the
quadratic error function in posture P (i.e., Q with Ω = 0):
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For the optimal posture, the six gradient components of equation 3.5 must vanish.
An iterative gradient-descent process can be used to reach the optimal posture (i.e., a
relative minimum of the quadratic error function). Figure 3.3 shows some examples of
the postures reached by gradient descent from different initial postures.

3.4.1 Executing Conservative Gestures: Balances

To execute a conservative gesture in a real robot, each foot should follow a trajectory in
coordination with all other feet, so that the configuration polygon is not deformed in the
process. In practice it will be necessary to approximate such a trajectory by computing,
for each foot, a series of points in the path from posture P to Q and simultaneously driving
all feet through them. The specific trajectory to follow from P to Q can be arbitrarily
chosen within the six-dimensional space of compatible postures.

A convenient way to implement the posture control mechanism is to build six separate
processes, that we call balances, each of which controls the movement in one of the six
DOF. Thus, each balance is continually monitoring one component of the quadratic error
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CBA

Figure 3.3: The effect of posture control. A) From an arbitrary posture (dashed figure)
with a configuration polygon close to the reference one, the robot approaches to the
reference posture. B) Typical situation in the process of walking. In the dashed figure,
front right, middle left and rear right legs have recently stepped and are in an advanced
position with respect to the body. By the effect of posture control, the body moves
forward and slightly rotates to the left. Front left, middle right and rear left legs are
moved backwards to an appropriate position to perform the next step. C) An advanced
position of left legs with respect to right legs produces a rotation of the body to the right.

gradient vector given in equations 3.5 and, if it is above (or below) a given threshold,
the balance performs a small displacement of all feet along the corresponding DOF in the
direction in which the quadratic error to the reference posture decreases. This direction
is determined from the sign of the corresponding component of the gradient vector. The
balances execute a fixed-sized gesture and, consequently, we have to accept a certain
degree of error in the optimal posture (if not, the balance would produce oscillations
between postures around the optimal one). The balance thresholds (−bi ≤ 0 ≤ +bi with
i ∈ {x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ}) allow us to regulate the error margin for each balance.

The action of balances is performed through successive small displacements, achieved
by applying transformation matrices Tz(z), Ty(y), Tx(x), Rz(φ), Ry(θ), and Rx(ψ) to
all feet with small values of the parameters x, y, z, φ, θ, and ψ.

Each of the balances implements an independent gradient-descent process for its corre-
sponding DOF. It is clear that such approach will drive to a minimum without a need for
coordination of the different balances (provided the individual displacements performed
by each balance are sufficiently small).

Balances provide a coordination mechanism for leg movements that greatly simplifies
the performance of conservative gestures, and they can be used by higher level modules
to execute body movements in the following way: Adding a bias to one of the equations
3.5 will produce a displacement of the target position causing the corresponding balance
to displace the body along the associated DOF, just as if an external force or torque had
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been applied to it. This bias can be introduced by making the partial derivatives equal
to a non null constant or by changing the reference posture. In our implementation we
use this second method, because its results are more intuitive and because it simplifies
the adaptation of other controller mechanisms that also rely on the reference posture (as
for instance the step execution, see section 3.6.2).

3.5 Environment Driven Level: Terrain Adaptation

The purpose of this level is to reactively adapt feet positions to the actual ground pro-
file, respond to collisions with obstacles, and improve robot stability according to the
information provided by sensors. For the description of the different mechanisms that
constitute this level, we will group them according to the kind of sensor information they
use. Mechanisms involving body-related sensor information will trigger body positioning
movements accomplished by means of conservative gestures. In contrast, mechanisms
using leg-related sensor information will trigger leg positioning movements, resulting in a
change of the configuration polygon.

3.5.1 Body Positioning Mechanisms

Based on the kind of sensors available in our robot, we have devised the following mech-
anisms for body positioning:

• Slope adaptation
If information about body attitude is available, for example by means of an incli-
nometer (as in our case), the stability of the robot can be improved by translating
the body in the X − Y plane, so that the vertical projection of its COG gets closer
to the center of the configuration polygon. For some applications, it may also be
desirable to keep the body horizontal. However, if this is not necessary, having the
body parallel to the local ground is preferred since, in general, this improves the
mobility of the robot.

• Obstacle avoidance
If an obstacle is detected in front of the robot or in the lower part of the body, its
elevation should be temporarily increased to avoid the collision. The attitude of the
body may also be modified accentuating the elevation of the body by the side in
which the obstacle is detected.

• Extreme situations
When a leg is moved to an extreme of its workspace, a body positioning movement
should be performed to allow the leg to reach further. For instance, the body should
be made to descend when a leg reaches its lower position without finding a support
point. In this way, the body movements can facilitate the descent of a high step.
Conversely, the body should be raised when a leg reaches its highest position trying
to avoid an obstacle. This body movement facilitates the climbing of the obstacle
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A convenient way to execute the conservative gestures required by the body position-
ing mechanism is (as explained in section 3.4.1) to move the reference posture (using
conservative gestures to avoid leg slipping) and let the balance process adjust to the new
situation. This form of control yields a harmonious integration of the different body
positioning mechanisms, showing the adequacy of the hierarchical organization of the
proposed control structure.

3.5.2 Leg Positioning Mechanisms

To achieve ground contact with legs at any time, the configuration polygon has to be
changed to fit the ground profile. For this purpose, we consider the following mechanisms:

• Ground accommodation
An effective mechanism to keep the feet on the ground consists in monitoring the
weight supported by each leg and lowering it when the sensed force is null or too
low. This constitutes a mechanism of active compliance to distribute forces among
legs that was already used in [41]. To avoid an uncontrolled drift in the vertical
direction, a constant control of the body height is necessary. Note that the posture
control level already provides this functionality, specifically through the balance
corresponding to the z-translation.

• Foothold searching
If, in the process of ground accommodation, a leg reaches its lowest position without
achieving ground contact, a foothold has to be sought in the vicinity of the current
foot position. This can be done by performing progressively wider exploratory
movements in a horizontal direction until supporting ground is detected.

• Leg collision avoidance
If a collision with an obstacle is detected by a leg that moves in a horizontal direction,
a skipping maneuver has to be executed, consisting in a short movement in the
opposite direction, an elevation of the leg by a certain amount, and a reissuing of
the horizontal movement. This action may have to be repeated several times if the
collision persists.

It is worth noting that when a leg positioning movement displaces a leg with respect
to the body in a given direction, the posture control level reacts by moving the other legs
in the opposite direction. As a result of this, the body is displaced in the same direction
as the original leg displacement, thus contributing to it. This can be seen as a form of
inter-leg cooperation.

3.6 Task Driven Level: Movement Generation

As mentioned, this level includes two mechanisms one for gait generation, and another
for heading control. We describe them in the following sections.
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3.6.1 Gait Generation

Walking is achieved by performing successive steps in sequence, which constitutes the
gait.

In the literature of legged robots there are many different approaches to the problem
of building controllers for gait generation. For instance, in [35] a controller that generates
periodic gaits is described while [67] is about free gait controllers and other works combine
both approaches [29]. Some authors use a centralized mechanism to produce a gait [11]
but others prefer distributed ones [23]. Some of the existent works in gait generation try to
imitate the gaits observed in insects [28, 32] since they are adaptive and robust, but there
are also works that advocate in favor of an engineering perspective [11]. Some controllers
are basically reflexive [7] departing from other approaches that are clearly deliberative
[72].

Periodic gaits can be obtained from very simple control rules. However, simple periodic
gaits are only feasible for walking along regular trajectories (i.e., straight lines, fixed
predefined arcs of circumference, . . . ). Since an arbitrary curve can be approximated by
a sequence of arcs of circumference, a cyclic gait can be gradually modified to follow an
irregular trajectory, provided direction changes are sufficiently smooth. However, when
sharp direction changes are required (as, for example, when the heading of the robot
is controlled by a human driver), the gradual adaptation of the gait cycle may become
infeasible, and a transition phase between one cyclic gait and the next is necessary. In an
extreme case in which sudden changes in the heading direction occur too often, the gait
may never completely converge to a cyclic gait and will become a free gait.

A similar problem appears with irregular terrain, where not all points of ground are
acceptable as foothold. In this case, a foot whose intended landing position turns out
to be unreachable, or is found unable to support the load, will need to be landed in a
different place, giving rise to gait perturbations and arbitrary leg configurations. So, for
two of the most challenging problems in legged robot control, omnidirectional walking
and adaptation to difficult terrain, the generation of a free gait is necessary.

Basic Rules for Gait Generation

The most important aspect a gait generation strategy has to take into account is robot
stability. For a statically stable locomotion, it must be granted that a sufficient set of
legs stay on ground supporting the body at any time. In general, a minimum supporting
set is formed by three legs defining a triangle that contains the vertical projection of the
COG of the robot. In the case of most six-legged robots, this requirement can be satisfied
by observing the following rule:

Rule 3.1. Never have two neighboring legs raised from the ground at the same time.

Here, we assume that two legs are neighbors when they appear one next to the other
in a closed circuit around the robot (figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Leg numbering and clockwise circuit.

In some six-legged robots the fulfillment of this rule does not guarantee stability. In
these cases, a simple software reduction of the workspace limits of each leg may be done.
This restriction decreases the robot’s mobility, but in general the loss is not large and is
clearly compensated by the simplicity in the control introduced by the above rule.

The fulfillment of rule 3.1 assures that, at any time, the robot will be supported by at
least three non-neighboring legs, forming a triangle that we assume will always contain
the vertical projection of the COG. The violation of rule 3.1, however, will result in a
situation in which two neighboring legs are out of the ground at the same time, most
probably leaving the robot in a very unstable situation. For a robot with more than six
legs, rule 3.1 is also sufficient to grant robot stability, though in this case a less restrictive
condition could easily be devised. Conversely, in a four-legged robot, more restrictive
rules must be used. In the following, we will limit our discussion to six-legged robots and
will consider rule 3.1 as a necessary and sufficient condition for stability, provided the
posture control and terrain adaptation mechanisms constituting the lower levels of our
control structure are active.

According with rule 3.1, a leg can be raised to make a step only while its two neighbor-
ing legs are in contact with ground. However, rule 3.1 by itself is not enough to determine
a gait. It leaves undetermined which one of a pair of neighboring legs should actually
perform a step when rule 3.1 allows both of them to be raised. In these cases, it seems
advisable to issue first the step with the leg that is closer to the backward limit of its
workspace, since this is the leg more likely to limit the robot mobility in the near future.
Observe that, in normal circumstances (sufficient footholds available, constant heading
command, . . . ), once a leg has stepped, it is farther from its backward workspace limit
than its two neighboring legs that, due to rule 3.1, have remained in support phase during
the step (and thus, have moved backward to propel the body). Consequently, in general,
once a leg finishes its step, it does not step again until its two neighboring legs have
already stepped. To implement this step alternation between neighboring legs, we resort
to a simple strategy captured in the following rule:

Rule 3.2. A leg should perform a step when this is allowed by rule 3.1 and its two
neighboring legs have stepped more recently than it has.

Note that rule 3.1 and rule 3.2 are local, in the sense that each leg only needs infor-
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mation concerning its two neighboring legs, and no central scheduler or synchronization
process is required.

Rule 3.2 can be implemented using the following token passing protocol: Each leg
shares one token with each of its two neighboring legs. Only legs holding both tokens
are allowed to step. As soon as a leg starts a step, it sends the tokens back to its two
neighboring legs. Note that, in general, a leg will not be able to step immediately after
receiving both tokens, since, due to rule 3.1, it should wait until its neighboring legs
complete their respective steps and reach the ground to support the body. With a correct
initial distribution of tokens and in normal conditions, legs that are more backwards will
always step first.

Analysis of the Resulting Gaits

This, in appearance, simple gait generation mechanism deserves a deeper analysis. We can
define the gait state of a six-legged robot at a given time as the list of the six relationships
between neighboring legs established by the temporal stepping order between legs. For
two adjacent legs a and b, we will denote as

a < b

when leg a has stepped more recently than leg b or, what is the same, when leg b is going
to step earlier than leg a. In the token protocol described before, this notation means
that leg b owns the token that is shared between a and b.

So, the gait state can be described using a string that includes the stepping order
relationships between all legs. The gait state can be deduced from the last executed
steps, and gives information about the steps to be executed next.

We will represent the gait state as a row of six symbols < or >, corresponding to the
relationships between stages of neighbors taken in a clockwise circuit beginning in leg 1,
i.e., taking the leg numbering of figure 3.4, the resulting order is: 1,2,4,6,5,3. Thus, for
example, the state

<><><>

represents the following relationships between legs:

1 < 2 > 4 < 6 > 5 < 3 > 1.

The gait state is important because it determines the number of legs that according to
rule 3.2 can begin a protraction at a given time: only legs that appear between a <> pair
can protract (note that, due to the cyclicity of the state list, leg 1 can protract when the
state begins with > and ends with <). According to this we can distinguish four types of
gait states:

• A) Only one leg can protract.
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Gait State Type
CCN A B C D
1 <>>>>>

2 <<>>>> <><>>> <>><>>

3 <<<>>> <<><>> <<>><> <><><>

4 <<<<>> <<<><> <<><<>

5 <<<<<>

Table 3.1: Gait states (modulo cyclic permutations) classified by type and CCN

• B) Two legs sharing a common neighbor can protract.

• C) Two legs not sharing a common neighbor can protract.

• D) Three legs can protract.

Another important feature of the gait state is what we call the clockwise circularity
number (CCN), defined as the number of < relationships in the representation of the gait
state.

The CCN can take any value between 1 and 5. Values 0 and 6, corresponding to
the sequences >>>>>> and <<<<<<, respectively, are inconsistent. It is clear that
the effect of an allowed leg protraction on the gait state is the replacement of a <> by a
>< sequence, and, as a consequence, the CCN is invariant under leg protractions that
respect rule 3.2.

A consequence of this, that has practical implications, is that the set of gait states
attainable by allowed protractions is restricted by the initial value of the CCN . In our
token passing protocol, this means that the initial distribution of tokens restricts the
family of gaits that our mechanism can produce. Table 3.1 shows all the possible states,
modulo cyclic permutations, classified by type and CCN .

Given a gait state, the issue of an allowed protraction changes the state to a new one
with possibly different type, but same CCN , that is, allowed protractions cause horizontal
transitions through Table 3.1, while non allowed protractions would give rise to vertical
transitions. For example, for a state of type A and CCN = 3, only one leg is allowed to
protract, and the resulting state will be of type B and CCN = 3. All possible transitions
between gait states with CCN = 3 are summarized in figure 3.5, where arc labels indicate
the number of simultaneous leg protractions required.

It is well established [98] that the so called wave gaits often observed in legged animals
[115], constitute the most efficient and stable way to walk on a flat surface. Wave gaits
are characterized by a rear to front propagation of stepping actions forming a wave at
each side of the body with the same frequency and in opposition of phase.

In theory, the complete family of wave gaits can be obtained with rule 3.1 and rule 3.2
and a proper initial distribution of tokens (i.e., an initial gait state with the appropriate
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Figure 3.5: Possible transitions between states with CCN = 3.

CCN). For each value of the duty factor β between 1 and 1/2 we get a particular gait in
the family of the wave gaits. Figure 3.6 shows the temporal representation for the case of
β = 5/6, usually known as slow wave gait. In the figure, thick lines represent the protrac-
tion of each leg. We have ordered the legs in an unusual way, so that neighbors appear in
contiguous lines. The relationships between stages are indicated with the corresponding
symbols between the corresponding legs. The symbols on top of leg 2 correspond to its
relationship with leg 1. From the figure, we see that the CCN is 3 and that the sequence
of gait states is ABCABC... The same sequence is obtained for all wave gaits with duty
factors between 1 and 3/4.

2
4
6
5
3
1

...A C ABCBA

Figure 3.6: Slow wave gait.

For the special case of β = 3/4, in which legs 1,6 and 2,5 protract simultaneously, the
state sequence is contracted to BCBC...

A similar analysis for β between 3/4 and 1/2, shows that the corresponding sequence
in this case is BCDBCD...

In the extreme case of the tripod gait with β = 1/2, in which groups of three legs
(1,4,5 and 2,3,6) protract at the same time, the type sequence is collapsed into DD...

From this analysis, we conclude that all wave gaits have a CCN = 3. This means
that an initialization of legs with a different CCN value would prevent reaching a wave
gait as far as only protractions allowed by rule 3.2 are done.

Another interesting aspect revealed by our analysis is that the change from one wave
gait to another can be made smoothly, using only allowed protractions, even when the
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transition implies a change in the sequence of gait states. This is achieved by simply
taking the desired branch from a node common to both sequences in the graph of figure
3.5.

Even more, it is possible to show that, assuming that all legs spend the same amount
of time in the transfer phase (this is likely to occur when walking on flat terrain), any
gait state with CCN = 3 will soon converge to the tripod gait [87].

Gait Generation Strategies

In our implementation we use a CCN conservation strategy: we initialize the token
passing protocol with a gait state with CCN = 3 and we only execute steps that respect
rule 3.2 that, as shown, preserve the CCN . Initializing the protocol with a CCN different
from 3 results in the generation of non-optimal gaits. However, this could result useful in
very irregular terrain (that we assume not to be the usual) since a CCN different from 3
assures that the robot has at any time more than three legs in contact with the ground
and this reduces the speed but improves the stability.

The initial gait state for our gait generation strategy is determined in two phases:
first, we set up a gait state based on the advance position of each leg and, after that,
the gait state is adjusted to obtain a CCN = 3. As explained, we want to issue first the
step of those legs that are closer to the backward limit of their workspaces. Therefore,
the token shared between each couple of neighboring legs is assigned to the leg that is
more behind2. However, the initialization using this simple rule can lead to a gait state
with CCN different from 3. Consequently, we have to adjust the CCN before starting
to walk. We achieve this with the following CCN adjustment procedure: we increase the
CCN (if it is below 3) by applying the conversion rule:

. . . >>< . . .⇒ . . . ><< . . . ,

and, if the initial CCN is above 3, we use the rule:

. . . ><< . . .⇒ . . . >>< . . .

It can be show that these adjustment rules can always be applied as many times as
necessary transforming any gait state with a CCN different from 3 into one with CCN
equal to 3 but without modifying the gait state type (A, B, C, or D in table 3.1). Each
application of these CCN adjustment rules can be seen as the virtual execution of a step
that does not satisfy rule 3.2. Observe that, as demanded, our rules for token assignment
try to favor the steps of those legs that are in a more critical situation (i.e., in the air or
near its workspace limits) and, since the CCN adjustment never affects these more critical
legs (it never modifies subsequences . . . <> . . . in the gait state), the most urgent steps
are always issued first. Better CCN adjustment procedures could be devised, but this
requires us to take into account many special cases that are difficult for the programmer

2In the case of ties, we favor legs 1, 4, and 5.
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to foresee. This is a clear example of a task where it could be advantageous to use learning
methods to discover and solve those particular cases on-line.

Our gait generation mechanism automatically generates at any moment the most
efficient gait according to the terrain conditions. As expected, when walking on flat
terrain, the tripod gait (that is a wave gait only achievable with CCN = 3) emerges.
The rest of the wave gaits are not likely to be produced, since they require steps to be
consistently delayed along time. On abrupt terrain, the random differences in the time
taken by each leg to reach the ground due to terrain irregularities cause the resulting gait
to be non-periodic.

The drawback of the CCN conservation strategy [25] is that, in extreme circumstances,
it can produce “un-natural” steps (i.e., legs that are more advanced than one of their
neighboring legs step first). This can occur, for instance, when there is a lack of valid
footholds for a given leg and it has to be landed far away from the intended position and
close to the initial step position resulting in a more behind position than one (or even
both) of its neighboring legs. In this case, our strategy would produce steps with the
neighboring legs in the first place moving the last stepped leg toward the backward limit
of the workspace and blocking, in some cases, the advance of the robot. As we will see
later, a new heading command can also produce some of those un-natural steps, since the
backward limit of the workspace depends on the advance direction of the robot.

An alternative strategy, that we call the CCN recovery strategy consist in re-assigning
the tokens and adjusting the CCN at each time slice. In this way, “un-natural” steps are
avoided. Observe that, in this case, the gait state only provides information about the
future sequence of steps and not about the past.

Our assumption when taking a CCN conservation strategy is that un-natural steps
will not be frequent when walking on real terrains (i.e., abrupt terrain but with sufficient
number of footholds) and when executing a reduced (compared with the number of issued
steps) number of changes in the advance direction of the robot.

3.6.2 Heading Control

In our approach, we assume that the attitude and altitude of the body are determined by
terrain conditions, so that it is kept parallel to local ground and leaving enough clearance
with it. In contrast, the advance of the robot will be controlled through driving commands
specifying the instantaneous heading direction in the X−Y plane of the reference system
of the robot.

We restrict our analysis to heading commands defining trajectories given by arcs of
circumference (figure 3.7), from which the case of a straight-line trajectory can be readily
obtained.

A heading command will specify the radius (r) of the instantaneous arc of circumfer-
ence to be followed, in a way completely equivalent to how a car is driven by turning the
steering wheel. If the wheel is turned anti-clockwise, the radius would be positive, and the
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Figure 3.7: The robot following a circular trajectory in its X-Y plane.

turning center of the robot (o) would be at the left of the instantaneous velocity vector of
the robot. Contrariwise, if the wheel is turned clockwise, the radius would be negative,
and the turning center of the robot would be at the right of the instantaneous velocity
vector of the robot. Typically, the robot will move with its longitudinal axis (i.e., axis
X) tangent to the trajectory and the turning center will be on the Y axis of the robot.
However, we will consider also the general case in which there is an angle α (called the
crab angle) from the positive X axis of the robot to its instantaneous velocity vector.

Thus, a heading command will be a pair (r, α) specifying both the turning radius and
the crab angle, from which a turning center o in the X − Y plane of the robot can be
determined, which is given by:

o =

(

ox
oy

)

= r

(

− sinα
cosα

)

. (3.6)

The simple case where the turning center is located on the Y axis of the robot corre-
sponds to α = 0.

The movement of the robot along the desired trajectory is achieved by moving all
supporting legs in the opposite direction with respect to the body. Since legs cannot be
indefinitely moved in a given direction, eventually, they must perform steps ahead on the
trajectory to allow further progress. Then, the trajectory-following generation problem
we address can be stated in the following way:
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Given an arbitrary initial configuration of leg positions and the current heading
command (r, α), determine

• When to perform a step with a leg. With the rules introduced in section 3.6.1 this
problem is reduced to determine the initial token assignment when a new heading
command is given.

• Where to place a leg ahead in the trajectory when performing a step (Anterior
Extreme Position or AEP determination).

• How to coordinate the movements of legs performing a step and legs supporting and
propelling the body (body and leg coordination).

Next we propose solutions to these questions under the above outlined assumptions.

AEP Determination

To drive the robot along the commanded trajectory, all legs in support phase must move
with the same angular velocity3 (ω) along arcs of circumferences centered at the turning
center o. Assuming that the robot performs a gait with average period T , then the average
duration of the support phase for all legs is Ts = β T . In this time, a leg can describe an
arc of an angular size of γ = Ts ω = β T ω. The AEP determination allows to choose the
intended position of this arc for each leg.

The AEP can be determined, for instance, so that the arc described for each leg
includes the reference position (usually, the central position of its workspace) since, in this
way, the mobility of the leg is improved. With this choice, the intended AEP (Anterior
Extreme Position) must be located on some point of the circumference centered at o and
passing through the reference position. The exact landing point on this circumference
for each leg could be determined according to multiple criteria. The one we adopt (as in
[71]) consists in making each leg reach its reference position in the middle of its expected
travel between consecutive steps (i.e., when the size of the already described arc is γ/2).

Formally, if ri is the reference position of leg i, the intended AEP for this leg is

AEP i =Mr,α(γ/2) r
i, (3.7)

whereMr,α(γ/2) = Rz(α)Ty(r)Rz(γ/2)Ty(−r)Rz(−α) corresponds to a rotation of angle
γ/2 of the reference position around the current turning center o. Note that the Z
component of the AEP is given only as a reference, since in any case, it is completely
determined by the ground elevation at this point.

In our control structure, ω is not fixed but is automatically adjusted by the posture
control mechanism as steps are issued or, in other words, as we modify γ (or T or β but
here we consider this two parameters as constant). So, the advance speed and advance

3To avoid leg slipping.
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direction of the robot can be adjusted by changing γ. Its size must be limited so that all
AEP’s are contained in the corresponding leg workspaces. Assuming that this restriction
is satisfied, the magnitude of γ allows us to regulate the advance speed of the robot. By
its side, the sign of γ determines the advance direction of the robot along the trajectory
(forward/backward).

Obviously, this procedure provides only an intended AEP, and actually placing the
foot at it may be forbidden by terrain conditions. In this case a different point will be
searched for in the vicinity of the intended AEP by the action of the mechanisms explained
in section 3.5.2, so we can not grant the angle and radius of the arc described by each leg
will to be the expected one.

Initial Token Assignment

It seems reasonable that legs that are more behind (i.e., more close to their kinematic
limits) step first. With a constant heading command and in normal ground conditions,
the token passing protocol introduced before assures the fulfillment of this rule. However,
a new heading command determines a new backward border for the leg workspaces and,
consequently, it can change the ideal order at which legs should step. For this reason, when
a new heading command is issued, tokens shared between legs should be re-distributed.
This re-distribution must ensure that more critical legs step in the first place.

As explained, the token assignment proceeds in two phases: one assigning tokens using
the leg positions and another to adjust the CCN . When a new turning center is defined,
legs that are in the air receive two tokens so they can be immediately moved to the
new AEP. Additionally, we measure the angle δ between each feet and the corresponding
reference position in the X − Y plane4. The larger the angle δ, the more behind is the
leg, so the tokens not assigned by the previous rule are assigned to those legs that have a
greater δ than their neighboring legs. After this, the CCN adjustment procedure detailed
at the end of section 3.6.1 is applied to reach a gait state with CCN = 3.

Body and Leg Coordination

Up to this point we have described how supporting legs must be moved to propel the
body along the desired trajectory, and when and where legs can be moved to perform
the successive steps. The problem now is how to coordinate the movements performed
by different legs, i.e., those in support and those in return phase. This problem, that is
essentially the problem of body and leg movement coordination, has been recognized as
a challenging problem in legged robot control [111]. Next we propose a general, though
simple, solution to it.

The posture control mechanism presented in section 3.4 provides a simple way to move
the body as a reaction to leg movements, but there is no explicit attempt to follow a specific

4The sign of this angle is set attending to the direction along the trajectory we want the robot to
move.
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trajectory with the body; it just follows the legs wherever they move. In this approach,
driving control can only be done through the selection of the AEP’s of the different legs,
and the trajectory becomes subject to disturbances caused by modifications in the actual
AEP’s imposed by terrain conditions and other perturbing effects such as the exact order
at which steps are performed.

Now, we assume that the movement of the body on its X − Y plane is restricted to
the trajectory defined by the current driving command. In this case, the EQ,R function
(equation 3.4) depends of only 4 parameters Ω′ = (z, ψ, θ, γ), where γ corresponds to the
rotation angle about the turning center o. Here, equation 3.2 is replaced by:

qi(Ω′) = Tz(z)Mr,α(γ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ)p
i, (3.8)

where Mr,α(γ) is the rotation around o introduced above. This transformation is the
responsible for displacing the robot along the desired trajectory in the X − Y plane.
The rest of leg movements (Rx(ψ), Ry(θ), and Tz(z)) are performed to adapt the robot
posture (and, therefore, the plane in which the trajectory is defined) to the terrain profile.

In this case, the gradient components corresponding to z, θ, and ψ are the same as
those of equations 3.5, and that corresponding to γ is:
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As in the posture control of section 3.4, the minimum EQ,R value on the trajectory
is found by making all gradient components decrease to zero. Clearly, in general, the
minimum EQ,R attainable on the trajectory will be different (i.e., greater) from that
attainable when the movement along a trajectory is not imposed. This fact can be used
to get out of possible deadlock situations. A deadlock can appear when terrain conditions
force an excessive displacement of footholds from the intended trajectory, so that some
legs reach their workspace limit. The only way to solve it is by altering the trajectory in
some way. The general posture control mechanism provides a good choice to produce such
a trajectory modification, since its effect will be an increase in the mobility of the robot.
For this reason, the balances introduced in section 3.4.1 still have to be used. What we
do is to increase the margins that trigger balances for the x, y, and φ components so that
they only get active in extreme cases. Additionally we set up a new trajectory balance
that is equivalent to the previous ones but that tries to minimize equation 3.9 when the
x, y, and φ balances are not working. This new balance performs its gesture movements
using the transformation matrix Mr,α(γ) for a small value of γ. Observe, that this is not
a constant matrix as the one used by the already-introduced balances but it changes as
the turning center changes.
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Figure 3.8: Our walking controller decomposed in layers.

3.7 Implementation and Results

In the previous section we have described the theoretical basis of our control structure
for legged-robot locomotion. In this section we show how this theory can be implemented
and we give results of its performance on both a simulated and a real robot.

3.7.1 The Complete Controller

Following the spirit of the subsumption architecture, our controller is decomposed in
several layers (see figure 3.8) from the most basic one (a simple leg positioning module)
to the most complex one (the pilot layer). In next subsections, we outline the behaviors
included in each layer, their inputs and outputs, and a brief explanation of how each
behavior performs its workings.

Leg Positioning

New Position

Current Position

Figure 3.9: The leg positioning behavior. This behavior is replicated for each leg.

Leg positioning

The leg positioning layer only contains one behavior per leg that is in charge of receiving
new leg positions, moving the leg to that position (if possible), and informing the rest of
behaviors of the current position of the leg (Figure 3.9)
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Figure 3.10: Workspace restriction for the ARGOS robot. The projection of the leg
workspace in the X − Y plane is a sector of circumference. Due to its mechanical char-
acteristics there is an intersection between adjacent leg workspaces (see legs 1 and 3 for
instance). Additionally, if leg 1 is on the air and leg 2 and 3 are on the ground, stability is
not granted since the projection of the center of gravity (COG) can be out of the support
polygon (for instance, the segment named ’A’ can be the border of this polygon). To avoid
this problem, we restrict each leg workspace to a circle around the reference position. In
this way leg collision is not possible and, even in the worst case (segment ’B’ tangent to
the two restricted workspaces) the center of gravity is inside (or on the border of) the
support polygon.
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Balance process
(Initialize)

balanced ← TRUE
target ← 0
references ← initial references

Do Forever
partial← partial derivative(leg positions,references)
if balanced then
if |partial − target| > activation threshold then

balanced ← FALSE
endif

else
if |partial − target| < deactivation threshold then

balanced ← TRUE
endif

endif
if not balanced then

Execute a Small Gesture
endif

enddo

Algorithm 3.1: The general balance process structure.

This motor encapsulation is a typical construction in the subsumption-based con-
trollers. The message that reaches the inputs of the leg positioning behavior with the
highest priority is the one that takes control of the corresponding leg at a given mo-
ment. Observe that this winner behavior can be different for each leg, since the command
priority resolution is performed at the leg level.

Additionally, the leg positioning behavior is in charge of restricting the leg workspace
if necessary. This can be useful to avoid collisions between adjacent legs and to guarantee
that rule 3.1 (not lifting neighboring legs simultaneously) is sufficient to ensure stability.
For instance, the leg workspace of the Argos robot (see figure 1.2) can be reduced in the
form shown in figure 3.10.

Posture Control

The posture control layer includes eight behaviors. Six to implement the balance behaviors
introduced in section 3.4.1, one to coordinate the gesture execution, and the last one to
coordinate the change of reference positions.

A balance process has always the same structure (see algorithm 3.1). It monitors one of
the partial derivatives of equations 3.5 and executes gesture movements to cancel it when
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necessary. The balance triggering follows a thermostat-like schema: it remains inactive
until the value of the corresponding partial derivative surpasses an activation threshold
and, when this occurs, it executes gestures until the value of the partial derivative is
below a deactivation threshold. This mechanism (with an activation threshold larger
than the deactivation one) avoids the continuous oscillation of the value of the partial
derivative around a threshold value that would create an annoying continuous activation
and deactivation of the balance processes. Gesture movements executed by balances are
of a constant small size.

A balance can be parameterized in several ways. We can externally fix both the
activation and deactivation thresholds, modify the target value for the partial derivative,
we can force the activation of the balance, and we can change the values of the reference
positions for legs. For our purposes, we implement two inputs for each balance: one to
modify its reference positions and one to externally trigger the balance (i.e., setting the
balance variable to FALSE).

The change of the reference positions is achieved trough the reference modification
behavior (see figure 3.11). This behavior allows us to move the reference positions for
all legs using a gesture-like transformation. This restricted modification of the reference
positions avoids changes in the distance between legs that would produce leg slipping.
The resulting new references are sent to all balances.

As far as the gesture execution coordinator is concerned, it simply collects gesture
commands and executes them at the end of each time slice in the following order:

qi = Tz(∆z)Ty(∆y)Tx(∆x)Rz(∆ψ)Ry(∆θ)Rx(∆φ)pi,

where pi is the leg position before execution of the gestures and qi the same leg position
after the execution. Observe that this is exactly the same transformation as that defined
in equation 3.2.

Each balance behavior only sends values to one of the inputs of the gesture execution
behavior. However, upper layers also access these inputs5. For this reason, the gesture
execution behavior implements the following arbitration strategy: only the highest pri-
ority gesture commands received at each time slice (and for each DOF) are taken into
account and, if more than one gesture command with the same priority is received, then
they are simply added. Gesture execution only affects legs that are in contact with the
ground, since they are the only legs that can produce body movements. The movements
of supporting legs produce a body displacement in time slice t that can be described with
the following transformation:

Bt = Rx(−∆φ)Ry(−∆θ)Rz(−∆ψ)Tx(−∆x)Ty(−∆y)Tz(−∆z).

A simple odometry measure can be implemented by the accumulation of the matrices
Bt for each time slice:

5As we will see, the behaviors of the heading control layer capitalize this behavior.
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Figure 3.11: The behaviors of the posture control layer. The leg positioning behavior is
repeated one per leg. Numbers close to connections indicate the priority of each connection
(the larger the value the greater the priority). The x, y, z, ψ, θ, φ of the Gesture Execution
behavior represent six separate inputs. The modules in grey correspond to lower levels
of the controller and are only shown to indicate the relations with the behaviors of this
level.
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1
∏
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With this odometry matrix we can translate any point in the initial frame of reference
of the robot’s body from its original position (p1) to its position at time t (pt) with a
simple product:

pt = Bt
1 p

1.

In particular, the position of the center of gravity of the robot at time t expressed in
the initial frame of reference of the robot is given by:

Ct = Bt
1 C

1 = Bt
1 (0, 0, 0).

This odometry measure is accurate as far as no leg slipping is produced.
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Figure 3.12: The effect of the slope adaptation behavior.

Figure 3.11 shows the set of behaviors of the posture control layer and their relation
with the lower layer.

Terrain Adaptation

This layer includes two sets of behaviors, those corresponding to the body positioning
mechanisms and those for the leg positioning mechanisms.

The body positioning behaviors are devoted to terrain slope adaptation, to climbing
obstacles, and to descending from obstacles. All those behaviors act by modifying the
reference positions in which balance behaviors are based and by forcing some of those
behaviors to become active.

Slope adaptation measures the body inclination along the X axis of the robot and
moves the reference posture forward (causing legs to also move forward and, consequently,
moving the body backward) when the robot is descending or backward (moving the body
forward) when it is ascending so that the projection of the center of gravity approaches
the center of the reference polygon (see figure 3.12). A similar behavior can be performed
in the Y direction, provided an inclinometer along this axis is available and the robot has
enough DOF per leg.

Obstacles in front of the robot or even touching the robot’s body can be detected with
special sensors (whiskers, infrared, sonars, contact with legs while stepping,. . . ). In this
case, the obstacle climbing behavior raises the body and rotates it around the X and Y
axes so that front legs can be moved at a higher position, surpassing the obstacle. This
behavior implements obstacle avoidance and forms part of the extreme situation reflexes
described in section 3.5.1.

An opposite case is when the robot descends a step. In this situation, front legs can
be unable to find a valid foothold down the step. To minimize this problem, the obstacle
descending behavior (that implements the rest of the extreme situations reflexes), lowers
the robot’s body and modifies its roll and pitch so that the leg in problems approaches
the bottom of the step.
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Figure 3.13: The body positioning behaviors. In the lower part of the figure we show
how these behaviors affect the reference posture, and in the upper part we show how they
trigger the balance behaviors. Again, the modules in grey correspond to lower levels of
the controller and are only shown to indicate the relations with the behaviors of this level.

Figure 3.13 shows the three behaviors devoted to adapt the robot’s attitude and height
and their relations with the behaviors of the posture control layer.

As far as the leg positioning mechanism is concerned, it includes the following behav-
iors for each leg:

• Leg descent: Whenever a leg is not in contact with the ground, this behavior issues
a small leg descent (movement in the z direction in the robot’s frame of reference).

• Step: When this behavior is externally triggered, it moves the leg to a given height
and then makes it advance to a predefined AEP. Both the height of the step and
the intended AEP can be externally subsumed. In this way, this behavior is used
for many tasks (foothold searching, step execution, . . . ). The default step height
is reset every time a leg touches the ground. The AEP is defined in the X − Y
plane and relative to the reference position of the leg so, if reference positions are
modified, the intended AEP’s are also displaced. Observe that the step behavior
does not descend the leg since the leg descent behavior will already take care of this
task.

• Retract: If a collision with an obstacle is detected while the step behavior is moving
the leg towards the AEP, then the retract behavior moves the leg back and issues a
step at a higher position with the intention of surpassing the obstacle.

• Foothold search: If a leg descends to the lower limit of its workspace without detect-
ing a foothold, then the search mechanism issues a step in the vicinity triggering
the step behavior with the appropriate set of parameters (a new AEP).

The relations between these behaviors are shown in figure 3.14. Observe that the
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Figure 3.14: The leg positioning behaviors. These four behaviors are replied for each leg.

priority of the behaviors are set to obtain the desired results. In this way, the leg descent
behavior has no effect while the leg is stepping, and a step can not be performed until
the leg retract behavior finishes moving the leg backward.

Gait Generation

The gait generation level includes six behaviors (one per leg) that implement the token
passing protocol that generates the pattern of steps. The token manager behavior of
each leg waits until it has two tokens and the neighboring legs are in contact with the
ground and then sets the intended AEP for the corresponding step behavior, triggers
this behavior, and passes one token to each of its neighbors. The tokens owned by each
manager can be externally changed to modify the resulting pattern of steps. The intended
AEP that the token manager sends to the step behavior can also be externally set. Figure
3.15 shows the arrangement of these behaviors.
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Figure 3.15: The gait generation behaviors. All token managers have two inputs and
are connected with the corresponding step behaviors, but here only the inputs and the
relations of one token manager are shown.
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Heading Control

The heading control layer includes three behaviors: one to configure the token managers
of the gait generation layer, one to set the new ideal AEP’s when a new heading command
is issued, and another to execute gestures in the correct ratios so that the robot follows the
desired trajectory. This last behavior is called heading balance and sends commands to the
gesture execution behavior with lower priority than those sent by the balance behaviors
of the posture control layer. Consequently, in normal circumstances the heading balance
drives the robot along the desired trajectory. However, in very difficult terrain, it could be
impossible to follow the desired trajectory. In this cases, the robot gets too unbalanced and
the normal balance behaviors become active forcing the robot to abandon the trajectory,
but increasing the future mobility of the robot.

Figure 3.16 shows the relations of behaviors of this level with the rest of the controller.

Path Planning

This layer is included as an example of how a path planner can use the pilot level we
have described. This layer includes a single behavior that issues new heading commands
(i.e., turning centers specified by a radius and a crab angle) to escape from obstacles that
are too large (obstacles where the robot can not climb over them) and from cliffs (large
descending steps where no foothold can be found in the bottom part of the step).

This layer concludes our implementation of the controller that contains 21 different
behaviors from which 15 are singular and 6 are replicated once per leg to yield a total of
51 behaviors.
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Figure 3.17: The Argos robot and its simulation.

3.7.2 Results

The complete system should be tested on the Argos robot but, at the moment this dis-
sertation is written, Argos is still under construction. For this reason, and with the only
purpose of obtaining preliminary results on the validity of our control structure, we tested
it using a simulation (see figure 3.17). Although we have not taken advantage of the facil-
ities of working in simulation6, this test cannot replace the one to be done with the real
robot, since, the reactions of the real robot in the real environment can be quite different
from the ones observed in the simulator.

In our simulator (figure 3.18 shows a screenshot but you can see [82] for more details),
we can define different ground shapes, visual landmarks, and robots with 3 DOF per leg
and with variable number of legs and even leg arrangements. For instance, the simulation
of the Argos robot can be seen in figure 3.17, but other robots can also be modeled (see
figure 3.21).

The programming of all control modules has been done in PCBL (see [84]), a modifica-
tion of the BL programming language that we have developed to facilitate the implemen-
tation of behavior-based controllers according to the main guidelines of the subsumption
architecture. Originally, the subsumption architecture was designed to provide extensi-
bility of processing power by allowing each module to run asynchronously on a different
processor, so that no shared memory between processors was available and only low band-
width communication lines between them were permitted. When all modules run on a
single processor (as in our case), these restrictions become useless and make programming
unnecessarily complex. For these reason PCBL allows processes to share memory and to
send messages of arbitrary type. With our languages, it is a user decision whether or not
to strictly follow the guidelines of the subsumption architecture.

Figure 3.19 shows consecutive snapshots of the simulated Argos robot climbing an
obstacle of about 20 cm. This height is 5 cm larger that the height a leg can be raised
from the reference position if no other leg is moved. Thus, to surpass the obstacle an

6We only allow our controller to access to robot motors and sensors in the same way it would access
the real ones, we do not allow direct queries of the controller about terrain configuration,. . .
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Figure 3.18: Screenshot of the legged robot simulator windows. Bottom left window is
the main panel that allows to control the execution of the controller and to set different
parameters (leg positions, robot position, ground configuration, . . . ). The rightmost
window corresponds to a top view of the robot in its environment. The position of the
camera can be changed at user convenience. The small balls in the environment correspond
to visual landmarks that can be detected using the camera attached to the robot. The
view of this camera is shown in the left top window.
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Figure 3.19: A sequence of snapshots of the simulated Argos robot climbing a step. Legs
in black are in support phase and legs in yellow are in protraction.
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Figure 3.20: A sequence of snapshots of the simulated Argos robot executing different
heading commands.

Figure 3.21: Right picture show the trace followed by the spider-like robot shown on the
left receiving heading commands generated at random.
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appropriate inter-leg cooperation is required so that the robot’s body is inclined to increase
the height reachable by legs. Observe that, at any moment, the action of the balances
ensures that the robot has enough clearance from the ground by keeping the robot’s body
parallel to the local ground profile.

Figure 3.20 shows the robot executing different heading commands. First (snapshot
A) it follows a straight trajectory, then (snapshots B and C) it executes a turn in place,
next (snapshot D) it walks straight ahead again, next (snapshots E to F ) it makes a
turn with a radius different from 0, finally (snapshot H) the robot returns to the straight
ahead advance.

Figure 3.21 shows the trace followed by a spider-like six-legged robot using our con-
troller and receiving heading commands generated at random. Our controller can be
applied without modifications to different robots since we make few assumptions about
the robot structure. The figure illustrates that the robot is able to perform very sharp
direction changes as well as smooth ones without any problem.

Figure 3.22: The Genghis II robot.

To obtain results with a real robot, the control structure has also been implemented
on the real Genghis II, a commercially available six-legged robot [43] (see figure 3.22).
Genghis II’s body is about 40 cm long and 15 cm wide. Each leg is approximately 10 cm
long and has two DOF: a rotation around a vertical axis fixed to the body and another
around a non-fixed horizontal axis. When legs are completely vertical, body clearance is
about 8 cm. The robot is provided with force sensors at each joint (actually, it is the
current used by each motor that is measured), contact/force sensors all along the lower
part of the body, two frontal whiskers to detect contacts, one pitch inclinometer, four
infrared sensors, and a set of five pyro sensors.

In this case, the controller is also programmed in PCBL and our controller does not
run in the robot but in a external computer linked to the robot by a serial line [55]. This
can be somehow in contradiction with the original spirit of the subsumption architecture
that advocates that the robot be completely autonomous. This is a nice requirement for
final applications but, during the development phase, it is much more useful to control
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Figure 3.23: The five approximate conservative gestures for a six-legged robot with 2-DOF
legs.

the robot externally, since this reduces the time to test any controller modifications.

Ground contact detection with the force sensors of legs was the most problematic
issue we had to address. In fact, the sensor reading is only related with force when the
motor is not moving, so that monitoring it requires stopping the motor. This prevents the
execution of fast descending movements of legs, which would perturb force information
making the detection of ground contact extremely imprecise and unreliable.

The mechanical design of Genghis II provides two DOF to each leg, consequently some
of the mechanisms of our controller had to be adapted. For instance, the execution of
gesture movements has to be approximated by the leg movements shown in figure 3.23.
Observe that only five gestures are present. The sixth one (corresponding to translation
of all legs along the Y axis) cannot be executed due to the mechanical limitations of the
robot.

As far as heading control is concerned, we also have to approximate it, since the
intended AEP as defined in section 3.6.2 is not always achievable, mainly because move-
ments in the Y dimension are not possible. For this reason, the Y component of the
intended AEP has not to be taken into account, and we only have to use its X compo-
nent. The result is that changes in the heading of the robot are achieved by changes in
the stroke length for each leg. This produces turns of the robot that only approximate
the desired trajectories.

A more complete description of the controller used in Genghis can be found in [22].

One advantage of the subsumption-based hierarchical structure of the controller is
that the performance of each level can be easily tested simply by deactivating all levels
above it. Thus, for example, tests performed at the level of terrain adaptation, with the
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movement generation modules deactivated, consisted in releasing the robot on an uneven
surface and observing if the ground accommodation mechanism was able to achieve ground
contact with all legs. Typically, the robot reaches a stable posture with all feet on ground
after a few seconds of rivalry between leg and body positioning movements, even with
large irregularities in the ground profile. As a representative case, the robot was able to
accommodate to a flat surface with one leg staying on a step more than 12 cm high. A
similar experiment substituting the step by a hole under one leg showed the ability of the
robot to accommodate until a depth of more than 12 cm.

Tests of the complete controller, including the movement generation module, showed
that the average speed of the robot on smooth ground is about 5cm/s, progressively
decreasing as the difficulty of the terrain is increased. By setting opposite strokes on legs
of both sides, the robot turns around at a speed of about 8◦/s. The limiting factor for
speed is the slow movement imposed on leg descent in order to reliably detect ground
contacts. The effect of the slowness of leg descent on the overall speed of the robot can be
appreciated in figure 3.24, which shows a sample of the actual gait pattern obtained with
the robot walking on a smooth surface. In the figure, black lines represent the time during
which a leg is performing a step (lift and forward movement). Gray lines correspond to
the time during which a leg is not detecting ground contact and is being moved down
by the corresponding leg descent behavior. Thin discontinuous lines correspond to the
time during which a leg is detecting ground contact. The arrangement of legs in the
diagram has been chosen so that adjacent lines correspond to neighboring legs. From the
figure, it is clear that by accelerating the leg descent movement and using an alternative
ground detection method, for example by using contact sensors, the average speed could
be improved significantly.
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Figure 3.24: Gait obtained on a smooth surface.

It can be seen that the emerging gait is very close to the tripod gait in which steps of
legs 1, 4, 5 alternate with those of legs 2, 3, 6 (marks A and B in figure 3.24). Note that,
even while a leg is actually supporting the body, ground contact detection is occasionally
missed, producing a delay in the gait. Thus, in C, legs 2 and 3 are delayed with respect
to leg 6 since they must wait until leg 1 acknowledges ground contact. However, after
a short number of steps, leg synchronization spontaneously re-appears, and an almost
perfect tripod gait is observed.
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Tests in general terrain with all kinds of irregularities showed the ability of the robot
to negotiate virtually of kind of difficulty, getting stuck only on some rare occasions in
which a foot gets trapped in a narrow cavity.

The robot is able to climb up and down vertical steps of more than 10 cm, which is
about the leg length.
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Figure 3.25: Gait observed with an obstacle at the left.

Figure 3.25 shows the gait recorded in the presence of an obstacle about 7 cm high
at the left side of the robot. The times at which legs 1, 3 and 5 climb onto the obstacle
are marked with A, B and C respectively. Dark gray lines correspond to the execution
of the retract behavior, denoting the presence of the obstacle, which in this case requires
two skipping movements of each leg to be overcome.

Figure 3.26 illustrates the effect of a sudden, externally commanded change of the
direction of movement from forwards to backwards. When the inversion in the stroke
direction is accomplished, legs that have just stepped (and are still on the air) receive two
tokens. The result is that those legs “undo” the last-executed steps and return to their
previous positions.
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Figure 3.26: Effect of a sudden direction inversion.

To assess the efficiency of our gait generation mechanism, we implemented different
gait generation mechanisms using a simple 2D simulation of the Genghis robot (figure
3.27). In this simulation, the execution of a step consists of two phases: one to raise and
advance the leg and another to descend the leg until it touches the ground. The first
phase of the step takes 1 time slice and the second one takes 5 time slices. The reaction
of the balance behavior to the advance movements of the leg makes the robot advance.
In general, the balanced posture is reached in a single time slice. The simulated robot is
initialized with all legs in contact with the ground but in a random advance position.

Figure 3.28, shows the first steps of the robot when using a simple controller that
generates the tripod gait that, as mentioned, is the optimal gait when walking on flat
terrain. This controller waits until all legs are in contact with the ground and then it
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Figure 3.27: The Genghis II simulation environment.
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Figure 3.28: First steps using the tripod gait. The dashed line represents the average
speed.

issues alternately steps with legs (1, 4, 5) and with legs (2, 3, 6). The result shown in the
figure corresponds to a single execution departing from a random initial posture. As it
can be seen, every time a tripod is issued, the robot advances 50 units and, in average
(the dashed line in the figure), the robot advances approximately 8 units per time slice.

Figure 3.29, shows the results obtained in a similar experiment but using our token-
based gait generation mechanism. We can see that, after few time slices, the result is the
same as the one obtained with the tripod gait controller.

To appreciate the effect of the CCN adjustment mechanism included in the initializa-
tion phase of our CCN conservation strategy (see section 3.6.1), we show the first steps
issued by a gait generation controller that implements a CCN conservation strategy but
without the CCN adjustment. Figure 3.30, shows the results obtained departing from an
initial gait state with CCN = 2. In this case, the robot can not issue more than 2 steps
simultaneously and, consequently, the average speed is decreased.

Figure 3.31, shows the comparison of the average speed of the three controllers (the
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Figure 3.29: First steps using a token-based gait generation mechanism.
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Figure 3.30: First steps using a token-based gait generation mechanism without CCN
adjustment.
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Figure 3.31: Average speed when walking on flat terrain with different gait generation
mechanisms.

one performing the tripod gait, our controller, and our controller but without the CCN
adjustment mechanism) departing from 100 initial postures generated at random and
working during 500 time slices. Our gait generation mechanism performs at the same
level as the tripod one but only when the CCN adjustment is performed.

The advantage of our gait generation mechanism over the one that implements the
tripod gait is more clear when walking over irregular surfaces. In this case, each leg takes
a variable time to find a foothold and the tripod gait is not always the optimal one.
The tripod gait controller must wait until all legs are in contact with the ground before
starting a new tripod. In contrast, our controller issues a step with a given leg as soon
as its two neighboring legs reach the ground. Consequently, there are fewer delays in the
beginning of the steps and the average speed is increased. The magnitude of this increment
depends on the particular terrain configuration but, in any case, the performance of our
gait generation mechanism is never below that of the tripod gait controller. Figure 3.32,
shows the average speed using the two controllers departing form 100 randomly generated
initial postures and executing each controller during 500 time slices. The terrain profile
for each experiment is generated at random.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a control structure for the locomotion of a legged robot
on difficult terrain based on a three-level hierarchical decomposition. The first level does
not use sensor information from the outside, and simply reacts to the current locations
of feet with respect to the body, trying to reach the posture that best fits with them.
Such a mechanism, implemented as a set of balances, is central in the control structure,
and is exploited by the other two levels for their own purposes. It has been realized that
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Figure 3.32: Average speed when walking on abrupt terrain.

the use of balances greatly simplifies the design of higher level mechanisms like terrain
adaptation, advance, and heading control.

The implementation of our control structure on a simulator and using a six-legged
robot shows good performance in very difficult terrain. In the near future, we expect to
implement the proposed control architecture on the Argos robot to further explore its
potentialities and possible weaknesses.

Our controller is designed in accordance with the main ideas from which the behavior-
based paradigm is derived: it does not use any map of the environment and the resulting
controller is almost completely reactive. The fact that our controller has good performance
even if obstacles not foreseen by the programmer are encountered or if the environment
is changed on-line supports the behavior-based approach hypothesis that many of the
processes for which high level reasoning-based methods were supposed to be needed can
actually be solved using much simpler tools.

The controller we have presented is the final outcome of a long effort. If a moral has
to be drawn from the evolution of our controller, it should be that, while a robot con-
troller can be built bottom up following the principles of the subsumption architecture
according to an adequate task decomposition, the task decomposition itself can not [21].
It is necessary to consider the final highest-level task in order to end up with a workable
decomposition. This makes sense if we recognize that any given task could be decom-
posed in several different ways. Perhaps some decompositions of a lower level task are
adequate for certain extensions but not for others. We just cannot take a particular task
decomposition and expect it to work for whatever extensions we can imagine. In some
way, we could say that level decomposition has to be done top down in order to allow a
bottom up construction of complete robot controller.

In this bottom up construction process, the addition of a new layer to an already
existing controller is a hard task. Apart from programming each new behavior, it must
be integrated with the rest of the controller. This requires us to set up the appropriate
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connections to/from existing behaviors, determine the priority of these connections, and
adjust each behavior’s parameters. Each behavior have its own set of parameters that has
to be adjusted by-hand involving many slow and tedious tests with the real robot in differ-
ent environments. Unfortunately, many times there are inter-dependences between these
parameters and those of behaviors in lower layers, and this makes the adjustment work
even more difficult. Behind each successful behavior-based controller there are hundreds
of hours of tuning work and this amount of time increases a lot with the complexity of the
task to be achieved. And this can be worse if we do not use an appropriate decomposition
in layers from the very beginning. This is, obviously, one of the reasons that support the
introduction of learning mechanisms in the controllers.

We adjusted our controller to provide good performance in different types of terrain.
However, for a specific type of terrain, the parameters of the mechanisms could be adjusted
to increase the performance. This adjustment could be done by a top level learning layer
that automatically changes the behavior parameters when necessary. However, this is not
the kind of learning we want to apply. This learning would produce no new behavior but
only a modification of already existing ones. What we want to do is to replace one of the
existing layers by a learning module that generates a new behavior from scratch. After
a given period of training, this new learning layer should be able to correctly react to
situations that our by-hand solution does not treat adequately.

From all the layers presented in previous sections, gait generation is the best candidate
to be replaced by a learning module, since we have shown that the solution we have
provided is non optimal in many cases. Our learning module should be able to generate
an adequate gait even if those situations appear.

In the next chapters, we will review the field of reinforcement learning to select a
learning algorithm adequate for our purpose. As we will see, the usual reinforcement
learning formalization is not especially adequate for the case of autonomous robots. For
this reason, a new formalism (and a new algorithm) is proposed based in the particular
characteristics of the robotic case.
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Part II

Reinforcement Learning





Chapter 4

The Reinforcement Learning
Paradigm

The objective of this chapter is to give a short introduction to the subject of reinforcement
learning. The intention is to provide the reader new to the subject with the necessary
concepts to understand the following chapters. More extensive reviews of the field can
be found in [48] or in [102]. The approach taken in this second reference is the one we
basically survey in the following sections.

4.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning includes all the learning situations where an agent tries to improve
its behavior by trial and error interaction with its environment. Reinforcement learning is
defined not by characterizing learning methods, but by characterizing a learning problem.
Any method that is well suited to solve that problem is considered to be a reinforcement
learning method. The reinforcement learning problem involves three elements:

• A given environment.

• A learning agent that is able to perceive the environment through a more or less
complex sensor system and that can execute actions that have effects in the envi-
ronment (or, at least, in the environment as perceived by the agent).

• Some kind of reward that is given to the agent. The larger the reward received by
the agent the better it is performing.

The objective of a reinforcement-based learner is to execute proper actions in each
situation so that the amount of received reward is the largest possible. In the most
interesting cases, actions may affect not only the immediate reward but also the next
situation and, through that, all subsequent rewards. In these cases, an action has to be
evaluated using the return function that takes into account the whole sequence of rewards
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produced after its execution. Formally, the return Rt is defined as a function of the
sequence of rewards (rt, rt+1, rt+2, . . .) obtained from time t. Many formulae can be used
to define the return but maybe the most popular one is the infinite horizon discounted
model

Rt = rt + γrt+1 + γ2rt+2 + . . .+ γT rt+T =
T
∑

k=0

γkrt+k,

where γ is the discount rate that balances the importance of immediate reward with
respect to delayed reward: when γ is 0, only immediate reward is taken into account,
and as γ approaches 1, the importance of delayed reward is increased. T is the final time
step. It can be finite, when the task naturally breaks into episodes (plays of a game,
trips through a maze, . . . ) or infinite for continuous tasks (in this case, γ can not be 1
to ensure the convergence of the addition). As shown in [102], episodic and continuous
tasks can be treated in a unified way considering always the infinite addition and ri = 0
for i > t+ T in episodic tasks.

One of the challenges that arise in reinforcement learning, and not in other kinds of
learning, is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. To obtain a lot of reward
an agent must prefer actions that it has tried in the past and found to be effective in
producing high return. But to discover such actions, it has to try actions it has never
tried before. When the agent is using the information previously gathered to select an
action, we say that it is in exploitation mode, and when it executes actions with the
objective of gathering new information about the effects of actions, then we say that
the agent is in exploration mode. The learner must decide by itself when to execute an
exploitation action and when an exploration one. A simple (and quite used) solution
consists in executing the best action by default but, with a fixed probability, execute
one action at random. However, many other more sophisticated techniques to solve this
trade-off can be used [104, 117]. In general, those techniques tend to reduce the ratio of
exploratory actions with time and, in some cases, increase it when unexpected rewards
are obtained [101].

Reinforcement learning is a learning approach obviously derived from biology. The
framework just described is directly applicable to the example of a mouse that receives
meal (i.e., reward) when it goes out of a maze after executing the correct actions in each
junction of the maze. The reward stimulates the mouse, so the second time, the same
maze is solved faster (i.e., the mouse has improved its behavior by interaction with the
environment).

Despite this clearly biological origin, artificial intelligence studies reinforcement learn-
ing from the computational point of view in a rather abstract way. It is not theorized
how animals learn, but an idealized learning situation is described (see next section) and
the effectiveness of different algorithms is evaluated through mathematical analysis or
computational experiments.
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4.2 Markov Decision Processes

The reinforcement learning scenario just described is really wide: learners can be of
very different nature with complex or simple sensor and motor apparatus, rewards can
be of different types, environments can have different properties,. . . Artificial intelligence
researchers have borrowed tools from the dynamic programming field to define a single
formal model that can represent all this diversity. In this model, the learner is considered
to be involved in a sequential decision process. At each time step1, the agent repeats the
following cycle:

1. The agent observes the state of the environment. The state is the only information
that the agent has about the environment. It is assumed that the state is provided
by some pre-processing system that is not under agent control, so reinforcement
learning does not care about how the state is defined. It can contain information
about immediate sensation but it can also contain highly processed versions of the
original information or even a complex composition of present and past sensor read-
ings.

2. The agent determines (i.e., decides) the action to be executed next. The control
law used to determine this action is called the policy of the agent. In this action
selection, the trade-off between exploitation and exploration has to be taken into
account.

3. The selected action is executed.

4. The agent receives a numerical reward signal.

5. The agent observes the state achieved after the action execution.

6. The agent uses the reward signal and the information available about the state just
reached to improve its policy.

If the state carries enough information to determine the effects of the actions to be
executed next, then the decision system is said to be Markovian. This is an assumption
usually taken in reinforcement learning since it simplifies the problem.

Formally, a Markov decision process can be defined with a 4-tuple:

(S,A, r, t)

where

• S is a set of states.

1A time step can correspond to a fixed period of time but also to the occurrence of any pre-defined
event.
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• A is the set of actions the agent can execute.

• r : S×A×S → R is a function that determines the reward the agent receives after
the execution of a given action. r(s, a, s′) corresponds to the expected value of the
reward obtained when observing state s′ after the execution of action a in state s.

• t : S ×A× S → [0, 1] gives the probability of going from one state to another (i.e.,
t(s, a, s′) is the probability of observing state s′ after the execution of action a in
state s).

If the sets of states and actions are finite the system is called finite Markov decision
problem.

The policy function π : S×A→ [0, 1] gives the probability of executing a given action
from each state. A solution of a reinforcement learning task consists in finding a policy
that maximizes the expected return for each state.

Almost all reinforcement learning algorithms are based on estimating the value func-
tion that provides information about how good it is to be in a given state. This goodness
is evaluated taking into account the expected return from this state. Of course, the reward
the agent will receive depends on the actions it takes, so the value function depends on
the policy of the agent:

V π(s) = Eπ{Rt|st = s}

where Eπ{} denotes the expected value given that the agent follows the policy π.

It is also usual to define the action value function for policy π (Qπ) as follows:

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ{rt + γV π(st+1)|st = s, at = a} =
∑

∀s′

t(s, a, s′)[r(s, a, s′) + γV π(s′)].

Q(s, a) gives information about the goodness of executing action a in state s.

The value function can be expressed in a recursive way:

V π(s) =
∑

∀a

π(s, a)
∑

∀s′

t(s, a, s′)[r(s, a, s′) + γV π(s′)].

This is called the Bellman equation for V π.

If an agent follows a given policy π and knows the t and r functions, it can estimate
the value function V π performing an iterative process:

V0(s)← An arbitrary value (e.g., 0).
k ← 1
Do forever:
For each s ∈ S

Vk(s)←
∑

∀a π(s, a)
∑

∀s′ t(s, a, s
′)[r(s, a, s′) + γVk−1(s

′)]
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k ← k + 1
endfor
enddo

It can be proven that as k → ∞, the estimated action value function Vk approaches
V π. There exist a criterion to stop the iteration ensuring that Vk approaches V π with an
error below a given threshold.

A policy π∗ is said to be optimal if for any other policy π′, V π∗(s) ≥ V π′(s) for all
states s ∈ S. In other words, the optimal policy is the one that has the optimal values
V ∗. Solving a reinforcement learning problem means finding the optimal policy.

If the agent is using a deterministic policy π, then the agent can convert this policy
to better policy π′ defined as

π′(s, a) =

{

1 if a = argmax∀a′ Q
π(s, a′)

0 for any other action

where the function argmax∀a denotes the value of a at which the expression that follows
is maximized (with ties broken arbitrarily).

The loop of having a policy, find its values and, from them, finding a better policy
constitutes a spiral that, under general assumptions, converges to the optimal policy
and values. This property is the basis of the simplest dynamic programming algorithm
for solving Markov decision processes called policy iteration. A slightly more efficient
algorithm called value iteration works by combining the value approximation and the
policy improvement in a single loop. Additionally, reinforcement learning algorithms also
rely on this property to ensure convergence to a solution.

The formal model presented here can be both particularized and extended. For in-
stance, in work with deterministic Markov decision problems, for every state and action,
the function t is 1 only for a single destination state. In continuous Markov decisions pro-
cesses, S or A (or even both) can be infinite and continuous. In some cases, environments
happen to be non-Markovian since the information contained in the state is not enough
to determine the optimal action. In these systems, agents suffer from perceptual aliasing
[112] since, in some situations that seem equivalent from the point of view of the agent,
the same action has different effects. The common way to confront this problem is trans-
forming the non-Markov problem into a Markov one by using memory of previously seen
states in order to distinguish between confusing situations [65, 62]. Alternatively, those
problems can be modeled assuming that the agent can not directly perceive the state but
an observation that probabilistically depends on the state of the environment. These are
called partially-observable Markov decision problems, and their solution is much more
complex than that of the completely observable case presented above [56].
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Figure 4.1: The mouse (represented by the symbol ∗) in the maze. Its objective is that
of reaching the food (the cell with the F ).
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Figure 4.2: Value function for the maze problem using the optimal policy.

4.2.1 Formalization Example

In this section we provide an example of how a given problem can be modeled as a
Markov decision process. Additionally, the example could help the reader to understand
concepts such as the value function or the optimal policy that, in the previous section,
are introduced in a rather abstract form.

Let’s consider the case of the mouse in the maze. This case can be described in the
model defined above as follows. The maze space is discretized in cells (see figure 4.1) that
are classified as free space (white cells) or walls (black ones). Each cell corresponds to one
state, so the only information the mouse needs at each time slice is the number of the cell
it is on. The movements of the mouse can be reduced to four options: move up, down,
left, and right. When the mouse tries to move against a wall it remains in the same cell
(i.e. state) as it was before.

We can define a reward signal that returns 0 always except when the mouse reaches
the cell with food (marked with F in figure 4.1), where the reward received is 1. Figure
4.2 shows the value function derived from this reward function using the optimal policy
(that is shown in figure 4.3). As mentioned, those values depend on the parameter γ.

Observe that this formalization can be used for any maze configuration. However,
in this case, other kinds of states (based on concepts such as corridor or junction) and
actions (as for instance go to the end of corridor or go to next junction) could result in a
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F

Figure 4.3: Optimal policy for the maze problem.

more simple formalization of the problem. However, it only makes sense to use this more
specific formalization when knowledge about the environment configuration is a priori
available.

4.3 Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

As mentioned, if transition and reward functions (t and r) are completely known by
the learner, then there exists a couple of algorithms called policy iteration and value
iteration, respectively, that can derive the optimal policy. However, these algorithms can
not be considered as reinforcement learning algorithms since the optimal policy can be
obtained without any interaction with the environment to which the problem refers. In
a true reinforcement learning problem, initially the agent does not know anything about
functions t and r, and has to get information about them by performing actions in the
environment.

We can differentiate two families of reinforcement learning algorithms:

• Model-free: They aim at deriving the optimal policy without learning the model
of the environment (i.e., the t and r functions). This family includes algorithms
such as:

– Temporal difference [100].

– Adaptive heuristic critic [5].

– Q-learning [110].

• Model-based: They try to learn t and r and use these functions to accelerate the
finding of the optimal policy. Some algorithms in this family are:

– Dyna [101].

– Queue-Dyna [76].

– Prioritized Sweeping [69].

– RTDP (Real Time Dynamic Programming) [4].
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Q-Learning
(Initialize)

Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily (e.g., 0) ∀s ∈ S,∀a ∈ A
Repeat (for each episode):

s← Initial State
Repeat (for each step in the episode):
a← Action Selection(s)
Execute a
(System Update)

ra ← Reward generated by a
s′ ← s
s← New Attained State
Q(s′, a)← (1− α)Q(s′, a) + α(ra + γmax∀a′ Q(s, a′))

until s is terminal

Algorithm 4.1: The Q-Learning algorithm. S and A are the set of states and actions
respectively, α is the learning rate, and γ the discound factor.

4.3.1 Q-Learning

In this section we will briefly describe one reinforcement learning algorithm named Q-
learning (see Algorithm 4.1). Q-learning has become very popular because of its combi-
nation of simplicity and efficiency. With this description, the reader will get a flavor of
what reinforcement learning algorithms look like. Additionally, this is the algorithm we
would use in subsequence chapters to compare the efficiency of our algorithm with that
of already existing systems.

Q-Learning is a model free table-based reinforcement learning algorithm. The learning
agent stores the most up-to-date approximation to the action value function in a table
(the Q-table) that has one entry per state and action. At each time step, the agent selects
one action to be executed next (Action Selection procedure in algorithm 4.1). To do that
it exploits the information stored in the Q-table to choose the most promising action
(i.e. the action with largest Q value) for the current state, but, eventually, it executes
exploratory actions to gather new information about the effects of actions.

After the action execution, the algorithm updates the statistics stored in the Q-table
(procedure System Update in algorithm 4.1). To do that a Widrow-Hoff rule [113] with a
user-defined learning rate α is used with the recursive form of the Bellman equation.

Q-Learning has been extensively used in reinforcement learning applications and is the
basis for many other algorithms (for instance, many model-based reinforcement learning
algorithms take Q-Learning as a departing point).



Chapter 5

Reinforcement Learning and Robots

Any technique for autonomous robot control has to be in accordance with the character-
istics described in section 2.1. As shown, the behavior-based control paradigm is directly
derived from these characteristics and, consequently, it allows us to develop controllers
adequate for robots operating in real, dynamic environments. A good example of this
is the controller for legged-robot locomotion we have presented in chapter 3. Reinforce-
ment learning is a control mechanism also well tailored for robotic problems because it is
compatible with the mentioned characteristics:

• Real-world tasks: This characteristic means that we cannot arbitrarily choose
what are the boundaries and the scope of the task to be attained by the robot.
Additionally, the tasks to be achieved make sense by themselves and not only when
embedded in an arbitrary symbolic system. In this sense, reinforcement learning
is adequate since, as explained in [102], it can be applied to complete, interactive,
goal-seeking agents. Reinforcement learners have explicit goals, can sense their
environment and can execute actions. This contrasts with other approaches that
consider subproblems without addressing how they might fit into a larger picture.

• Robustness vs. optimality: This refers to the necessity for a robotic controller
to work reasonably in a wide diversity of situations. Reinforcement learning is
adequate for this since the reward signal carries information about the achievement
of the task and, consequently, the learning is performed for all the aspects that need
to be considered simultaneously.

• Autonomy: The robot must be the one in charge of achieving the task. In the
reinforcement learning framework, there is no need of a teacher that indicates the
proper action in a given situation, since the learner learns from its own experiences.
Additionally, no one puts the agent in different situations, but it is the agent itself
(through its actions) that chooses the situations it encounters.

• Environment complexity: The robot’s environment is usually very dynamic and
highly complex and, consequently, an objective representation of the environment
is too difficult to construct and to maintain. Reinforcement learning algorithms
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are also adequate in this aspect, since they do not need general representations of
the environment. At most, in some cases, they construct on-line a task-dependent
model to forecast the effects of each action (the t and r functions introduced in
chapter 4).

• Real time: The robot must be able to react in real time to cope in a timely fashion
with the changes in its dynamic environment. Reinforcement learning provides
reactive controllers that efficiently respond to environmental changes.

The characteristic that is not properly addressed by the traditional reinforcement
learning framework is that of taking advantage of the robot-environment regularities.
The classical reinforcement learning formalization is intended to be applicable to arbi-
trary problems, including those where the environment presents no regularities at all.
Consequently, reinforcement learning makes as few assumptions as possible with respect
to the environment. However, as explained in chapter 2, robots are expected to be applied
in environments that behave according to well defined properties and where it is possible
to generalize between similar situations and actions. In this chapter, we argue that the
reinforcement learning attempt to remain as independent of the environment as possible
results in algorithms that are inefficient for the case of robots. Additionally, we show
that many of the (many times implicit) assumptions taken to define the reinforcement
learning framework are un-natural for the robotic case. To show that, we describe a typ-
ical application of the reinforcement model described in chapter 4 to a robotic problem,
and we outline its major drawbacks. Then, we propose an alternative framework that
overcomes some of these problems and that is the basis of the new reinforcement learning
architecture presented in the next chapter.

5.1 A Robotic Problem Formalization

Useful tasks in dynamic environments will only be achieved using robots equipped with
complex sensor and motor apparatus. For this reason, when we refer to autonomous
robots, we have in mind a real device with many degrees of freedom and many sensors of
different types. This is in contrast with the kind of robots used in many application of
reinforcement learning that are simulated artifacts living in simple, ad hoc environments
that can be sensed using a relatively reduced set of sensors, and acted upon, in most
cases, with a single actuator.

Formally, we denote as:

• P = {pi | i = 1..np} the set of perceptual inputs (or sensors) of the robot,

• rpi = {vp
i
k | k = 1..oi} the range of discrete values for sensor pi

1,

• M = {mi | i = 1..nm} the set of motors of the robot, and

1We take sensor and motor values as discrete since it is the only way in which they are seen from a
digital microprocessor.
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• rmi = {vm
i
k | k = 1..li} the range of discrete values (i.e., commands) accepted by

motor mi.

The more complex the robot, the larger the sets P and M . For instance, in a wheeled
robot, M can have only two elements (to control speed and heading). In a legged robot,
the setM has to be large, since it must include at least two elements per leg. With respect
to P , it can be as complex in wheeled as in legged robots. Its complexity depends on
the type of sensors and on their resolution. A simple touch sensor has only two possible
values (on or off), while a vision camera provides a range of billions of possible values.

As explained, the reinforcement model requires the definition of states, actions, and
the reward signal. Next, we show how these three elements are usually defined from
sensors and motor commands and how they are used to control a robot.

5.1.1 States

A state signal includes all the information that the programmer decides to give to the robot
at each time slice. The usefulness of a specific state signal definition is a task-dependent
property: it is very difficult to define an optimal set of states without a priori knowledge
of the solution of the task. To avoid this task-dependence, general ways to define the state
are used. Consider for instance, the maze example of section 4.2.1. The most adequate
state definition should take advantage of the specific characteristics of the confronted maze
(composed only by corridors and junctions) but since these characteristics are not known
a priori, we used a general state definition valid for any maze problem (provided the robot
has a GPS-like sensor). In a robotic problem, a possible strategy to define a state signal
consists in considering each possible combination of sensor values as a different state.

However, sensors provide very low-level information and, in robotic applications, it
is usual to define a set of feature detectors FD = {fdi | i = 1..nf}. A feature detector
can be devised as a process that identifies special combinations of present and possibly
past sensor readings. Feature detectors provide a binary output that indicates whether
or not a specific sensor combination is detected at a given moment. Non-binary feature
detectors providing a discrete range of values are also possible, but, they can be readily
binarized. Feature detectors are usually defined by the programmer attending to the
special characteristics of the environment, the robot sensors, and the task to be executed.
The use of feature detectors is a normal practice in robotics. For instance, in [58] sensor
readings are conveniently grouped prior to the definition of states, both manually and
through an automatic process (thus, infrared sensor readings are clustered in two classes
using programmer defined criteria, so that only two situations for detected objects can be
distinguished: near and far).

For generality reasons, we can assume that we always work with binary feature detec-
tors since the case of working directly with the sensor values can be modeled defining a
different feature detector for each different value of each sensor pi (fdi,k ≡ (pi = vmi

k)).

Using binary feature detectors, the state signal is defined as the combination of active
feature detectors at a given moment.
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5.1.2 Actions

The programmer should define a set of actions sufficient to complete the task at hand.
Adequate actions are as difficult to define as adequate states and, as states are defined
using general strategies, the same is done for actions. With this philosophy, the space
of actions can be defined considering each possible combination of motor commands as a
different action.

However, individual motor commands provide a very low-level way of controlling the
robot. For this reason, instead of working directly with the space of actions provided by
the robot motors, a set of elementary actions EA = {eai | i = 1..ne} is usually defined.
An elementary action is a specific sequence or combination (or both) of motor commands
defined by the programmer attending to the specific characteristics of the problem at hand.
If this strategy is used, the robot only executes elementary actions and, consequently, the
set of elementary actions provided to the robot should be enough to achieve the task.
The definition of elementary actions is usual in robotic problems to discretize and reduce
the space of actions executable by the robot. For instance, in [58] only five pre-defined
elementary actions are used instead of using the large space of different combinations of
headings and advance speeds executable by the robot.

We will assume that we always work with elementary actions and not at the level
of motor commands. However, if required, the case of working with individual motor
commands can be modeled defining a different elementary action for each different motor
command (aei,k ≡ (mi ← vmi

k)).

At each time slice, the robot can execute a combination of elementary actions and
a reinforcement learning algorithm should be able to estimate the effects of each one of
these combinations so that the most promising one can be executed.

Testing each combination of actions individually can be hard work. However, in gen-
eral, elementary actions are not completely independent of each other. We say that two
elementary actions are incompatible if they cannot be issued at the same time. Elemen-
tary actions can be incompatible for many reasons: because they require of different
movements of the same motors, because their execution needs of the use of a limited
resource (communication channels, energy, . . . ), because their simultaneous execution is
dangerous, . . . If some knowledge is available about the compatibility between actions,
it can be used to reduce the number of combinations of elementary actions to be taken
into account: all the combinations of actions including incompatible elementary actions
do not need to be considered at all. A simple way to provide information about the
incompatibility between actions is defining a predicate incompatible(a) for combination
of elementary actions a that is TRUE when a contains incompatible elementary actions.

5.1.3 Reward

In a robotic application, the reward signal can be seen as a special sensor permanently
available to the robot whose value is updated after performing each action. In general,
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this special sensor does not correspond to any physical device but to a virtual sensor
that reacts to a particular pattern of the robot’s sensor values. In this way, the reward
evaluation can be computed autonomously by the robot and does not require of any
hardware modification nor of the intervention of a teacher.

5.1.4 Robot Control

With the previous definitions, the robot-environment interaction is arranged in a continu-
ous loop where the robot, first, assesses the state from the set of feature detectors. Next,
it evaluates all possible alternatives (i.e., combinations of elementary actions) so that the
most promising one can be identified. After this, the selected combination of actions
is somehow decomposed in motor commands, and the motor commands are executed.
After the motor command execution, the reward signal is read, the system is adjusted,
and the loop is re-started. A typical example of an algorithm following this dynamics is
Q-Learning described in section 4.3.1. In this algorithm, the details about the state and
action definition are not included since, as explained, traditional reinforcement learning
is only concerned about how to derive an optimal policy from a given set of states and
actions without being concerned with the semantics of these states and actions.

The just outlined formalization, with minor changes, is the one used in most reinforce-
ment learning applications to robotics.

5.2 Problems with the Formalization

In the following subsections, different aspects of the above formalization are analyzed in
detail to show its drawbacks. This revision will help us to settle the basis for an alternative
point of view where some of these drawbacks are overcome.

5.2.1 Curse of Dimensionality

Reinforcement learning relies in the Markov assumption that requires the state signal to
carry enough information to determine the effects of all actions in a given situation2. In a
robotic problem, this means that we should define the state using a reduced set of relevant
feature detectors. However, this minimal set can be only identified when the solution of
the task is already known. For this reason, and without a priori knowledge of the task, it
is usual to include in the state signal all those features that (according to the programmer)
might eventually be useful. This can include redundant features or even irrelevant ones
just because the user tries to ensure that the Markov property holds by considering an
excess of features. But this excess is not for free. Plain reinforcement learning assumes
that the states of the system are absolutely independent between them. So, the informa-
tion gathered about the effects of an action in one state can not be transferred to other

2Non-Markovian problems, when confronted, must be converted in to Markovian ones.
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states. With this assumption, the cost of a reinforcement learning algorithm is at least:

O(ns na),

where ns is the number of states and na is the number of actions. This is because each
action has to be tried as least once in each state. Since the state is usually defined as the
observed combination of feature detectors, we have that the potential number of states is

ns = O(2nf ),

with nf the number of feature detectors used to define the state. Consequently, we have
that

O(ns na) = O(2nf na),

which is exponential in the number of feature detectors. So, any additional feature detec-
tor increases a lot the cost of the learning process. Since the amount of feature detectors
used in real robotic applications tends to be high, plain reinforcement learning becomes
un-practical for non-toy problems. This is the well-know curse of dimensionality problem
introduced by one of the reinforcement learning precursors [8].

Although the size of the action set (na) is as important as the size of the state set
(ns) in the curse of dimensionality, less attention is paid to actions in the reinforcement
learning literature and the reinforcement learning action model is widely accepted. In
this model, actions are devised as a list from which the agent should select the most
appropriate option for each state. According to this model, at each moment the agent
only performs one action from the list and waits until this action is completed to start
the next one. Probably this model is accepted because the type of agents used in most
reinforcement learning applications have simple motor apparatus. For instance, when the
learner is a robot, it is usually a wheeled one that can only execute a very reduced set
of actions (moving forward, backward, left, or right for instance). This is not true for
the robots necessary to perform complex tasks. In general, a robot with many degrees
of freedom can execute many elementary actions simultaneously. This makes the size of
the list of actions (and, consequently, the cost of the the learning algorithms) increase
exponentially with the number of compatible elementary actions (i.e., elementary actions
that can be executed simultaneously).

Sometimes this cost increase is not justified at all. Suppose we address the same task
but with two different sets of feature detectors FD1 and FD2 such that FD1 ⊂ FD2.
Using a traditional reinforcement learning algorithm, the cost of finding a proper policy
would be larger using the larger set of features (FD2). And this is so even if one of
the features in FD2 − FD1 has a stronger correlation with the reward than any of the
features in FD1. The reinforcement learning algorithms are not able to take advantage
of this, and, even having better input information, their performance decreases. Similar
reasoning can be done with actions instead of feature detectors.

Adding relevant inputs or actions to a task should make this task easier or at least not
more difficult. Only methods whose complexity depends on the relevance of the available
inputs and actions and not on their number, would scale well to real domain problems.
Examples of systems fulfilling this property are, for instance, the Kanerva coding system
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(mentioned in [102]), the random representation method presented by Sutton in [103],
and the G-learning system introduced by Chapman in [26]. These systems avoid the
curse of dimensionality, but they must face the relevance determination problem, that is,
to determine which of the available inputs need to be taken into account to predict the
reward for the task at hand. In some cases, this problem is alleviated assuming that at
least one of the available inputs is relevant enough to predict the reward, but this is, in
general, too strong an assumption. In most of the cases, a single input is not relevant
enough and combinations of inputs should be considered. It is remarkable that these
systems do not address the problem of determining the relevance of actions, since they
assume the learning agent has a single actuator (that is, obviously, the only relevant
one). In our approach (presented below), both aspects (action relevance assessment, and
combination of inputs and actions to increase their relevance) are considered.

5.2.2 Agent-Environment Synchronization

The most critical problem of the classical reinforcement learning approach is that of the
curse of dimensionality just presented. This problem makes this approach impractical
for problems with tens or hundreds of dimensions as it is the case for real robotics ap-
plications. So, the solution of this problem is a condition sine qua non for applying
reinforcement learning to robots. For this reason, this is the problem we confront in our
proposal. However, the curse of dimensionality is not the only problem that appears
when confronting a robotic task using the classical reinforcement learning formalization
and, in this section, we outline some of those additional problems. Although we do not
address them in our proposal, it is interesting to take them into account since we aim at
confronting them in future extensions of our work.

The reinforcement learning formalization is completely based on the assumption that
the environment-agent system is a state machine controlled by the learner. This supposes
that, during the decision cycle of the agent, the state of the environment is stable and
that, when the robot executes an action, the state of the environment changes according
to a well-defined transition probability.

Under this assumption, the agent only needs to observe the state of the environment
after the completion of an action, and the agent has to execute an action at each time
slice to make the environment to evolve.

Obviously, this assumption does not hold any more if, as in the case of a robot embed-
ded in a dynamic environment, the state of the environment is not completely controlled
by the agent. In this case the state can change at any moment and for reasons not related
with the agent actions: the change of the environment state could perfectly occur in the
middle of an action execution or even without the agent intervention. For this reason,
when applying reinforcement learning to robots, it seems reasonable to use a short control
cycle to avoid environment changes to occur unnoticed.

The drawback of using a short control cycle is that we have to admit actions to last
more than one of these short cycles since mechanical devices usually work slow. This
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is something that can be expressed, without departing from the classical reinforcement
learning model, using special constructions (adding information of on going actions in
the state, decomposing action a in two virtual actions: start a, continue a,. . . ) but since
multi-step actions are going to be really usual in robotics it seems reasonable to formalize
them in an explicit way. If we do so, we will see that different actions take different
times to be completed. The reinforcement learning framework forces a synchronization
in action execution: new actions are all started simultaneously and no action is started
until the previously started ones are finished. In a real robot, there is no reason not to
start new actions while some of the previously initiated ones are still running. Again,
this characteristics of the robot actions can be reflected using the classical reinforcement
model cleverly but it would be much more interesting (and probably efficient) to explicitly
represent the natural asynchrony between different actions.

Traditional reinforcement learning conceives the learner as an agent actively controlling
an environment that works as a state machine perfectly synchronized with the internal
workings of the learner, but in the case of robots, it is much more useful to think in the
learner as an agent that reacts to the events of an autonomous environment without any
explicit synchronization between the agent and the environment dynamics. The important
issue is to observe the environment making good use of the opportunities it provides and
not to control it.

5.3 An Alternative Point of View

As shown, the traditional reinforcement learning formalization relies on a series of as-
sumptions relative to the availability of adequate definitions of states and actions. The
reinforcement learning algorithms developed within this framework heavily rely on these
assumptions and, as far as they are not fulfilled, algorithms do not work properly. Con-
sidered from the robotics point of view, many of these assumptions are not realistic. This
disagreement between the usual reinforcement learning hypothesis and robotics reality
makes existing reinforcement learning algorithms very difficult use in robotic problems.
Despite these inconveniences, a robotic problem can be reduced and simplified to fit
into the classical reinforcement learning framework. However, this is not a good way
to proceed. It is not interesting to modify our problems so that they fit into a general
pre-existing framework. What is more interesting is to develop new frameworks adequate
for the kinds of problems we want to confront. In this way, we would be able to derive
new algorithms able to take advantage of specific characteristics of the problems and,
hopefully, those algorithms would be more efficient than existing ones.

5.3.1 Learning to Categorize: The Partial Rule Approach

As mentioned, the most critical problem of the classical reinforcement learning framework
is the curse of dimensionality. The only solution to avoid the curse of dimensionality
problem is not to consider each combination of feature detectors and elementary actions
independently, and to allow information to be transferred between similar combinations.
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In some cases, clustering techniques [58] or successive subdivisions of the state space
[26, 65] have been used to identify situations from which similar reinforcement can be
expected. These techniques are mainly focused in the perception side of the problem (very
few times they include combinations of actions) and aim at finding the most reduced set of
features that characterize a given situation, that is, the features that constitute the state.
However, observe that the curse of dimensionality problem appears even if we work with
the minimal set of relevant features. This is because some of the features can be relevant
for one action but not for another and, since the state is common for all actions, it must
include all features. This produces an unnecessary (from the point of view of each action)
differentiation between equivalent situations and decreases the learning speed. The key
problem of all reinforcement learning methods based on the formalization presented in
the previous chapter is that they require state information sufficient to determine the
effects of all actions. However, such a general state seems unnecessary and it seems much
more simple to look for conditions that allow a reliable estimation of the effect of each
particular action (i.e., a kind of action-based state).

Observe that, to apply reinforcement learning to robots, we have to avoid the curse
of dimensionality problem and, to achieve this, we have to avoid using global states and
actions. When a new reward is received, we have to determine which subset of elementary
actions is responsible for this reward and the context (i.e., subset of feature detectors) in
which the execution of these elementary actions produces this reward. If the Markov
property is fulfilled, the elementary actions responsible for the observed reward will be a
subset of the last executed ones and the condition in which this reward is produced will
be a subset of the last active features. Conversely, if the Markov property does not hold,
the action responsible for the reward can be any elementary action ever executed by the
robot and its context can include any feature ever observed. Obviously, the non-Markov
case is much more complex and we will not confront it in this dissertation. However,
future extension of this work should address the non-Markovian case since, if not, many
robotic problems would be always out of our reach.

The process of interpreting an environment (to predict the reward, in this case) in
terms of a reduced set of elements (some of the feature detectors and the elementary
actions) constitutes a categorization of it.

In the traditional reinforcement learning framework, the categorization is left as the
designer’s duty. Consequently, the algorithms do not need to perform any kind of “re-
sponsibility” determination: the action responsible for the last received reward is assumed
(using the Markov property) to be the last executed action (i.e., the whole combination of
elementary actions executed in the last time slice) and the conditions in which this action
produces the received reward are assumed to be the ones determined by the previous
state (i.e., the whole combination of feature detectors). States and actions are supposed
to be correctly defined so that these assumptions hold. Of course, the responsibility of the
last received reward must be transmitted backward, since actions executed in previous
time slices are responsible of taking the robot to a situation from which it is possible to
obtain the last received reward. This temporal responsibility distribution is known as the
temporal credit assignment problem, and it is usually addressed in the traditional rein-
forcement learning framework. The problem that is not addressed inside this framework
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is that of determining which of the available inputs and actions are actually relevant for
producing the received reward. The traditional reinforcement learning framework does
not address this kind of responsibility determination since, inside this framework, combi-
nations of feature detectors or elementary actions are always considered atomically. It is
precisely this atomicity that causes the curse of dimensionality problem. In our proposal,
feature detectors and elementary actions are treated individually, and combinations of
them are only considered when it becomes necessary. In other words, in our approach the
categorization is explicitly performed by the learning algorithm.

To formalize our proposal we have to introduce some definitions.

We assume that the learning agent perceives the world through a set of binary fea-
ture detectors fdi, i = 1 . . . nf triggered by stimuli received from its interaction with the
environment. We say that the agent perceives (or observes) a partial view of order k,
v(fdi1 , . . . , fdik), k ≤ nf whenever the predicate fdi1∧ ...∧ fdik holds. The feature detectors
involved in a partial view can be those defined by the user or their negations (the non-
detection of a feature can be as relevant as its detection). Note that many partial views
can be perceived at the same time, for example, if fd1, fd2, and fd3 are active, then the
agent perceives the partial view v(fd1, fd2, fd3), but also v(fd1), v(fd2), v(fd3), v(fd1, fd2),
v(fd1, fd3), and v(fd2, fd3). The special partial view TRUEv (corresponding to an empty
set of feature detectors) is always observed

A partial command of order k, noted as c(eai1 , . . . , eaik),k ≤ ne, is executed when-
ever the elementary actions {eai1 , . . . , eaik} are executed simultaneously. Obviously, the
elementary actions included in a partial command must be compatible with each other
(if not, the partial command will never be executed). There is a difference between the
concepts of combination of elementary actions and that of partial command. When we say
that the robot executes a certain combination of elementary actions, we mean it executes
all the elementary actions included in the combination and absolutely nothing else. The
execution of a partial command supposes the execution of the elementary actions included
in the partial command, but it makes no assertion about whether or not other elemen-
tary actions (compatible with those included in the partial command) are simultaneously
executed (maybe attending to other partial commands). We say that a partial command
c is in accordance with a combination of elementary actions a = {ea1, . . . , eal} if c ⊆ a
or, in other words, if the execution of a necessarily implies the execution of the partial
command. Note that the execution of a combination of elementary actions supposes the
execution of many partial commands (i.e., of all the subsets of a). We define a special
partial command TRUEc (corresponding to an empty set of elementary actions) that is
always in accordance with any combination of elementary actions.

A partial rule w can be defined as a couple w = (v, c), where v is a partial view and
c is a partial command3. We say that a partial rule w = (v, c) is used whenever the
partial view v is perceived and the partial command c is executed. The partial rules are
situation-action rules that can be used to partially determine the actions of the robot in
many situations (all those where the partial view of the rule is active). The order of a

3We use w to denote the partial rules because, as we will see later, they play a role in the robot
controllers equivalent to the whenever rules of the subsumption-based controllers (see section 2.3).
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partial rule is defined as the addition of the order of the partial view and the order of the
partial command that compose the rule.

Each partial rule has an associated value qw that is an estimation of the discounted
cumulative reward that can be obtained after executing c when v is observed at time t:

qw =
∞
∑

i=0

γt+i rt+i.

So, a partial rule can be interpreted as: if partial view v is observed then the execution
of partial command c results in reward qw.

A set of partial rules and an action selection mechanism (i.e., a mechanism to arbitrate
the rules) constitute a partial rule-based robot controller.

In our approach, we use a fixed action selection mechanism based on the usefulness
of each rule to accurately predict the reward, and the objective of the learning process
is that of deriving a set of partial rules adequate to achieve a given task. To obtain a
controller, the algorithm should be able to find a valid categorization (given by the sets
of partial views and partial commands used in the rules) of the environment. This is the
reason why we say that the partial rule approach is based on learning to categorize the
environment.

The use of partial rules instead of traditional states and actions can accelerate the
learning, since it permits generalization both in the sensory and in the action side si-
multaneously using the same principles and resulting in an efficient use of the reward
information. If the partial view of a partial rule does not involve all the feature detectors,
then the reward prediction of this rule can be used in different situations. In a similar
way, we can consider that the partial command of a partial rule is executed whenever the
robot executes any combination of elementary actions such that the partial command is
in accordance with it. Consequently, the reward prediction of a given partial rule can
be adjusted in many different situations and when different action combinations are exe-
cuted, accelerating the learning of this value. This can be seen in another way: a single
reward signal obtained in a given situation and when a certain combination of elementary
actions is executed can be used to adjust the reward estimation for many partial rules and
each one of these partial rules can be used in many other situations and when different
combinations of actions are executed. So, the information provided by the reward signal
spreads over a large portion of the sensor and action spaces.

Additionally, the partial rule approach allows the construction of controllers with a
high degree of redundancy, since different partial rules can forecast the effects of a given
combination of elementary actions but in slightly different situations. In the same way,
we can have rules to predict the effects of slightly different combinations of elementary
actions in a certain situation. This contrasts with the traditional state-action approach
where no redundancy is possible. The redundancy (called degeneracy in [34]) produces
robust controllers, since variations in the environment can invalidate some of the rules but
not the others, maintaining the performance of the robot. However, the fulfillment of this
property depends on how the partial rules are defined. For instance, partial views can be
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defined in an exclusive way producing no redundancy. In our approach, we advocate for
creating redundant partial rules, since this provides robustness to the system, but we will
avoid excessive redundancy since this degrades efficiency.

The apparent drawback of our approach is that the number of possible partial rules
is much larger than the number of state and action pairs: The number of partial rules
definable on a set of nf binary feature detectors and ne fully compatible elementary actions
is 3nf+ne , while the number of different states and action pairs is only 2nf+ne . If arbitrary
problems have to be confronted (as is the case in many synthetic learning situations), the
partial rule approach could not be useful. However, problems confronted by robots are
not arbitrary since, as mentioned, environments present regularities that can be exploited
to reduce the complexity of the controller necessary to achieve a given task (see section
2.1). If some of these regularities can be capitalized to accelerate the search of useful
partial rules, then our approach would be advantageous with respect to the traditional
reinforcement learning approach. In the next section, we introduce the categorizability
hypothesis that is a plausible assumption for the case of robots and that allow us to use
a strong bias in the partial rule generation.

5.3.2 General Categorizability Hypothesis

As explained in chapter 4, in the context of reinforcement learning, the only assumption
taken about the environment is that it can be characterized as a Markov process. However,
as shown before, in environments with a large number of different states, the assumption
of a Markovian environment is not enough to allow learning in acceptable amounts of
time.

For efficient learning to be possible, in addition to the Markovian property, the en-
vironment must present some kind of structure, so that the effect of an action can be
predicted well enough by attending to only a small fraction of all the information con-
tained in the whole state. In some cases, some kind of generalization is used but we think
that further improvements in the efficiency of learning can hardly be achieved by design-
ing still more clever generalization algorithms. What is needed, instead, even at the risk
of losing generality, is to make stronger assumptions on the structure of the environment
so that we can use more specialized algorithms that take advantage of such a structure.
The idea of using restricted forms of learning seems to be validated by the way animals
learn. Animals are especially well-tailored to learn certain sensory-action mappings (those
relevant for their survival) and not others [40]. From a computational point of view, we
can say that animal learning strategies are not general but biased to be efficient in the
kind of environments they inhabit.

To adequately bias the application of reinforcement learning, we observe that, in many
realistic situations, the reward received by the robot depends only on a reduced subset of
all the actions executed by the robot and that most of the sensor inputs are just irrelevant
to predict that reward. The general categorizability hypothesis4, that is plausible for many

4This is an extension of the categorizability hypothesis presented in [90] that concerned sensors but
not actions.
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robotics problems, states that most of the elementary actions executable by the robot are
useless to obtain reward in a given situation and that the effects of the relevant elementary
actions do not depend on all the features available to the robot but on a reduced subset
of them.

Thus, for example, the value resulting from the action of “grasping the object in front
of me” will depend on the object being food, the tail of a wild animal, or an unimportant
object. However, the result will probably be the same no matter if I am moving the leg
simultaneously to grasping the object or not, if it is day or night, if I am standing or lying
down, or if I can see a red light nearby or not (aspects, all of them, that may become
important in other circumstances).

In the context of our partial rule approach, we say that an environment is categorizable
if there exist a controller (i.e., a set of partial rules) that allow us to predict the return
with the same accuracy as if statistics for each possible state-action combination where
considered. The lower the order of the rules in the controller the higher the categorizability
of the task.

Note that categorizability is not a binary property but a graded one. An extreme case,
in which we would say that the environment is completely categorizable, would be one
in which only partial rules of order one are necessary to achieve the task. On the other
extreme, if all motors have to be carefully coordinated to achieve the task and the effect
of each action could only be predicted by taking into account the value of all feature
detectors, we would say that the environment is not categorizable at all. The general
categorizability hypothesis states that the actual situation is much closer to the first case
than to the second.

As far as the general categorizability hypothesis is fulfilled, the number of partial
rules necessary to control the robot becomes much smaller than the number of state-
action pairs that can be defined using the same sets of feature detectors and elementary
actions in which the partial views and partial commands are based. So, if the environment
is categorizable, the use of the partial rule approach supposes an important increase in
the learning speed and a reduction in the use of memory with respect to the traditional
state-based reinforcement learning algorithms.

5.3.3 Controlling the Robot using Partial Rules

In this section, we describe how a given set of partial rules can be used to drive the robot
or, in other words, which is the action selection mechanism to be used in the partial rule
approach.

The basic objective of any robot controller is that of executing the most appropriate
action for each situation. In the context of reinforcement learning, this means that the
controller should estimate the possible effects of each action from the statistics stored in
previous experiences so that the most promising action can be identified. In general, the
most promising action is the one to be executed next, but the robot should also execute
exploratory actions to improve its performance in the future.
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In a state-based reinforcement learning algorithm, the estimation of the effect of the
action is straightforward: statistics are stored for each state and action, therefore, the
effect prediction for each action is the one corresponding to the data stored for that
action for the currently active state. Since, at each instant, only one state is active,
the reward prediction for each action is directly extracted from a single statistic and no
combination of information coming from different sources is necessary. For this reason,
reinforcement learning algorithms are very simple, but no generalization between similar
states and actions is possible.

In our approach, the action evaluation is not so simple. First, the robot does not
execute a single action at each time slice, but it can execute a combination of elementary
actions. Additionally, at a given moment, many partial views are active triggering many
different partial rules whose partial commands can be either compatible or incompatible
and whose reward predictions can be similar or clearly contradictory.

Next, we describe how is it possible to estimate the effect of a certain combination of
compatible elementary actions using a given set of partial rules. This procedure is used
in the action selection mechanism to evaluate every possible combination of elementary
actions in order to determine the one to be executed next.

Evaluation of a Combination of Elementary Actions

In a given situation, many partial views are simultaneously active triggering a subset of
the partial rules of the controller C. We call this subset the active partial rules and we
denote it as AC. Those rules in AC with a partial command in accordance with the
combination of elementary actions under consideration a constitute the subset of rules
AC(a) to take into account in the evaluation of a. In the case in which AC(a) is empty,
the value of a can not be estimated using the rules present in the controller and it should
be guessed at random. This extreme case can be avoided by including a rule that is always
active in the initial controller (see section 5.3.4 for details on this point).

Every rule w = (v, c) in AC(a) provides a reward prediction for a: the qw associated
with the partial rule. This is an averaged value that provides no information about the
accuracy of this prediction. Obviously, we should favor the use of the partial rules with
a high accuracy in the reward prediction or, as we say it, rules with a high relevance.
Consequently, we need an estimation of the relevance (i.e., the accuracy) of each partial
rule.

It seems clear that the relevance depends on the distribution of values around qw.
Distributions with low dispersion are indicative of coherent reward predictions and, so,
of a highly relevant rule. To measure this dispersion we maintain an error estimation ew
on the approximation of qw. Another factor to be taken into account in the relevance
determination is the confidence on the qw and ew statistics: low confidence (i.e. insuffi-
ciently sampled) measures of qw and ew should reduce the relevance of the rule. Thus,
the relevance of each partial rule can be devised as a function ρ : ew × cw → [0, 1] with
ew being the error estimation on qw, and cw the confidence on the qw and ew statistics. A
relevance of 1 indicates an absolutely certain value prediction while a relevance of 0 indi-
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cates that the prediction has been made completely at random. The relevance function
can be defined in many ways but, in any case, it should be strictly decreasing in e and
strictly increasing in c. That is, the relevance function should fulfill that

ρ(0, 1) = 1,

ρ(e, 0) = 0,

ρ(e1, c) > ρ(e2, c)⇔ e1 < e2,

ρ(e, c1) < ρ(e, c2)⇔ c1 < c2.

The problem is then, how can we derive a single value prediction using the qw statistics
of all the rules in AC(a) and its corresponding relevance value? Two possible solutions
come to mind: using a weighted sum of the values predicted by all these partial rules
using the relevance as a weighting factor, or using a competitive approach, in which only
the most relevant partial rule is used to determine the predicted value. Observe that, in
both cases (weighted sum and competitive approach), the most relevant partial rules are
the ones that, as desired, have more importance in the reward prediction. As we explain
next, both solutions may produce better or worst results depending on the relationship
existing between partial rules.

We say that two partial rules are redundant if they respond to alternative views of
the same source of reward. Redundant partial rules are predicting essentially the same
and, though they can increase the confidence on the prediction, it would be misleading to
add up both value predictions. Conversely, we say that two partial rules are independent
if they predict rewards associated with different aspects of the situation, so that their
value predictions should be added. An example will serve to clarify this: Consider that
we want to reach an object in front of us and we have two features of the object (smell
and temperature). If we have two active partial rules such as

w1:(smell good, reach)→ q1
w2:(temperature high, reach)→ q2

and we want to obtain both food and warmth, then the reward prediction for the two
rules should be added (q1+q2). However, if we had also the possibility to taste the object
and a rule such as

w3:(taste good, reach)→ q′1

is present in the controller, then w3 only would confirm the information provided by
smell5, making the reward prediction more certain, but it cannot be added to the reward
prediction (q1 + q2 + q′1 6= q1 + q2).

If we could know if two partial rules are redundant or independent, we could use the
appropriate composition rule for reward prediction. For instance, if two different reward

5And, thus, w3 is likely to provide a reward prediction similar to that of rule w1.
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signals are available and we know that they are independent, then the predictions for each
one of them can be simply added. The problem is that, in general, this kind of information
could be not available and we have no way to guess it. In the lack of the necessary
information, we must adopt one of the composition rules: weighted sum, as if partial
rules were always independent, or winner-takes-all, as if they were always redundant. In
both cases, it is possible to compensate the effect of unwanted-type partial rules: In the
weighted sum solution, the over-evaluation arising from redundant partial rules could, in
principle, be compensated for by introducing an additional partial rule corresponding to
the simultaneous observation of the redundant ones and providing opposite compensatory
reward, so that if two redundant partial rules were triggered, the compensatory rule would
be also triggered and the result would be the same as if only one of the redundant rules was
observed. With the winner-takes-all solution, the problem arises when the contributions
of several independent partial rules must be added up. This can be solved in a similar
way, by introducing a new partial rule corresponding to the simultaneous triggering of
the independent ones and providing the accumulated prediction. In this case, the new
partial rule will be active whenever the two independent rules are simultaneously active
and, since it will be more specific (it is a conjunction of the independent ones), it will
have great chances of being more relevant and, thus, of winning in the competition to
give the correct result.

However, there is an advantage of the competitive solution over the weighted sum one.
To form the robot controller, we need to create or remove partial rules at our convenience.
When the competitive solution is used, adding or removing partial rules has no effect on
the evaluations (as far as the removed rules are redundant, of course). But, if a weighted
sum is used, the distributed nature of the evaluation means that the addition or the
removal of a partial rule must be followed by a consistent modification of the reward
prediction for many partial rules, making the system maintenance more complex and
unstable.

Additionally, the weighted sum has the problem of not taking advantage of the catego-
rizability hypothesis. Although each one of the partial rules involved in the sum can be of
low order, taking all of them into account means using a large set of different feature de-
tectors and elementary actions to predict the effect of a given combination of elementary
actions, and thus our categorizability hypothesis is not fully exploited.

For all these reasons, our learning system uses a winner-take-all solution, so, only the
value prediction of the most relevant partial rule is taken into account to predict the value
of a combination of elementary actions. The prediction provided by this most relevant
rule should be derived taking into account the average expected value (qw) as well as
the error estimation on this average value (ew). In this way, the reward prediction will
be a certain value selected from an interval around the qw value. The bounds of this
interval and the probability distribution used to select the value prediction depend on
the distribution we assume for the rewards (uniform, normal, . . . ). Another factor to
be taken into account to get the reward prediction, is the confidence cw on the qw and
ew statistics. If these measures are known with low confidence (for instance, because we
have used too few samples to determine them), then the interval from which the value
prediction is selected should be enlarged.
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Action Selection in the Partial Rule Approach

The procedure described above can be used at each time slice to obtain a value prediction
for each combination of compatible elementary actions. In our approach, the combination
getting a maximal value is the one we wait the robot to execute next.

Observe that we obtain a probabilistic reward prediction: in the same situation with
the same statistics, we can get different reward predictions for the same combination of
elementary actions. In this way, the combination of actions that obtains the maximal
evaluation is not always the one with maximal qw and, consequently, we favor the explo-
ration of promising actions. These are actions with an average value qw that is not the
maximal one but that has an error estimation that indicates that they can be optimal
in some cases. Other promising combinations of elementary actions are those that have
been insufficiently sampled and, therefore, they can be better than they seem to be. Ad-
ditionally, with this action evaluation mechanism, we discourage the execution of clearly
non-optimal actions: actions for which we know for sure that they provide a low average
reward.

This probabilistic action selection provides an exploratory mechanism that uses more
information than typical reinforcement learning exploration mechanisms (the error of each
prediction is not available in most reinforcement learning algorithms) and the result is a
more efficient exploration schema (see [117] for a survey on different exploration systems).

5.3.4 Improving a Set of Partial Rules

In the previous section we have outlined how to control the robot using a given set of
partial rules. Now, we focus our attention on how this set can be improved so that the
task at hand is achieved more adequately.

A given controller can be improved in two different ways: changing the reward pre-
diction for the partial rules or adding new partial rules. This is in contrast with the
traditional reinforcement learning framework where no categorization is performed and,
consequently, the controller is only improved through the adjustment of the reward pre-
diction.

Adjustment of the Reward Prediction

The reward adjustment modifies the statistics associated with the partial rules of the con-
troller. In this way, we change the data used in the action selection mechanism described
before and, therefore, we change the behavior of the robot.

Although we use a winner-takes-all strategy to determine the value of the combinations
of elementary actions, we propose to adjust the reward predictions for all the rules in
AC(a) where a is the last executed combination. This is because, once a combination
of actions has been executed, there is no difference if it is executed attending to one
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rule or to another and, consequently, the same experience can be used to update all the
rules. Additionally, updating all rules, we obtain a faster propagation of the information
provided by the reward.

Observe that we propose to adjust all the rules involved in the competition to predict
the effects of the actually executed action. Since we assume the environment to be Marko-
vian, this set of rules can be limited to be a subset of the rules active in the previous time
slice. In non-Markovian environments, rules active in other time slices would have also to
be taken into account.

For each rule to be adjusted, we have to modify its qw, ew, and cw statistics.

The effect of any action a in accordance with the partial command c attending to a
partial rule w = (v, c) can be defined (using a Bellman-like equation) as

q∗w = rw + γ
∑

∀AC

p(w,AC) v∗(AC),

where rw is the average reward obtained immediately after executing c when v is observed,
γ is the discount factor used to balance the importance of direct with respect to indirect
reward, v∗(AC) represents the goodness of the situation where rules AC are active, and
p(w,AC) is the probability of reaching that situation after the execution of c when v is
observed. The goodness of a situation is assessed using the best action executable in that
situation

v∗(AC) = max
∀a′
{q∗w|w = winner(AC, a′)},

since this gives us information about how well the robot can perform (at most) from that
situation.

At each time slice, the values of qw and ew for the rules to be adjusted can be modified
using, for instance, a temporal difference rule so that they progressively approach q∗w and
the error on this measure. Rules that have a direct relation with the received reward
would provide a reward prediction (qw) coherent with the actually obtained reward and,
consequently, after the statistics adjustment, their prediction error will be decreased.
Contrariwise, rules not related with the received reward would predict a reward different
from the obtained one and their error statistics will be increased. In this way, if a rule is
really important for the generation of the received reward, its relevance is increased and
if not it is decreased. Rules with low relevance have few chances of being used to drive
the robot and, in extreme cases, they could be removed from the controller.

The value of the confidence cw should also be adjusted. This adjustment depends on
how the confidence is measured. If it is only related with the number of samples used in
the qw and ew statistics, then cw should be simply slightly incremented every time the
statistics of rule w are updated. However, more complex confidence schemes are possible
and, in each case, the confidence estimation should be modified in a different way.
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Controller Initialization and Partial Rule Generation

Since we assume that robotic tasks are categorizable, we can use an incremental strategy
to learn an adequate set of partial rules: we initialize the controller with rules of the
lowest order and we generate new partial rules only when necessary (i.e., for cases not
correctly categorized using the available set of rules), creating the low order ones in the
first place. So the initial controller can contain, for instance, all the rules of order one
((v(fdi), TRUEc) ∀i, (TRUEv, c(aej)) ∀j) or all the rules of order two that include one
feature detector and one elementary action ((v(fdi), c(aej)), (v(¬fdi), c(aej))∀i, j). In any
case, it is sensible to include the rule w∅ = (TRUEv, TRUEc) in the initial controller.
This rule is always active and its partial command is always in accordance with any
combination of elementary actions. In this way, we would never have to guess the value of
any combination of elementary actions completely at random since the set AC(a) would
never be empty.

We can generate new rules at any moment and test whether or not they are useful
in reward prediction, but this strategy would result in controllers with a large number of
rules. It seems more useful not to create any rule until it seems necessary to do it: when a
large error in the reward prediction is detected. We should have a heuristic to determine
the right moment to create new rules since it is not possible to determine a priori whether
an incorrectly predicted reward would be correctly predicted after some rule adjustments
or if it really is necessary to create a new partial rule to account for the received reward.
This heuristic can be based on the magnitude of the difference between the predicted and
the obtained reward and on the confidence of the existing rules: low sampled rules still
have the chance to be adjusted to predict the received reward.

Since, in our setup, the initial controller contains the most general rules, new rules are
always a specialization of an existing rule. The specialization can affect the sensory space
(i.e., creating new rules with partial views more specific than the existing ones), the action
space (i.e., creating new rules with partial commands more specific than the existing
ones) or both. We need another heuristic to determine which rule is to be specialized
when creating a new partial rule and how to specialize it. This heuristic can be based
on the reward prediction of the existing rules, in their relevance, in the partial views and
commands involved in the rules, and so on.

The use of a heuristic in rule creation results in the possibility of creating redundant
rules. However, as explained, the existence of redundant rules is not negative, since they
provide robustness to the controller. What must be avoided is to generate twice the same
rule, since this not useful at all. Two rules can be identical attending to syntactic criteria
(they contain the same feature detectors and elementary actions) but also attending to
semantic ones (they get active in the same situations and propose equivalent actions). If
identical rules are created, then they have to be detected and removed as soon as possible.

When a new rule is added to the controller, we do not delete or modify the existing
rules. The new rule represents a specialization of some of the existing rules and, conse-
quently, these more general rules are still valid for the situations in which the new rule is
not active. Additionally, the original rules act as a security belt for the case in which the
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created rules have to be removed.

5.3.5 The Partial Rule Approach in Context

Relation with the Classical Reinforcement Learning Approach

As noted by Lanzi [53], state-based reinforcement learning algorithms can be rewritten as
rule-based systems. For instance, each entry Q(s, a) of the table used by the Q-learning
algorithm can be seen as a rule

if state s then action a produces reward Q(s, a).

So, state-based methods use complete rules (in contrast with our partial rule approach)
since each rule involves all perception (included in the state) and all possible motor
commands (included in the action). These methods take into account all possible state
and action pairs and, consequently, we can say that they generate all the possible if-
then rules for a given problem and, consequently, no rule generation in necessary (nor
possible) during learning. Two complete rules can not be active simultaneously and, thus,
the set AC(a) only contains a single element. Observe that, with only one element to be
taken into account to evaluate each action, no relevance estimation is necessary. In the
state-based reinforcement learning approach, the objective is limited to that of finding a
proper assignment of reward expectancies to each (complete) rule. This is only one of the
problems confronted in the partial rule approach.

The state-based approach can be advantageous for completely non-categorizable envi-
ronments but, as explained, it is not likely that robotic problems will be non-categorizable.

The partial rule learning algorithm using a controller composed by complete rules
produces exactly the same result as Q-learning (assuming that both algorithms use the
same exploration strategy). This equivalence gives us a possible way to demonstrate the
convergence of the presented algorithm to the optimal policy: in the extreme case, our
algorithm would end up generating all the possible rules (i.e., the complete rules) and
from then it would converge exactly in the same conditions under which Q-learning does.

Working with partial rules and not with complete ones supposes a change in the way
in which reinforcement learning is confronted. While traditional reinforcement learning
is state oriented (the concept of state is central in all the paradigm), the partial rule
approach is action oriented, and while in traditional reinforcement learning the emphasis
is put on finding the appropriate value for each state and action, in our approach, the
emphasis is put on finding relevant condition-action rules to produce a certain reward.

Relation with the Behavior-Based Approach

The final outcome of our learning approach would be a controller composed by a set of
(in principle) simple rules. Observe that this is exactly how behavior-based systems look.
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The main difference is that behavior-based controllers are built using a large diversity
of tools6, while in our our approach we only use the partial rule construction and a pre-
defined arbitration mechanism between the rules. This is because automatic learning
requires simple repetitive structures to ease the controller construction and modification.

The categorizability hypothesis is in agreement with the principles underlying the
behavior-based approach. These principles (see chapter 2) state that the global behavior
of the robot is an emergent property of the interaction of different modules, each one of
them responsible for a specific sub-behavior and consequently using a reduced subset of
the robot sensors and motors. For instance, the basic Behavior Language structures are
the whenever rules that monitor some sensory condition and, when this condition holds,
they execute a given action. In our controller for legged robots presented in chapter 3, the
conditions and actions of the whenever rules tend to be simple and, of course, they never
test all robot’s sensors nor command all motors. In other words, we never use complete
views nor complete commands in a behavior-based controller. Since the whenever rules
play an equivalent role to the partial rules, as the whenever rules involve reduced sets of
sensors and motors, it is sensible to expect this to be true also for the partial rules.

Related Work

The idea of using feature detectors as a base of the reinforcement learning algorithms is
not new (see [10] for a survey). In general, previous work on feature-based reinforcement
learning aims at finding state definitions from feature detectors. A decision tree is used
to classify each situation according to some of the features active in that situation. The
information stored in each leaf of the decision tree is used to predict the effects of all
actions for the situations that are classified in that leaf.

In Chapman and Kaelbling ([26]), the decision tree is constructed assuming that each
feature detector is individually relevant and, consequently, this approach has problems
when a given situation has to be categorized paying attention to more than one feature
simultaneously. In our approach, the high order partial views include more than one
feature and avoid this inconvenience. McCallum ([65]) tries to find features that make
utile distinctions between states with the result that situations that are equivalent with
respect to a given action but not with respect to others must be classified in different
leafs of the tree. In our partial rule approach, the relevance is independently estimated
for each rule, and a given partial rule only includes features that are relevant for a given
partial command.

It is notable that McCallum includes the use of features active in previous time slices
so that non-Markovian problems can be tackled. A similar technique could be included
in our approach so that it could also deal with this kind of problem.

The XCS classifier system described by Wilson [116] is similar to our partial rule
approach, since it aims at determining the relevance of classifiers (that are combinations
of features and an associated action), without referring to a global state, that is the

6Grouping of rules in behaviors, message passing between behaviors, inhibition, suppression,. . .
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same as we do. Moreover, Wilson also proposes a measure of relevance of the classifiers
based on the error of the reward prediction. The main difference between this approach
and ours is that Wilson’s work uses a genetic algorithm to find the relevant classifiers,
while we advocate an incremental strategy. It is widely recognized [102] that genetic
algorithms, when applied to reinforcement learning, ignore much of the structure of the
problem and do not use some of the detailed information that is available during the
learning and that can be useful to improve the policy. In our approach, the rate at which
new partial rules are created depends on the situations the robot encounters and not on
the dynamics of a search mechanism (the genetic algorithm) that works independently of
the robot’s experiences. In this way, we do not lose any chance of learning, and the robot
behavior can adapt to new situations more efficiently. Additionally, in general, XCS do
not include the possibility of executing elementary actions in parallel: each classifier has
only one associated action that is incompatible with any other action and, consequently,
has to be executed alone. Furthermore, Wilson’s approach uses a weighted sum of the
predictions of the classifier advocating for each action to determine the expected effect of
that action, while we propose to use a winner-takes-all strategy. Finally, no categorization-
like hypothesis is used to bias the search of the genetic component of the XCS systems.
This could be done using an initial set of classifiers containing only the most general
classifiers and limiting each new added classifier to be an elementary specialization of an
already existing one, but in general, XCS does not operate in this way.

Another approach related to ours is described by Maes and Brooks [57]. They confront
the problem of step coordination with a six-legged robot and try to find an appropriate
precondition for the execution of each action. However, their method is restricted to
problems with direct reward only, while our algorithm is able to deal with delayed reward
(the qw value for each rule estimates the discounted total reward received at any time slice
after the use of the rule and not only the immediately received reward). Furthermore,
they limit the precondition for each action to be a single conjunction of binary percep-
tual conditions (i.e., binary feature detectors), while we allow disjunctions of conjunctive
predicates (many partial views can be relevant for a given partial command, and each
partial view can be seen as a conjunctive predicate).

As far as the action space is concerned, in general, reinforcement learning does not pay
attention to the necessity of generalizing in the space of actions (the adaptive subspace
method presented in [46] is an exception), so, our approach represents a novelty in this
aspect.

The work of Maes and Brooks includes the possible execution of elementary actions
in parallel. However their system is restricted, since it does not include any mechanism
to detect interactions between actions. In this way, the coordination of actions has to
rely on sensory conditions, and this is not always possible. For instance in a six legged
robot, the reward received when executing a step with a certain leg depends on the
actions performed by other legs (it can range from negative when two neighboring legs
step simultaneously making the robot fall down, to very positive when three legs step
simultaneously performing the tripod gait) and this is independent of any sensor value.
In Maes and Brooks approach, actions have to be synchronized through sensory conditions,
and this forces the sequentialization of potentially parallel actions.
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Another system that, at least in its original form, also allows the parallel execution of
actions is the classifier system described by Holland [42]. However, actual applications of
this framework do not take advantage of this possibility.

Finally, Kaelbling, in her PhD dissertation [47], presents an algorithm called CAS-
CADE that learns each bit of a complex action separately. This algorithm presents a
clear sequential structure where the learning of a given action bit depends on all the
already learned ones. In this way, the first bit of the action is learned alone, then, the
second bit is learned based on the inputs and on the just learned first bit and so on.
This sequentiality represents a strong bias that can slow down the learning process. For
instance, the fourth bit of the action can depend on the first one but not the second and
the third. However, in the CASCADE framework, both bits two and three have to be
learned previously to learn bit number four. In our approach there is not a predefined
order in the learning of the outputs and the result is a more efficient learning schema.

There exist some works that present adaptive learning rates related to the one we
propose with the use of a confidence-based learning rate. For instance, Sutton (in [101])
introduces the exploration bonus mechanism that favors the execution of actions not tried
for a long period of time. Another related work is the interval estimation algorithm
introduced by Kaebling in [47]. In this algorithm, information about the certainty or
variance of the estimated values of actions is used to incentivate the execution of non-well
tested actions.

The behavior-based and the reinforcement learning paradigms have been merged many
times in the so called gated behavior mechanism [48]. For instance, it is possible to learn
the coordination between a given set of predefined behaviors [57], learn new behaviors
that are coordinated in a predefined way [58] or even learn both new behaviors and their
coordination [54]. Our work follows this third line since our partial rules can codify both
a new behavior and the appropriate moment for its execution (i.e., its coordination with
other behaviors).
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Chapter 6

Categorization System

In this chapter, we present our learning architecture that we call the Categorization Sys-
tem, since its distinctive characteristic with respect to traditional reinforcement learning
systems is that it not only aims at estimating the correct reward for each action as tra-
ditional systems do, but it also aims at finding a useful categorization of the sensory
and action spaces of the robot. A useful categorization would be one that allows us to
correctly forecast the reward to be obtained by the robot in each situation attending to
reduced sets of feature detectors and elementary actions. The system presented in this
chapter follows the guidelines of the partial rules approach presented in Chapter 5 and
instantiates the main elements of this approach (relevance function, heuristic for partial
rule creation, etc.) using specific mechanisms.

First, we introduce the general learning architecture, and we discuss the function of its
main components. Then, we detail a learning algorithm that implements this architecture
and, next, we apply the algorithm to three slightly different versions of the problem of gait
generation for a six-legged robot showing the advantages of our approach with respect to
the traditional reinforcement learning algorithms. Finally, we present a couple of possible
improvements for the presented algorithm.

6.1 General Architecture

Figure 6.1 shows a top level representation of our learning architecture. In this architec-
ture three different data structures (represented by boxes) are present:

• Feature Detectors: We assume them to provide a binary signal with value 1 when
they are active and 0 when not. When a feature detector is not active, its negation
becomes active. The set of feature detectors is given by the user and we are not
concerned about how they are internally implemented.

• Elementary Actions: The elementary actions are the basic actions our learning
algorithm can execute. How each elementary action is translated to motor com-
mands is something that has to be defined by the user. Further to the definition of
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Figure 6.1: Schematic view of the categorization system learning architecture. The ovals
represent processes and the boxes data structures.

the elementary actions, the programmer must define a predicate (incompatible(a))
that is true when all the elementary actions in the combination a are incompatible
with each other (and, so, they can be issued simultaneously).

• Partial Rules: A partial rule is a pair formed by a partial view (that includes
a subset of the feature detectors) and a partial command (including a subset of
compatible elementary actions). As we will see in more detail in section 6.2.3, in
our learning algorithm, new rules are generated by composition of already existing
rules. Because of this, the initial controller must contain a set of rules sufficient to
generate any possible partial rule. This can be achieved, for instance, including in
the initial controller all possible rules of order 1:

{(v(fd), TRUEc), (TRUEv, c(ea)) | fd ∈ FD, ea ∈ EA}.

An alternative consists on using all possible rules of order 2:

{(v(fd), c(ea)), (v(¬fd), c(ea)) | fd ∈ FD, ea ∈ EA}.

This second option produces an initial controller with more partial rules, but it
reduces the categorization effort. In any case, it is necessary to include the empty
partial rule w∅ = (TRUEv, TRUEc) in the initial controller since this guarantees
that at least one partial rule is active in any situation.
A common problem to many learning systems is that of how to introduce the knowl-
edge that the user has about the problem. In the case of our algorithm, this is quite
simple since any knowledge about the problem (features and actions that are likely
to be related, possible reward when executing a certain combination of actions, etc.)
can be easily introduced in the form of partial rules. Our learning system would
take care of discovering whether these user-defined rules are correct or not. If they
are, the learning can be speed up considerably. On the contrary, if the user-defined
rules are useless, the system will ignore them.

The set of partial rules is respectively used and maintained by the following processes
(represented by ovals in figure 6.1):
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• Action Selection: This module is in charge of calculating the expected value
for each (compatible) combination of elementary actions and of executing the most
promising one. To get the value of a combination of actions the procedure described
in section 5.3.3 is used.

• System Update: This module improves the reward estimation of the last executed
combination of elementary actions using the reward signal and the goodness of the
situation achieved after the execution. To achieve that, this module modifies the
statistics of the rules active when the action was started, and generates new partial
rules to improve the categorization of those situations not satisfactorily categorized
by the current set of partial rules.

Figure 6.2 presents a detailed representation of our learning architecture. We can
see that, from the schematic representation of figure 6.1, the action selection module is
decoupled in two processes: action evaluation and action execution. The first one tries
to guess the possible effect of each valid combination of elementary actions. The guess
for each combination is stored in a table and the action execution process just executes
the action combination with the largest guess. By its side, the system update module is
divided into the statistics update and the partial rule management processes.

The algorithms for all these processes are described in detail in the next section.

6.2 The Partial Rule Learning Algorithm

Our partial rule based algorithm (whose top level form is shown in algorithm 6.1) stores
the following information for each partial rule
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• the reward estimation qw,

• the error estimation ew, and

• the confidence index iw.

As explained before, the reward estimation qw, with w = (v, c), approximates the
expected value of the cumulative discounted reward derived from the execution of the
partial command c when partial view v is observed. The error estimation ew approximates
the average absolute value of the error of qw. To estimate the confidence on qw and ew
we use a confidence index iw that, roughly speaking, keeps track of the number of times
partial command c has been executed while observing the partial view v. The confidence
is derived from iw using a confidence function in the following way:

cw =confidence function(iw),

where the confidence function is a non-decreasing function in the range [0, β] with β ≤ 1.
The confidence on a given rule w is used to perturb its reward prediction since when
w has been experienced few times its actual effects can be quite different from the ones
predicted using qw and ew. The use of a confidence-based reward prediction controls the
exploration of actions: the lower the confidence, the higher the randomness of the reward
guess and the higher the exploration ratio. In general, β is less than 1. In this way, the
system always keeps a certain degree of exploration and, consequently, it is able to adapt
to changes in the environment. Different confidence schemas can be implemented in our
system by changing the confidence function. In our implementation we use a sigmoid-like
function (see figure 6.3) that increases slowly for low values of iw reducing the confidence
provided by the first obtained rewards which, in general, are very noisy. A parameter (η)
determines the point at which this function reaches the top value β.

Additionally, the confidence index is used to define the learning rate (i.e., the weight
of new observed rewards in the statistics update). For this purpose we implement a MAM
function [108] for each rule:

mw = max{α, 1/(iw + 1)}.

Using a MAM-based updating rule, we have that, the lower the confidence, the higher
the effect of the last observed rewards on the statistics, and the faster the adaptation of
the statistics. The use of a variable learning rate contrasts with traditional reinforcement
learning algorithms where a constant learning rate is used (see section 4.3.1).

The value e is the average error on the reward prediction. This value is used to
determine the error prediction of a given rule when the corresponding error statistics is
not reliable enough. With this purpose, we define the εw value for each rule w as

εw = ew cw + e (1− cw).

εw is used instead of ew in different parts of the algorithm. Observe that the importance
on e is reduced as the confidence increases and, consequently, εw converges to ew.
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Partial Rule Learning Algorithm
(Initialize)
FD ← Set of features detectors
EA← Set of elementary actions
C ← {w∅} ∪ {(v(fd), c(ea)), (v(¬fd), c(ea))|fd ∈ FD, ea ∈ EA}
For each w in C
qw ← 0
ew ← 0
iw ← 0
endfor
e← 0
qmax ← −∞
qmin ← +∞
Repeat (for each episode):

AC ← {w ∈ C|w is active}
Repeat (for each step in the episode):
(Action Selection)

Action Evaluation (Computes guess(a′) ∀a′)
a← arg max

∀a′
{guess(a′)}

(Action Execution)
Execute a

(System Update)
ra ← Reward generated by a
ACant ← AC
AC ← {w ∈ C|w is active}
Statistics Update
Partial Rule Management

until terminal situation

Algorithm 6.1: The partial rule learning algorithm. Text inside parenthesis are comments.
The Action Evaluation, Statistics Update, and Partial Rule Management procedures are
described in next algorithms.
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Action Evaluation
For each combination of compatible elementary actions a′

w ← winner(AC, a′)
guess(a′)← qw + 2 random(−εw, εw)

endfor

Algorithm 6.2: Action Evaluation procedure.

In general, the value of e is determined using the error measure of the empty rule (w∅)
since the statistics of this rule are updated at each time slice. However, when we have a
low confidence on the statistics of w∅, we use the extreme values of qw effectively observed
up to a given moment (qmin and qmax) to determine a guess of the possible value of e.

After the initialization phase, the algorithm enters in a continuous loop for each task
episode consisting in estimating the possible effects of all valid combinations of actions
(using the Action Evaluation procedure detailed in section 6.2.1), executing the most
promising one, and updating the system so that its performance improves in the future.
The system update includes the statistics update (see section 6.2.2) and the partial rule
management (section 6.2.3).

6.2.1 Action Evaluation

The combination of elementary actions to be executed at a given time slice should be the
one with the highest estimated value. The most simple procedure to get the estimated
value for the valid combinations of elementary actions is a brute force approach consisting
in generating each valid combination of actions and get its value using the procedure
explained in section 5.3.3. In simple cases, this approach would be enough but, when the
number of valid combinations of elementary actions is large, the separate evaluation of
each possible combination would take long time, increasing the time of each robot decision
and decreasing the reactivity of the control. To avoid this, section 6.5.1 presents a more
efficient procedure to get the value of any combination of actions.

To evaluate a combination of elementary actions (a) in a given situation, we have
to take into account the reward predictions of all active partial rules (AC) that have
a partial command in accordance with a. This subset is denoted as AC(a) (obviously,
AC(a) ⊂ AC). As mentioned previously, instead of combining the predictions provided
by each one of the partial rules in AC(a), we use a competitive approach in which only
the most relevant rule (called the winner rule) is used. In the implementation presented
here, the relevance function is defined as

ρ(ew, cw) =
cw

1 + ew
,

that is a simple function that fulfills the requirements for relevance functions listed in the
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previous chapter.

The winner rule is the one that maximizes the relevance function:

winner(AC, a) =arg max
∀w∈AC(a)

{ρ(ew, cw)}.

The winner rule w for each action combination a′ is used to get the prediction of
the effects of the execution of a′. This prediction results from the combination of the
corresponding reward and the error estimations (qw and ew, respectively). Assuming, for
simplicity, a uniform distribution, the reward guess for rule w can be any value inside the
interval

Iw = [qw − 2 εw, qw + 2 εw]

with the same probability.

The use of εw instead of ew favors the exploration when necessary: if the robot does
not know much about an action, its effects could be quite different from the predicted
ones.

The inclusion of a random term based on the confidence in the guess favors the explo-
ration of the non well-tested actions and automatically adapts the exploration rate. An
important aspect to remark is that our system adjusts the exploration rate individually
for each partial rule, while traditional exploration mechanisms use global parameters that
affect all the controller rules (i.e., state-action pairs).

6.2.2 Statistics Update

The system update procedure uses the effects of the last executed combination of actions
(a) to update the statistics of all the partial rules active when a was executed and that
have a partial command in accordance with a (the rules in AC(a) in the previous time
slice).

As mentioned, the average reward value to be estimated for each rule w can be defined
as

q∗w = rw + γ
∑

∀AC

p(w,AC) v∗(AC),

where rw is the average reward obtained immediately after executing c when v is observed,
γ is the discount factor, v∗(AC) represents the goodness of the situation where rules AC
are active, and p(w,AC) is the probability of reaching that situation after the execution
of c when v is observed. The goodness of a situation is assessed using the best action
executable in that situation

v∗(AC) = max
∀a′
{q∗w|w = winner(AC, a′)}.

In the statistics update procedure (algorithm 6.3), qw is adjusted for all rules that
were active in the previous time slice and proposed a partial command in accordance
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Statistics Update
if terminal situation then

v ← 0
else

v ← max
∀a′
{qw|w = winner(AC, a′)}

endif
q ← ra + γ v
For each w = (v, c) in ACant
if c is in accordance with a then
qw ← qw (1−mw) + q mw

ew ← ew (1−mw) + |qw − q|mw

if q ∈ Iw then
iw ← iw + 1

else
iw ← min(η − 1, iw − 1)

endif
endif

endfor
qmin ← min{qmin, q}
qmax ← max{qmax, q}
e← ew∅ cw∅ + ((qmax − qmin)/2) (1− cw∅)

Algorithm 6.3: Statistics update procedure.

with a. For this adjustment, we use a temporal difference rule so that qw progressively
approximates q∗w. At the same time, ew is adjusted using an identical rule so that it
estimates the average absolute value of the error of qw. Observe that both statistics are
updated using a learning rate (mw) computed using the MAM function, which initially is
1, and consequently, the initial values of qw and ew have no influence on the future values
of these variables. These initial values become relevant when using a constant learning
rate, as many existing reinforcement learning algorithms do.

If the observed effects of the last executed action agree with the current estimate
interval for the reward (Iw), then the confidence index is increased by one unit. Otherwise,
the confidence index is decreased allowing a faster adaptation of the statistics to the last
obtained, surprising values of reward.

6.2.3 Partial Rule Management

This procedure (Algorithm 6.4) includes the generation of new partial rules and the re-
moval of previously generated ones that proved to be useless.
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A situation needing better categorization than that provided by the current set of
partial rules can be identified because actions executed in that situation have an effect
(q) too different from the expected one (qw, with w being the winner rule for the action
executed in that situation). The larger the difference between the predicted and the
observed values, the more critical it is to improve the categorization of this situation.
In our implementation, we apply a heuristic that produces the generation of new partial
rules when the reward prediction error exceeds e.

Every time a wrong prediction is made, at most τ new partial rules are generated by
combination of pairs of rules included in the set ACant(a)

1. The combination of two partial
rules w1⊕w2 consists of a new partial rule with a partial view that includes all the features
included in the partial views of either w1 or w2 and with a partial command that includes
all the elementary actions of the partial commands of either w1 or w2. The combination
of two different partial rules is, in general, of a higher order than its components, and
it will be active in those situations in which both components are simultaneously active.
Additionally, the partial command of the new partial rule is executed every time the
partial commands of w1 and w2 are simultaneously executed.

Observe that, since we initialize the controller with partial rules including only one
feature detector and one elementary action, in principle, any partial rule can be generated
as a composition of already existing partial rules. Therefore, any partial rule necessary
to correctly forecast the reward in a given situation can be eventually generated.

In the partial rule creation, we favor the combination of rules with high confidence,
so that the combinations of the recently created ones are discouraged. Additionally, we
bias our system to favor the combination of those rules (wi) whose reward prediction
(qwi

) is closer to the observed one (q), since they are more likely to be active in situations
similar to the one we are trying to categorize. Finally, the generation of rules syntactically
equivalent to already existing ones is not allowed2.

With this mechanism for rule creation, in the worst case, the order of the new rule can
be the addition of the orders of the two combined rules. However, we favor the combination
of strongly related rules that are likely to share many feature detectors and elementary
actions and, consequently, it is sensible to expect the average order of the rules of the
controller not to increase too fast. This particular mechanism for rule creation can be
changed in future implementations of this learning system. Actually, this aspect deserves
to be considered carefully, since any improvement in the heuristic for partial rule creation
can improve a lot the performance of the system.

According to the categorizability hypothesis, only few order partial rules are required
to achieve the task at hand. For this reason, to improve efficiency, we limit the number of
partial rules to a maximum of µ. However, our partial rule generation procedure is always
generating new rules (concentrating on those situations with larger error). Therefore,
when we need to create new rules and there is no room for them, we must eliminate the
less useful partial rules.

1This is the set of rules active in the previous time slice with a partial command in accordance with
the last executed action (a).

2For this reson, the empty rule w∅ is never used to create a new rule since w1 ⊕ w∅ = w1.
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Partial Rule Management
w ← winner(ACant, a)
if |qw − q| > e (If it is time to create new rules)
(Partial Rule Elimination)
(Test if there is no room for new rules)
if ‖C‖ > µ− τ then

(Rule elimination based on redundancy)
C ← C − {w ∈ C | redundancy(w) > λ}

(Rule elimination based on creation error)
if ‖C‖ > µ− τ then (If there is still no room)

SC ← The τ partial rules from C with:
- Lowest creation error(w), and
- creation error(w) < |qw − q|

C ← C − SC
endif

endif

(Partial Rule Generation)
t← 0
while ‖C‖ < µ and t < τ

(Create a new rule w′)
Select two different rules w1, w2 from ACant(a)
preferring those that minimize
|qwi
− q| cwi

+ e (1− cwi
)

w′ = (w1 ⊕ w2)
creation error(w′)← |qw − q|

(Insert the new rule in the controller)
C ← C ∪ {w′}
t← t+ 1

endwhile
endif

Algorithm 6.4: Partial Rule Management procedure. The value of q is calculated in the
Statistics Update procedure and a is the last executed action.
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A partial rule can be removed if its reward predictions are too similar to some other
rule in the same situations.

The similarity between two rules can be computed attending to the normalized degree
of intersection between their reward distributions (that we have assumed to be uniform)
and the number of times both rules are used simultaneously:

similarity(w,w′) =
‖Iw ∩ Iw′‖

max{‖Iw‖, ‖Iw′‖}

U(w ⊕ w′)

min{U(w), U(w′)}
,

where U(w) indicates the number of times rule w is actually used (i.e., its partial view
observed and its action actually executed).

The similarity measure is defined for any couple of partial rules. However, determining
the similarity for any pair of partial rules in the controller is too costly and, in general,
determining the similarity of each rule with respect to those from which it was generated
(that are the rules we tried to refine when the new rule was created) is sufficient. Thus,
based on the above similarity measure, we define the redundancy of a partial rule w =
(w1 ⊕ w2) as:

redundancy(w) = max{similarity(w,w1), similarity(w,w2)}.

Observe that with w = (w1 ⊕ w2), we have that w ⊕ w1 = w and U(w) ≤ U(w1).
Therefore

U(w ⊕ w1)

min{U(w), U(w1)}
=

U(w)

min{U(w), U(w1)}
=
U(w)

U(w)
= 1.

The same reasoning can be done with w2 and, consequently,

redundancy(w) = max{
‖Iw ∩ Iw1

‖

max{‖Iw‖, ‖Iw1
‖}
,

‖Iw ∩ Iw2
‖

max{‖Iw‖, ‖Iw2
‖}
}.

When we need to create new rules but the maximum number of rules (µ) has been
reached, the partial rules with a redundancy above a given threshold (λ) are eliminated.
Since the redundancy of a partial rule can only be estimated after observing it a number
of times, the redundancy of the partial rules with low confidence index is set to 0, so that
they are not immediately removed after creation.

Observe that, to compute the redundancy of a rule w, we use the partial rules from
which w was derived. For this reason, a rule w′ can not be removed from a controller C
if there exists any rule w ∈ C such that w = w′ ⊕ w′′.

If the redundancy-based elimination process is not enough to make space for new rules
in the controller, then some partial rules generated for situations less critical than the cur-
rent one are eliminated. The criticality level of partial rules is assessed by the magnitude
of the error that caused its creation. The creation error for the initially provided rules is
set to ∞ so that they are never removed using this criteria.

Additional heuristics can be used as far as rule elimination is concerned. One that
can be easily included in the algorithm is that of removing those rules that are never
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Figure 6.4: Landscape for the simple landmark-based navigation task.

(or almost never) winners for any situation/action. Those rules are not actually used for
anything and its removal does not produce any change of the policy of the learner.

6.3 A Toy Example: Simulated Landmark-Based Nav-

igation

Before applying our algorithm to the gait generation problem, we show the results of
applying it to a simpler problem, so that the workings of the algorithm can be analyzed
without being overwhelmed by the details of the task itself.

We confront a simple simulated landmark-based navigation task in the forest-like
environment shown in figure 6.4. The objective for the learner (for instance, a mouse) is
to go from the start position (i.e, its den, marked with a black cross in the figure) to the
goal position where there is the food(marked with a red cross at the top right corner of
the environment). Of course, the agent can neither walk into the lake nor escape from
the depicted terrain.

To get to the target, the agent can make use of some binary landmark (i.e,. feature)
detectors to identify its position in the environment and to decide which action to execute
next. In the example, the landmark detectors of the agent are:

1. Rock detector: Active when the rock is seen.

2. Boat detector: Active when the boat is seen.
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Figure 6.5: Landscape subdivision in equivalent areas as far as landmark visibility is
concerned.

3. Flower detector: Active when the brunch of flowers is seen.

4. Tree detector: Active when the tree is seen.

5. Bush detector: Active whenever a bush is seen.

6. Water detector: Active when there is water nearby.

7. Bird detector: Active when there is a bird flying over the agent.

8. Cow detector: Active when there is close to a cow.

9. Sun detector: Active when the sun is shining.

10. Cloud detector: Active when it is cloudy.

Of these detectors, only the first 5 are relevant for the task. In the environment of
figure 6.4, the water detector is always active, and the rest of landmark detectors become
active at random. These 10 landmark detectors can differentiate between 210 = 1024
situations.

We simplify the problem by clustering the possible positions of the learner in the
environment in 7 areas (shown in figure 6.5): all the positions from which a similar set
of (relevant) landmarks can be seen are included in the same area. Figure 6.6 indicates
which of the 5 relevant landmarks are active in each one of the 7 different areas of the
environment.

As far as actions is concerned, we discretize the movements of the agent in six ele-
mentary actions. Three of them are referred to the West-East movement of the robot:
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Figure 6.6: Visible landmarks from each landscape zone.

move to the West, stay in the same place, move to the East. We denote this three actions
as W , −, and E. The other three indicate movement along the North-South dimension
(move to the North, stay in the same latitude, move to the South). These tree actions
are represented as N , −, and S respectively.

These two groups of three actions can be combined giving rise to 9 different elementary
action combinations (move North-West, North, North-East,etc.). We assume that when
the agent executes one of these combinations of actions, it does not stop until the nearest
area of the terrain in the direction of the movement is reached. When the agent tries to
move into the lake or out of the terrain, it remains in the same position it was. Figure
6.5 shows all the possible transitions between contiguous areas in the environment.

With the just described landmark detectors and elementary actions the maximum
possible order of a given rule is 12, and we can define up to 944784 (31042) syntactically
different partial rules. Only taking into account all the rules of order 2 (that are the ones
initially included in the controller) we have 120 different partial rules.

The agent only receives reward (with value 100) when it reaches the goal. Conse-
quently, this is a problem with delayed reward since the agent must transmit the infor-
mation provided by the reward signal to those actions and situations not directly related
with the observation of reward.

The parameters of the partial rule learning algorithm we used for this task where the
following ones: γ = 0.9, β = 0.99, η = 5, α = 0.1, τ = 5, µ = 200 and, λ = 0.95. Observe
that, with µ = 200 and an initial controller containing 120 rules, few room is left for the
generation of rules with order higher that 2.

The learning is organized in a sequence of trials. Each trial consists in placing the
learner in the starting position and let it move until the goal is reached. When performing
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Figure 6.7: Performance on the landmark-based navigation task. Results shown are the
average over 10 runs.

t Position V Action Winner Rule qw ew Guess
1 A2 81 (W,N) w1 = (v(Rock,¬Boat), c(W,N)) 80.63 1.16 79.87

(W,−) w2 = (v(Rock,Water), c(W )) 79.73 2.19 77.65
2 A4 90 (−, N) w3 = (v(Boat, Tree), c(N)) 89.61 2.04 88.88

(E,N) w4 = (v(Tree), c(E,N)) 90.0 0.0 89.86
(E,−) w5 = (v(¬Rock,Boat), c(E)) 86.71 4.58 79.56

3 A6 100 (E,−) w6 = (v(¬Bush), c(E,−)) 100.0 0.0 99.87

Table 6.1: Partial execution trace for the landmark-based navigation task. Elementary
action − means not to move along the corresponding dimension. At each time slice t
action with the highest guess is executed. After time slice 3 the goal is reached.

optimally, only three actions are required to reach the objective from the starting position.

Figure 6.7 shows that, after few learning trials, the agent approaches the optimal
behavior (represented by the dotted line).

Table 6.1 shows the evaluation of some actions in the different situations the agent
encounters on its path from the start to the goal after 50 learning trials. Analyzing this
trace, we can extract some insight about how the partial rule learning algorithm works.

For instance, at time slice 1, we see that rule w2 = (v(Rock,Water), c(W )) is used to
determine the value of the combination of actions (W,−). Since the landmark detector
Water is always active, it is obvious that this rule is equivalent to w = (v(Rock), c(W )),
that is one of the rules used to generate w2. If we examine the statistics for w we find
that qw = 74.70 and ew = 15.02. Obviously, the two distributions of reward look different
(74.70 vs. 79.73 and 15.02 vs. 2.19). This is because w2 has been generated on later stages
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of the learning and, thus, its statistics has been updated using a sub-sample of the values
used to adjusts the statistics of w. In this particular case, qw has been updated 250 times
while qw2

has been updated only 27 times. As learning continue, both distributions will
become more similar and rule w2 will be eventually3 eliminated using the redundancy
criterion explained in section 6.2.3.

From the trace of table 6.1, we can deduce that the agent has not completely converged
to a proper solution. This can be seen, for instance, at time slices 1 and 2, where there is
one non-optimal action that gets an evaluation close to the optimal one. For this reason,
the agent executes, some times, non-optimal actions that increase the number of steps
necessary to reach the goal. In some cases, the simple adjustment of the statistics of the
rules can solve this problem but, in the cases shown in table 6.1, the solving requires
the creation of new rules. For instance, at time slice 2, the statistics adjustment for rule
w3 produces a oscillation in the value of qw3

. This oscillation makes sub-optimal action
such as (−, N) to be eventually executed. To avoid this inconvenient, it is necessary to
generate a new rule more specific that qw3

so that the value of action (−, N) can be more
accurately assessed. Lets see all this in more detail. Rule w3 = (v(Boat, Tree), c(N))
is updated every time the agent moves to the North, independently of movements along
the West-East dimension. In particular, w3 is updated every time the agent executes the
(E,N) action that is the optimal one for area A4 and that results in a value of 90. This
makes the value of w3 to slowly converge to 90. As the value and the relevance of rule w3
increases the probability of executing a sub-optimal action (such as (−, N)) also increases.
As soon as action (−, N) is executed, the agent will observe a value around 81 (the correct
value for action (−, N)) and qw3

will be decreased. Observe that this decrement will be
large since, when a large error is detected, the confidence index is decreased (see section
6.2.1) and this accelerates the modification of incorrect statistics. However, after this
correction, the agent would execute the optimal action again and this would move the
value of qw3

again towards 90, resulting in a periodic execution of a sub-optimal action.
The only solution is to generate a new partial rule such as w′ = (v(Boat, Tree), c(−, N)).
The statistics of this rule will be updated only when the agent executes action (−, N) and,
thus, its return prediction will be more accurate than that of rule w3. Consequently, w′

will be more relevant than rule w3 and it would be the rule used to determine the value of
action (−, N). The partial rule algorithm would try to generate rule w ′ (or an equivalent
one) every time the learner executes the sub-optimal action (−, N) since this produces
a large error in the return prediction. Due to the random component in the partial rule
generation procedure, a useful rule will be sooner or later generated. In the heuristic we
presented in section 6.2.3, the use of rule w3 in the generation of new rules is favored
since, after the execution of the sub-optimal action (−, N), qw3

is close to the actually
obtained return (81). In this way, the new generated rules are likely to be specializations
of w3 and there is a high probability of producing a rule equivalent to w′.

At time slice 3, we see that rule w6 = (v(¬Bush), c(E,−)) has a value of 100 with
error 0 but the guess for this rule is 99.87. This is because the maximum confidence (β)
is different from 1.0 (0.99 in this case) and this makes the agent to keep always a certain
degree of exploration.

3If space for new rules is required.
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As described in the example of Chapter 4, if the agent only receives reward when
the task is totally achieved, the function value for each situation can be computed as
V (s) = γn−1r with n the distance (in actions) from situation s to the target one and r the
reward finally obtained. In table 6.1, we can see that situations get the correct evaluation:
80.63 ∼ 0.81 = 100 · 0.92 for A2, 90.63 ∼ 90 = 100 · 0.9 for A4, and 100 for A6.

Observe that this problem can be solved using only 200 partial rules out of the 9216
possible situation-action combinations in this domain. So, we can say that the problem
is certainly categorizable. The main conclusion we can extract from this toy example is
that, as long as the confronted problem is categorizable, the presented algorithm is able to
determine the relevant rules and to adjust their values (including the effect of the delayed
reward) so that the optimal action can be determined for each situation.

6.4 An Application Example: Gait Generation for a

Six-Legged Robot

We applied our algorithm to the task of learning to generate an appropriate gait (i.e.,
the sequence of steps) for a simulated six-legged robot (figure 6.8). This functionality is
the one provided by the gait generation layer of the controller presented in chapter 3. In
this example, only this layer is replaced by a learning system, and the rest of layers are
implemented without modifications.

The problem of learning to walk with a six legged robot has been addressed by many
other authors before with different restrictions and formalizations. For instance, Maes and
Brooks [57] use specific methods based on immediate reward to derive the preconditions
for each leg to step. In Pendrith and Ryan [75], a simplified version of the six-legged
walking problem is used to test an algorithm able to deal with Non-Markovian spaces of
states, and Kirchner [50] uses a hierarchical version of Q-Learning to learn the low-level
movements of each leg, as well as a coordination scheme between the low-level learned
behaviors. Ilg et al. [44] use a learning architecture based on self-organizing neural
networks, and Kodjabachia and Meyer [52] propose an evolutionary strategy to develop
a neural network to control the gait of the robot. In Vallejo and Ramos [107], a parallel
genetic algorithm architecture is used, and Parker [74] uses evolutionary computation
where the robot executes the best controller found up to a given moment while a new
optimal controller is computed in an off-line simulation. These algorithms are usually
tested on flat terrain with the aim of generating periodic gaits and the problems derived
from walking on rough terrain (where a free gait becomes necessary) are not considered.

6.4.1 Experiment Setup

The simulator used for this experiment is much simpler than that used to test our pilot
controller for the legged-robot since, in this case, the simulated robot is the Genghis
one (see figure 6.8) that has only 2 DOF per leg. Consequently, the version of the pilot
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Figure 6.8: The Genghis II walking robot and its 2D simulation environment.

controller we used is the one adapted to the Genghis robot that is described in [22]. Using
the Genghis robot supposes no reduction of the complexity of the gait generation problem
but results in a simplification of the rest of behaviors.

The simulator allows the controller to command each leg of the robot in two inde-
pendent degrees of freedom (horizontal and vertical). The lower layers of our controller
provide mechanisms that automatically move legs in support phase as a reaction to the
movements of legs performing steps (the balance behaviors described in section 3.4.1 , but
adapted for the case of Genghis). Furthermore, the simulator is able to detect when the
robot is in an unstable position. With these mechanisms, the task to be learned consists
in deciding at every moment which legs must step (that is, leave the ground and move
to an advanced position), and which must descend (stay on the ground to support and
propel the body). In the context of our pilot controller, what we have to learn is the
sequence of triggering messages that the gait generation layer should send to the step
behaviors of the terrain adaptation layer. The height of the issued steps is supposed to
be pre-defined and the intended AEP for each step is fixed by the heading control layer.

We defined a set of 12 feature detectors:

• In the air(x): Active if the leg x is in the air.

• Advanced(x): Active if leg x is closer to the reference position than its neighboring
leg in a clockwise circuit around the robot. This set of feature detectors provides an
information equivalent to the one provided by the tokens described in section 3.6.1.

Attending to the activation and non-activation of these 12 feature detectors, we can
differentiate between 4096 different situations.

The set of elementary actions will be different in the three experiments we report.

In the first case (section 6.4.2), the set of elementary actions consists of all the combi-
nations of the two possible actions available for each leg: step or remain on the ground.
This set of actions includes 64 actions from touching the ground with all legs to stepping all
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Figure 6.9: Diagram of the six-legged robot.

legs simultaneously. All these actions are incompatible between them and, consequently
only individual actions can be executed at each time slice.

In the second experiment (section 6.4.3), we will work with two different elementary
actions per leg: one that issues the step of the leg and another that descends the leg until
it touches the ground. In this case, two elementary actions are considered incompatible if
they refer to the same leg. In this case, the cardinality of the set of elementary actions is 12
and, at each time slice, the robot issues a combination of actions containing 6 elementary
elements (one per leg).

Finally, in the third experiment, we use the subset of the actions of the first experiment
that do not compromise the stability of the robot. With this set up, the robot never falls
down while learning and, consequently, it seems reasonable to use this approximation if
we aim at applying the learning to a real robot.

The reward signal includes two aspects:

• Stability: If an action causes the robot to fall down, a reward of −50 is given. After
a fall down we wait for the behaviors of the terrain adaptation layer to recover the
stability of the robot before to attempt to execute a new action.

• Efficiency: When the robot does not fall down, a reward equal to the distance
advanced by the robot is given.

As we explained in previous chapters, the most efficient stable gait is the tripod gait
in which two sets of three legs (leg sets (1, 4, 5) and (2, 3, 6) in figure 6.9) step alternately.
Using this gait, the robot would obtain a reward of 0 (when one group of three legs are
lifted and advanced) followed by a reward of 50 (when the legs in contact with the ground
move backward as a reaction to the advance of legs moved in the previous time slice).
Thus, the optimal average reward is 25. This is the result we would obtain when using
the token-based gait generation mechanism described in section 3.6.1.

In the experiments, the robot is set in an initial posture with all the legs in contact
with the ground but in a random advance position.
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6.4.2 Learning with Incompatible Actions

For the first experiment, we use a set of 64 incompatible elementary actions. In this
way, our set up would look more like the one in standard reinforcement learning: we only
allow generalization in the part of the sensory input (through the use of partial views)
but not in the action side since, with incompatible actions, only combinations including
one elementary action are valid.

For the experiments reported in this section, we use the following set of parameters:
γ = 0.2, β = 0.99, η = 5, α = 0.2, τ = 50, µ = 10000 and, λ = 0.95.

Figure 6.10 shows the results obtained with our learning algorithm compared with
those obtained using standard Q-Learning (see section 4.3.1). For this algorithm we use
a learning rate α = 0.5 and an action selection that performs exploratory actions with
probability 0.1. The states used by Q-Learning are the 4096 possible situations identifiable
by the 24 feature detectors described before, and the set of actions is the same as the one
used in our algorithm.

As a reference, we show the results using the gait generation procedure of our controller
(see section 3.6.1). This procedure is based on two rules:

• A leg only steps if its two neighboring legs are on the ground.

• A leg only steps if its two neighboring legs have stepped more recently than itself.
In the initial situation, legs that are more behind step in the first place.

This mechanism is equivalent to our token-based gait generation mechanism, but without
the CCN adjustment (see section 3.6.2). As extensively explained in section 3.6.1, this
simple strategy is inefficient (i.e., it cannot generate the tripod gait) for certain initializa-
tions of the step priority (i.e., initializations with the CCN different from 3).

Figure 6.10 shows that our algorithm converges much faster to the optimal value (25)
than Q-Learning (that only gets an average immediate reward close to 0 in the 4000 time
slices shown in the figure). Figure 6.11 shows the performance of Q-learning for a longer
time using different exploration rates. Observe that, a lower exploration rate allows the
algorithm to achieve a higher performance (around 19 with a learning rate of 0.1 and
around 24 with learning rate 0.01) but using more time slices.

Experiments with Q-learning using learning rates other than 0.5 showed non-significant
differences with the results shown here.

In the comparison shown in figure 6.10, we have used the results where Q-learning
achieves a higher performance in the first time slices so that the differences with the
results of the partial rule algorithm are smaller.

If we consider the amount of memory used by each algorithm, we find that Q-Learning
stores one value for each state and action (4096 · 64 = 262144), and our algorithm stores
three values for each partial view and action (3 · 10000 = 30000). Thus, our algorithm
uses less than 12% of the memory used by Q-Learning.
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Figure 6.10: Performance of the partial rule algorithm compared with Q-Learning and a
hand-coded behavior. Results are the smoothed average of 10 experiments.
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Figure 6.11: Performance of the Q-learning algorithm with different exploration rates.
The reference values 19 and 24 are the upper bound of the performance attainable when
using exploration rate 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Performance of our algorithm compared with Q-Learning when there are
irrelevant features.

Observe that the performance attained using our algorithm is even superior to that of
the simple hand-coded strategy described above. This is because positions with a CCN
different from 3 can appear when choosing initial postures at random. In these cases, the
hand-coded controller is not optimal, but the learned controller is able to change the gait
state to one with CCN = 3 and, from it, to achieve the tripod gait. Consequently, the
learned gait generation mechanism implements a CCN recovery strategy and not a CCN
conservation strategy, as the hand-coded solution does (see section 3.6.1 for more details
on this issue).

The advantage of our algorithm with respect to state-based ones is increased in prob-
lems in which some of the sensors provide information not related with the task. To test
this point, we set up an experiment in which six feature detectors that become active
randomly were added to the 12 initial ones. With these new features, the number of
possible combinations of feature activations increases, and so does the number of states
considered by Q-Learning. Figure 6.12 shows the comparison between our algorithm and
Q-Learning for this problem. Q-Learning is not able to learn a reasonable gait strategy in
the 4000 time slices shown in the figure, while the performance of our algorithm is equiv-
alent to the one obtained without irrelevant features. This means that our algorithm is
able to detect which sets of features are relevant and use them to determine the robot’s
behavior. It is remarkable that, in this case, the ratio of memory used by our algorithm
with respect to that used by state-based algorithms, drops below 0.2%. This exemplifies
how the performance of the state-based algorithms degrades as the number of features
increases, while this is not necessarily the case using the partial rule approach.
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Figure 6.13: Performance of the partial rule approach when using compatible actions.

6.4.3 Learning with Partially Compatible Actions

In this case, we confront the problem of gait coordination with 12 separate actions: 6 for
stepping each leg and 6 for keeping each leg in contact with the ground. Obviously, a
single leg cannot step and remain on the ground simultaneously so, at a given moment,
the robot can execute a combination of six elementary actions (one per leg).

With this setup, we have both generalization on the side of sensors and on the side
of actions. This is an interesting characteristic not usual in the reinforcement learning
framework, and it can help to confront problems with large arrays of inputs and outputs
(as it is the case in robots).

Figure 6.13 shows results of applying the partial rule algorithm to this set up of the
problem with the following set of parameters: γ = 0.2, β = 0.99, η = 22, α = 0.1,
τ = 150, µ = 10000 and, λ = 0.95.

Observe that, in this case, the stability sub-problem (i.e., not to fall down, which
corresponds to getting a positive reward) is learned faster than when working with in-
compatible actions. This is because, in the stability sub-problem, we can take advantage
of the generalization provided by using separate elementary actions and, with a single rule,
we can avoid several dangerous action combinations to be executed. This contrasts with
the previous posing of the problem where a given rule only affects a single combination
of elementary actions.

However, in this case, the advance sub-problem (i.e., getting a reward close to 25) is
learned slower than before. For this sub-problem, there are few changes of generalizing
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Figure 6.14: Performance with and without the partial rule generation procedure.

over the set of actions, and the learning system must generate very specific rules that
include not only the adequate subset of feature detectors (as in the previous sub-section),
but also the adequate subset of elementary actions. In other words, with this formalization
of the problem, the advance sub-task requires of a more careful categorization than in the
previous posing of the problem and this makes the learning more difficult.

Observing the resulting controllers in our experiments, we see that, in general, the
controller contains some rules that are correct but not enough specific. The existence
of too general rules in the controller is the responsible of the small instabilities observed
when the robot reaches the maximal performance. In section 6.3 we have extensively
commented the effects of too general rules on the action evaluation mechanism and how
additional learning steps would end up reducing this problem by generating new rules.

The importance of the generation of partial rules in the improvement of the categoriza-
tion can be seen comparing the results obtained for the same problem with and without
this mechanism (figure 6.14). The results show that the task can not be learned using
only partial rules of order 2. The only aspect of the gait generation problem that can be
learned with rules of order 2 is to avoid a leg to be lifted if one of its neighboring legs is
already in the air. For instance, a rule such as

v(In the air(1))→ c(Step(2)),

forecasts a highly relevant negative reward and this avoids leg 2 to be raised when leg 1
is in the air.

Rules with order higher than 2 (i.e., not provided to the robot in the initial controller)
are necessary, for instance, to avoid two neighboring legs to be raised simultaneously. A
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rule as
v(¬In the air(1))→ c(Step(1),Step(2))

becomes active when the robot evaluates any combination of elementary actions that
implies to raise leg 1 and leg 2 at the same time. Since the reward prediction of this rule
is very negative and its relevance is high, the action under evaluation would be discarded,
preventing the robot to from falling down. Similar rules have to be generated for each
couple of neighboring legs.

The generation of partial rules is also useful for the efficiency (i.e., advance) aspect
of the gait-generation problem. In general, the reward obtained when executing a given
action is higher if the stepping legs are behind than if they are advanced. If more than
one leg is to be stepped simultaneously (as for instance in the tripod gait), then the
behind and advanced features of these legs should be combined to identify whether or not
it is appropriate to execute the corresponding action. For instance, a typical partial rule
generated by our system is:

v(Advanced(1), Advanced(4), Advanced(5))→ c(Step(2), Step(3)),

This rule identifies situations in which the three legs of one of the tripods are simul-
taneously advanced (probably, because they have stepped recently). Of course, in this
situation, stepping these three legs does not produce a great advance of the robot and it
results more advisable to step the other tripod: legs 2, 3, and 6. The above rule advocates
for the execution of steps with two of these three legs. This is a good action but not the
best one. In further stages of the learning this rule would be eventually refined resulting
in a more optimal one.

6.4.4 Learning a Free Gait

In this experiment, we confront the gait generation problem in a more realistic way than
in the two other examples, mainly used to exemplify the characteristics of the learning
algorithm.

In a real situation, it is not advisable to let the robot to fall down because it can get
seriously damaged. Additionally, in a real case, we would not be interested in generating
a periodic gait but a free one since, as explained in section 3.6.1, free gaits are necessary
when walking over discontinuous terrains or when performing changes in the heading of
the robot.

With the objective of learning a free gait generation strategy, but ensuring at any
moment the stability of the robot, we use the same set of actions as that of our first
experiment (see section 6.4.2). However, we must avoid at any moment those actions that
suppose to have two neighboring legs simultaneously on the air. Observe that the actions
to be forbidden are different in different situations. For instance, when the robot has all
legs in contact with the ground, it can execute up to 18 actions:

• To lift no leg (1 action).
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Figure 6.15: Performance of the partial rule approach when using compatible actions.

• To lift only one leg (6 actions).

• To lift two non-contiguous legs (9 actions).

• To lift three legs (2 actions).

However, when a given leg is lifted, many of these actions should be avoided (those that
involve to lift one of the neighboring legs of the already lifted leg).

To achieve this situation-dependent action limitation, we introduced some hand-crafted
rules to the initial controller. These rules are of the form:

if leg i is lifted then execution of action a results in reward −50 with confidence 1,

where a is any of the actions that lift one of the two legs that are contiguous to i. These
rules become active when necessary and their high confidence avoids dangerous actions
to be executed.

In this experiment, we issue frequent changes in the heading direction of the robot
(generated randomly every 10 time slices). In this way, periodic gaits become sub-optimal
and a free one should be produced.

The set of parameters we used in this case is: γ = 0.2, β = 0.99, η = 5, α = 0.1,
τ = 150, µ = 10000 and, λ = 0.95.

Figure 6.15 shows the average results obtained using the partial rule learning algorithm
compared with those obtained with the gait generation strategies described in chapter 3.
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In the figure, the horizontal dotted line indicates the average performance using a token-
based gait strategy without any CCN adjustment strategy. By its side, the dashed line
shows the average performance using a token-based gait generation strategy but with the
the CCN adjustment strategy detailed in section 3.6.1 (which is the best gait generation
strategy we have implemented). It can be seen that the learned gait generation strategy
(the increasing continuous line) produces a performance similar to that of the our best
hand-coded strategy and that, in some cases, it results even better.

Figure 6.16 exemplifies a situation where a learned controller produces a different
behavior that our hand coded one. The gait state of the initial posture of the robot of
the example is 1 > 2 < 4 < 6 > 5 < 3 > 1 that has CCN = 3. Using the hand-coded
strategy, the robot starts to walk raising two legs (3 and 6) and, in few time slices it
reaches a state from which the tripod gait is generated.

By its side, in this particular case, the learned strategy tries to generate the tripod gait
from the very beginning. Observe that, in the first state, stepping leg number 2 (that, at
first glance, seems unnatural) produces a larger advance of the robot. This is caused by
the workings of the balance mechanism that is the final responsible of the advance of the
robot. This behavior only affects those legs that are on the ground. For this reason, in
the learned strategy the advance of legs 2, 3 and 6 is compensated by three legs (1, 4 and
5) while in the hand-programmed strategy the advance of legs 3 and 6 is compensated by
four legs (1, 2, 4, and 5) resulting in a smaller advance per supporting leg and, thus, in a
smaller advance for the robot.

Additionally, in this particular example, the advance of the robot while using the hand-
coded solution is also reduced because a leg reaches the end of its workspace (position
-30) in one occasion (see leg number 2 in the third snapshot) and this limits the advance
of the robot in this time slice.

6.5 Algorithm Extensions

6.5.1 Efficient Evaluation of Action Combinations

The most expensive procedure of our algorithm is that of computing the value of each
combination of actions. The cost of this procedure is especially critical, since it is used
twice in each step: once to get the guess of each action combination (in the Action
Evaluation procedure detailed in algorithm 6.2) and again to get the goodness of the
new achieved situation after the action execution (when computing the v value in the
Statistics Update procedure detailed in algorithm 6.3). A convenient re-organization of our
algorithm (see algorithm 6.5) can avoid the double use of this procedure. The drawback of
this re-organization is that actions are selected for execution before the Statistics Update
and the Partial Rule Management procedures are executed. In this way, the information
provided by the last received reward is not taken into account in the action selection.
However, this problem is not so important as ‖ACant ∩AC‖ is reduced, since the system
is adjusted for ACant and the action is selected using AC. Additionally, the importance
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Figure 6.16: The hand-programmed gait strategy (top sequence) vs. a learned one (bottom
sequence). The position of the robot at each snapshot is indicated below each picture.
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of a single reward value in the action decision is reduced (especially for tasks that require
the execution of a large number of elementary actions like the ones usually carried on by
autonomous robots) and, consequently, it does not seem relevant if the use of the reward
information is delayed a single time slice.

In this section, we assume that we use the system structure presented in algorithm
6.5.

No matter if we use this new algorithm structure or we prefer the original one, the
procedure to compute the guess (or the average value) of the combinations of actions
should be improved. The brute force approach used before, that evaluates each action
combination sequentially, can be enough for simple problems but, for complex ones, this
would require a large computation time and reduce the reactivity of the system. To avoid
this, we present a method that exploits the structure of the controller to derive the value of
each combination of actions in an efficient way. This method becomes more advantageous
as the problem at hand is more categorizable. Since our hypothesis is that problems are,
in general, very categorizable, this combination evaluation method should be very useful.

The action evaluation method presented next is based on the observation that many
of the combinations of actions would have the same value, since this value is determined
using the same highly relevant partial rule. The separate computation of the value of two
combinations of actions that would end up evaluated using the same rule is a waste of
time. This can be avoided by performing the action evaluation attending to the set of
active rules in the first place and not to the set of possible action combinations, as the
brute force approach does.

The most relevant active rule will impose its value prediction on any combination of
elementary actions such that the partial command of the rule is in accordance with it. The
lower the order of the partial command, the higher the number of action combinations
that will get their values from that rule. Once a combination of actions has been evaluated
attending to a given highly relevant rule, no other rule (with lower relevance) can modify
this evaluation. Therefore, we can apply this procedure iteratively attending always to
the most relevant partial rule not used up to a given moment until a complete division
of the combinations of actions in equivalent groups is obtained. Each one of these groups
of combinations would have a value and a guess (i.e., the value altered with noise for
exploratory reasons). The combination to be executed is simply one from the group
of combinations with the largest guess. We can choose it at random or, for instance,
according to its similarity with the previously executed action combination. In this way
we minimize the number of motors actually moved to achive the same amount of reward.
The value of the current situation (used in the system update procedure) is the highest
value of the groups of combinations.

To simplify the explanation, we assume that each elementary action issues a single
value to a single motor. By motor we do not necessarily refer to the physical motors of
the robot, but we can also refer to virtual motors that involve many of the robot’s devices.
In this case, the values sent to the motors can be complex structures of commands. With
this set up, any combination of elementary actions to be evaluated includes one (and
only one) elementary action per (virtual) motor and a partial command includes at most
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Partial rule Learning Algorithm
(Initialize)
FD ← Set of features detectors
EA← Set of elementary actions
C ← {w∅} ∪ {(v(fd), c(ea)), (v(¬fd), c(ea))|fd ∈ FD, ea ∈ EA}
For each w in C
qw ← 0
ew ← 0
iw ← 0
endfor
e← 0
qmax ← −∞
qmin ← +∞
Repeat (for each episode):

AC ← {w ∈ C|w is active}
Action Evaluation (Computes a, guess(a) and q)
(Action Execution)

Execute a
Repeat (for each step in the episode):
(System Update)

ra ← Reward generated by a
ACant ← AC
AC ← {w ∈ C|w is active}
Action Evaluation (Computes a, guess(a) and q)
Statistics Update
Partial Rule Management

(Action Execution)
if not terminal situation then

Execute a
endif
until terminal situation

Algorithm 6.5: The re-structured partial rule learning algorithm. In this form, the execu-
tion of the algorithm at each time slice results more efficient but the use of the information
provided by the reward is delayed one time slice.
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Action Evaluation
(Initialization)

L← List of active rules sorted by relevance.
tree← new node(TRUEc)
v ← −∞
guess← −∞
a← TRUEc

(Process)
w ←first element(L)
do

ga ← qw + 2 random(−εw, εw)
Include Rule(tree, w, ga)
w ←next element(L)

until end of list(L)

Algorithm 6.6: Top level algorithm of the efficient action evaluation algorithm. At the
end of the algorihm, v is the goodness of the current situation to be used in the Statistics
Update algorithm (see algorithm 6.3), a is the combination of actions to be executed next
and, guess its expected value. The “Include Rule” procedure is detailed in next algorithm.

one elementary action per (virtual) motor. This setup can seem too restrictive but, in
general, any set of elementary actions can be divided in groups of mutually incompatible
elementary actions according to the incompatibility predicate defined by the user. In this
case, we can say that each one of these groups of elementary actions accesses to one virtual
motor since elementary actions belonging to a given group cannot be issued simultaneosly
(as if they were different commands for the same motor).

Our algorithm (see algorithms 6.6 and 6.7) examines the set of active rules from
the most relevant to the least, and constructs a tree that groups in the same leaf those
combinations of actions evaluated by the same partial rule. Partial rules can be maintained
sorted by relevance by the statistics update procedure, since this is the procedure that
modifies the error and the confidence measures (and, consequently, the relevance). When
the relevance of a rule is modified, its position in the list can be also modified. In this
way we do not have to re-sort the list of rules every time we want to apply the action
evaluation proceses described here.

Each internal node of the tree constructed by our algorithm classifies the action com-
binations according to the elementary action they assign to one of the (virtual) motors of
the robot. These internal nodes store the following information:

• Partial command: A partial command that is in accordance with all the action
combinations classified under the node. This partial command can be constructed
by collecting all the motors whose values are fixed in the nodes from the root of the
tree to the node under consideration.
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Include rule(n,w, ga)
if not(is leaf(n)) then

cow ← command(w)
con ← command(n)
if motor(n) 6=⊥ then (Closed Node: Search for compatible sub-nodes)
if ∃ea ∈ cow with motor(ea) = motor(n) then

Include Rule(get subtree(value(ea), n), w, ga)
else
for all s in subtrees(n) do

Include Rule(s, w, ga)
endfor

endif
else (Open Node: Specialize the node)
if cow − con 6= ∅ then (Extend a node)

ea← action in(cow − con)
set motor(n,motor(ea))
for all vm in values(motor(ea)) do
new subtree(n, {vm, new node(con ⊕ (motor(ea)← vm))})
endfor
Include Rule(n,w, ga)

else (Transform a node into a leaf)
transform to leaf(n, qw, ga, ρ(ew, cw), cow)
if ga > guess then

guess← ga
a← cow

endif
if qw > v then

v ← qw
endif

endif
endif

endif

Algorithm 6.7: The Include rule algorithm searches for nodes from node n with a partial
command compatible with the partial command of rule w and extend those nodes to
insert a leave in the tree.

• Motor: The motor used in this node to classify action combinations. When a node
is open (i.e. we have still not decided which motor to attend) the motor value is
set to a ⊥. A node can be closed by deciding which motor to pay attention to (and
adding the corresponding subtrees) or by converting the node into a leaf.

• Subtrees: This is a list of the subtrees that start in that node. Each subtree has
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an associated value that corresponds to one of the possible actions executable by
the motor of the node. All the combinations included in a given subtree have an
elementary action such as (m ← vm) where m is the motor of the node and vm is
the value corresponding to this subtree.

The leaves of the tree have information about the value of the combinations of ele-
mentary actions classified in that leaf. This information is represented with the following
set of attributes for each leaf:

• Value: The expected value for all the action combinations classified in this leaf. The
maximum of this value for all leaves is used to assess the goodness of a new achieved
situation.

• Guess: The value altered with noise for exploratory reasons. The leaf with a max-
imal guess represents the optimal combinations of actions (i.e. the set from where
to select the action to be executed next).

• Relevance: The relevance of the reward predictions (of both the value and the guess).

• Partial command: A partial command that is in accordance with all the combina-
tions of actions classified in that leaf. As in the case of internal nodes, this partial
command can be constructed by collecting all the motors whose values are fixed
from the root of the tree to the leaf under consideration.

At a given moment, the inclusion of a new partial rule in the tree produces the spe-
cialization of all open nodes compatible with the rule (see algorithm 6.7). We say that
an open node n is compatible with a given rule w if the partial command of the node
con and the partial command of the rule cow do not assign different elementary actions
to the same motor. The specialization of an open node can result in the extension of the
node (i.e., new branches are added to the tree under that node) or in the transformation
of this node into a leaf. A node is extended when the partial command of the rule affects
some motors not included in the partial command of the node. This means that there
are some motor values not taken into account in the tree but that have to be used in the
action evaluation according to the rule under consideration. When a node is extended,
one of the motors not present in the above layers of the tree is used to generate a layer
of open nodes under the node in extension. After that, the node is considered as closed
and the inclusion rule procedure is repeated for this node (with different effects because
now the node is closed). When all the motors affected by the partial command of the rule
are also affected by the partial command of the node, then the node is transformed into
a leaf storing the value, guess, and relevance atributes extracted from the information
associated with the rule.

As mentioned, once the tree has been built, the set of combinations of elementary
actions from which to select the one to be executed next is represented by the leaf with
the highest guess value. In our algorithm, the search of the leaf with the largest guess
(and, consequently, for the combination of actions to be executed next) is done in parallel
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Partial rules
q e ρ guess

Partial View Partial Command

TRUEv (m1 ← v1) ∧ (m2 ← v1) 5 0.1 0.83 5.1
TRUEv (m1 ← v1) 7 0.9 0.52 6.5
TRUEv (m2 ← v1) ∧ (m3 ← v1) 8 2.0 0.33 6.0
TRUEv (m2 ← v1) 3 3.1 0.24 6.2
TRUEv (m1 ← v0) 2 3.5 0.22 5.3
TRUEv (m2 ← v0) 10 3.6 0.21 4.1
TRUEv (m3 ← v1) 1 4.0 0.20 5.2
TRUEv (m3 ← v0) 6 4.5 0.18 12.7

Table 6.2: Set of rules of the controller. The values q and e are stored and the ρ and
guess are computed from them. We define all partial views as TRUEv to indicate that
they are active in the current time slice.

with the construction of the tree. Each time a rule is used to produce a leaf, it is tested
whether or not the ga value for this rule is larger than the guess (the maximal guess
up to this moment). If this is so, ga becomes the new guess and the partial command
of the rule becomes a (i.e., the representative of the combinations of elementary actions
from which to select the action to be executed next). If desired, after tree construction, a
can be completed with some elementary actions compatible with those already in a. The
result will be the combination of elementary actions to be executed next.

The assessment of the goodness of the current situation (i.e., the q value) is also done
in parallel with the construction of the tree.

The construction of the tree is stopped as soon as we detect that all nodes have been
closed (i.e. all the external nodes of the tree are leaves). In this case, the rules still to be
processed can have no effect in the tree form and, consequently are not useful for action
evaluation. If a rule is consistently not used for action evaluation, it can be removed from
the controller.

A toy-size example can illustrate the workings of this action evaluation algorithm.
Suppose that we have a robot with three motors that accept two different values (named
v0 and v1). This produces a set of 8 different combinations of elementary actions. Suppose
that at a given moment the robot controller used by our algorithm includes the set of
rules shown in table 6.2.

In this example, only the five more relevant rules are used to construct the tree (see
figure 6.17). At the end of the process, we have a tree with five leaves. Three of them
include two combinations of actions and the other two only represent a single combination
of actions. Using the tree we can say that the goodness of the situation in which the tree
is constructed is 8 (given by the leaf circled with a solid line in the figure) and the next
action combination to be executed is of the form (m1 ← v1,m2 ← v0,m3 ← ∗) where ’*’
represents any possible action. This optimal combination is given by the leaf circled with
a dashed line in the last stage of the tree shown in figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: Six different stages during the construction of the tree for action combination
evaluation. Each stage corresponds to the insertion of one rule from table 6.2.
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The cost of our algorithm largely depends on the specific set of partial rules to be
processed. In the worst case, the cost of our algorithm is:

O(nr l
nm),

with nr the number of rules, nm the number of (virtual) motors and, l the maximal range
of values accepted by the motors. This is because, in the worst case, to insert a given
rule, we have to visit all the nodes of a maximally expanded tree (i.e., a tree where each
node has l sub-trees and where all the final nodes of the branches are still opened). The
number of nodes of such a tree is

nm
∑

i=0

li =
lnm+1 − 1

l − 1
= O(lnm).

We can transform the cost expression taking into account that lnm is the total number
of possible combinations of elementary actions (nc). Therefore, we get that the cost of
the presented algorithm is

O(nr nc),

The cost of the brute force approach is always

O(nr nc).

So, in the worst case, the cost of the presented algorithm is of the same order that the
cost of the brute force approach. However, since it is not possible for all the rules to be
the worst case, the cost of our algorithm would be, in average, much smaller than that of
the brute force approach.

Figure 6.18 exemplifies the different performance of the brute-force action evaluation
procedure and the tree-based one presented in this section. The figure shows the time
taken in the execution of 10 repetitions of 50 learning trials in the toy example described
in section 6.3. For this experiment, we defined some void motors or motors whose actions
have no effect in the environment. As it can be seen, as the number of void motors (and,
thus, of combinations of elementary actions) increase, the time taken when using the tree-
based evaluation is significantly less than the time taken by the brute force approach.

The special functions used in the algorithms presented in this section have the following
meaning:

• first element(L) returns the first element of the list L.

• next element(L) returns the next element of the list L.

• end of list(L) returns TRUE when the last element of the list has been surpassed
when executing next element(L).

• values(m), with m being a motor, returns the set of values accepted by m.
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Figure 6.18: Execution time of the brute force approach vs. the tree-based one.

• motor(ea) returns the motor accessed by the elementary action ea.

• value(ea) returns the value that the elementary action ea sends to the motor.

• (m← v) represents a partial command with the single elementary action that assigns
value v to motor m.

• c1⊕c2 produces a new partial command including all the elementary actions of both
c1 and c2.

• c1 − c2 produces a new partial command including all the elementary actions that
are in c1 but not in c2.

• action in(co) returns an elementary action included in the partial command co.

• command(w), with w being a partial rule, returns the partial command of this rule.

• new node(co) creates a open node with partial command co, motor =⊥, and no
subtree (subtree = ∅).

• transform to leaf(n,q,g,ρ,co) transforms a open node into a leaf with value q, guess
g, relevance ρ, and partial command co.

• command(n) returns the partial command of the node n.

• motor(n) returns the motor used in node n.

• set motor(n,m) sets the motor of node n to be m.
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• subtrees(n) returns the set of subtrees of a node.

• get subtree(v,n) returns the subtree of node n with v as associated value.

• new subtree(n, {v, st}) adds a subtree to a node. The new subtree has v as a asso-
ciated value and st as a root node.

6.5.2 Many Reward Signals

A robot has to be able to maintain multiple objectives simultaneously. It is perfectly
possible for each objective to generate a separate reward signal. This is really usual in
the animal kingdom (an animal can be rewarded in different forms: food, pain, . . . ) and
it can be also usual in robotics. In the context of reinforcement learning, it is usual to
add all the reward signals to produce a single reward value. We propose to set up as
many learning systems as reward signals, and evaluate each combination of elementary
actions using the sum of the reward predictions made by each system. In this way, the
combination to be executed is the one with the largest sum of reward predictions.

Using a state-based reinforcement learning algorithm, there is no point in storing the
information of each reward signal in a separate structure (provided all the learning sub-
systems are based on the same sets of states and actions). Consider, for instance, the
case of using a different Q-learning sub-system for each available reward signal ri. The
estimated value for each action a in a given state s can be computed as:

Q(s, a) =
n
∑

i=0

Qi(s, a)

where n is the number of reward signals and Qi(s, a) is the prediction provided by each
Q-learning sub-system. In each system update, the learning sub-systems are updated as
follows:

Qi(s
′, a)← (1− α)Qi(s

′, a) + α(ri + γQi(s, a
∗))

where s′ is the state in which a was executed, s is the next attained state, and a∗ is the
global optimal action in state s (a∗ =arg max∀a′ Q(s, a′)). Consequently, the new value
prediction for state s′ and action a can be expressed as

Q(s′, a) =
n
∑

i=0

Qi(s
′, a)←

n
∑

i=0

[(1− α)Qi(s
′, a) + α(ri + γQi(s, a

∗))]

= (1− α)
n
∑

i=0

Qi(s
′, a) + α[

n
∑

i=0

ri + γ
n
∑

i=0

Qi(s, a
∗)]

= (1− α)Q(s′, a) + α(ra + γQ(s, a∗))

= (1− α)Q(s′, a) + α(ra + γmax
∀a′

Q(s, a′)),

assuming parameters α and γ to be the same for all sub-systems, and ra =
∑n

i=0 ri. As
can be seen, the separate update of all learning sub-systems is equivalent to the update
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of a single global learning system and, consequently, the use of separate sub-systems is
not justified.

In our partial rule approach, a similar reasoning can be done as far as value learning
is concerned, but our system learns not only the value predictions but it also learns an
adequate categorization of the environment. It is in the learning of the categorization
where it can be advantageous to use separate learning systems. Our approach is biased
to learn more efficiently reward signals carrying simple information than complex reward
functions. The winner-takes-all strategy we use to evaluate each combination of actions is
tailored for the case in which the received reward comes from a single source (see section
5.3.3). If different sources of reward are received (added in a single reward signal), then
our learning algorithm should generate specific partial rules for those special cases in
which more than one source of reward is received simultaneously, and this represents a
hard categorization task. Consequently, the fewer the number of rewards combined in a
single signal, the simpler the resulting rules and the faster the learning.

A drawback is that, when using a set of learning systems, the evaluation of each combi-
nation of actions has to be executed separately for each sub-task. In a sequential computer
this implies an increment of the time required to execute each step of the algorithm and
decreases the reactivity of the robot. However, this is not such a problem using a par-
allel computer, since sub-tasks are learned separately and, therefore, the corresponding
sub-process can be executed in different processors.

A system able to deal with different reward signals can be used to incrementally learn
a complex task on the basis of simple tasks previously learned4. This incremental learning
process can be implemented by progressively adding new reward signals as the previously
defined ones are correctly accounted for. With our setup, each new reward signal can be
assigned to a different learning module. To achieve a new task, the policy of the robot
should be modified and this implies a change in some of the values stored by each learning
sub-system5. If the added reward is not carefully engineered to be related to the previous
existing ones, then the new optimal policy can be quite different from the previous one
and, consequently, most of the values stored in the different learning sub-systems have to
be changed. However, in our approach the emphasis is put on learning the relevant rules
for each task and not only their corresponding values. Even if the values associated with
each rule in the different learning sub-systems should be changed, it is perfectly possible
for the rules to still be relevant. In this way, the most complex part of our algorithm (that
of finding relevant rules) can be saved as new tasks are pursued by the robot, reducing
the time to learn them.

4This incremental learning process is a special kind of shaping [33].
5As explained in chapter 4 the value function depends on the policy.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The control of autonomous robots performing complex tasks in dynamic environments
constitutes such a challenge that it should be considered as one of the primary objectives
of artificial intelligence. However, since its origins, artificial intelligence has been mainly
focused on abstract forms of intelligence. From the very beginning, artificial intelligence
researchers have been working in disciplines such as planning, logic, reasoning, natural
language, etc., without being worried about aspects such as perception or motor control.

A clear example of this tendency is the well-known Turing test [105]. In this test,
the intelligence of a machine is judged attending only to its conversational skills. The
machines under examination are allowed to have intermediaries in charge of codifying the
questions addressed to the machine (i.e. of interpreting the environment) and de-codifying
the machine responses (i.e. of implementing the machine decisions into the real world).
It is perfectly possible for a machine to pass the Turing test without being able to do
anything useful on its own. On the contrary, a robot (or an animal or even a child) not
able to communicate using a natural language would be qualified as non-intelligent using
the Turing test, independently of what it (or he) is able to do. This does not agree with the
common concept of intelligence. I think that intelligence is more strongly related to the
ideas of creativity or initiative than with the idea of solving complex problems. It seems to
me that we only attribute intelligence to an artifact if it autonomously produces responses
to a given situation that are adequate and (sometimes) surprising. Consequently, for a
system to be qualified as intelligent it should be autonomous and able to react to the
events of its environment in a coherent way, taking advantage of them whenever possible.
Additionally, intelligence is more properly identified in artifacts doing the kind of things
we (or other animals) normally do, mainly because the only example of intelligence we
have ever experienced is of biological nature. Consequently, instead of judging intelligence
only by conversational skills, we should also pay attention to the behavioral abilities of the
machine: it seems reasonable to say that a machine is intelligent not only if it generates
coherent sentences or reasonings, but also if it executes actions equivalent to the ones
a living organism would do in the same situations. Of course, such a behavior-based
intelligence test can be qualified as being too subjective but it seems clear that whatever
the test used, intelligence is always in the eyes of the observer [14].
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Additionally, a measure of intelligence based on the behavior allows a gradation of in-
telligence from simple behaviors (insect-like ones) to complex ones (human-like behavior)
suggesting a possible way to tackle the problem of intelligence. This is in contrast with
the usual Turing test that does not provide insights on how to confront the problems of
artificial intelligence.

The above and other similar thoughts, led many researchers in the middle eighties to
start a new approach to artificial intelligence that can be called behavior-based artificial
intelligence and that departs from the knowledge-based mainstream in many points (see
Chapter 1). First works using the guidelines of this new discipline aimed at emulating
the level of intelligence of an insect [11, 35], more recent works have achieved a simplified
(but amazing) level of competence of a dog [99], and work is faster moving toward the
use of humanoid robots [1].

In general, the behavior-based controllers are programmed by hand. However, as we
aim at controlling more complex robots, the use of automatic learning procedures will
become sooner or later necessary.

The kind of learning that seems more applicable to an autonomous robot is reinforce-
ment learning. Using reinforcement learning, an agent learns by trial and error interaction
with the environment just like animals do. Reinforcement learning has been widely stud-
ied in artificial intelligence, but it has been formalized in an abstract way that makes it
difficult to be applied to robots that have to deal directly with sensors and motors and
not with pre-defined high level concepts. R. A. Brooks created a new control paradigm
for the particular case of autonomous robots. Now, it is the time to do the same with
reinforcement learning. With this objective in mind, we decided to study the require-
ments of reinforcement learning from the point of view of autonomous robots analyzing
one particular example: a legged robot.

Legged robots are able to move on terrains not traversable by wheeled robots, but they
require a complex control because of the large number of degrees of freedom of their motor
apparatus. This complexity makes legged robots more adequate to extract conclusions
valid for tomorrow’s robots.

Traditionally, knowledge-based methods that rely on maps of the terrain and on plan-
ning were assumed to be necessary to control a complex legged robot following a given
trajectory on arbitrary terrain. The result of our work rejects this hypothesis. We have
presented (Chapter 3) an almost reactive controller that does not require any kind of map
of the terrain and that is able to drive the robot according to arbitrary heading commands
even when walking over rough terrain. Our controller produces a free gait because this
is necessary to cope with irregular terrain and with changes in the heading of the robot,
but, under certain conditions likely to hold on flat terrain, it converges to a regular gait
(the tripod one).

The main contribution of our approach is a decomposition of the task of walking into
separate layers where the most basic ones implement proprioceptive sub-tasks concerning
posture control, relying on this, terrain adaptation is confronted and, finally, the gait gen-
eration ability is added. This decomposition allows the different aspects of legged robot
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locomotion to be solved separately and integrated in a simple and coherent way. Addi-
tionally, our control structure provides generality to the resulting locomotion controller
and, consequently, our algorithms can be applied to different legged robots with minor
changes.

The resulting controller has been tested on a simulated robot with 3 DOF per leg and
on a small real robot with 2 DOF per leg showing good performance in both cases. The
simulation mimics a robot called Argos (figure 1.2) that is, at the time this dissertation is
written, in the last stages of its construction at our institute. Once finished, Argos would
be used as a real test-bed for a navigation system composed by a pilot level and a path
planning level. The lower level (i.e., the pilot) of the Argos controller will be based on
the results presented in this dissertation and the upper level (i.e., the path planner) will
be based on the preliminary work of Sierra et al. [96] developed in a project coordinated
with ours.

To investigate the possibility of using reinforcement learning in an autonomous robot,
we have tried to replace the gait generation module of our controller by a learned behav-
ior. However, a deep analysis of the hypotheses behind existing reinforcement learning
algorithms (Chapter 5) shows that they are not valid for an autonomous robot acting
in a dynamic environment. For this reason, we propose a new reinforcement learning
formalization based on the concept of partial rule and not on the concepts of independent
states and independent actions that are the kernel of (almost) all existing reinforcement
learning approaches.

In the partial rule approach, an agent using reinforcement should be considered a
reactive system (a system trying to identify interesting stimuli and actions to react to
them) instead of being an active system (i.e. an agent controlling the environment) that
is the role that traditional reinforcement learning assigns to the learner. This yields a
subtly different view about which should be the goal of learning: While in reinforcement
learning it is assumed that the agent must learn the value of each action in each state,
we propose to learn the relevance of elementary actions and feature detectors. This is,
in a rather informal sense, what our partial rule-based algorithm tries to do. Another
characteristic of the partial rule approach that deserves special mention is the fact that it
manipulates sensors and actions in a similar way (it looks for relevant elements in the two
sets using the same tools) and, consequently, generalization in both spaces of inputs and
outputs is achieved. There exist some techniques to generalize in the space of inputs but
few exist to do the same for the output side. This generalization is necessary as far as we
aim at controlling robots with many degrees of freedom as the ones that are beginning to
be available.

We have introduced the categorizability hypothesis that states that a robot can be
driven to achieve a given task using only simple partial rules (i.e., rules including a re-
duced set of feature detectors and elementary actions). This hypothesis is supported by
our experience within the behavior-based approach where controllers are formed by sets
of rules with relatively simple conditions and actions. As long as the categorizability
hypothesis holds, it is relatively simple to determine the sets of relevant feature detectors
and elementary actions.
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However, it is not possible to know a priori (except for trivial cases) whether or not
an environment is categorizable by a given robot. State-based reinforcement learning
implicitly assumes that the environment is non-categorizable and that, consequently, all
the possible combination of features and actions have to be taken into account separately.
Our approach assumes just the opposite: that the environment is categorizable and,
so, only reduced combinations of features and actions need to be taken into account.
The drawback of using the state-based approach is that realistic robotic tasks become
intractable because of the curse of dimensionality problem. Since our approach limits the
use of combinations of features and actions, it is much less affected by this problem.

The introduction of the partial rule concept provides a large flexibility on how problems
are formalized. With the same structure and algorithms, we can confront problems with
generalization in the perception side, in the action side, or in both of them. When no
generalization is required at all, we are using a special case of partial rules that we have
called complete rules since each rule involves all the available inputs and outputs. We
have shown that, in this case, the partial rule approach is equivalent to the traditional
state-based reinforcement learning formalization. The algorithm we have presented can,
if necessary, generate complete rules and, consequently, it can, in principle, solve any
problem also solvable using a traditional reinforcement learning algorithm. However, we
take the categorizability hypothesis as valid and so, the generation of complete rules is
an extreme case that is not likely to occur.

The learning algorithm presented in this dissertation (Chapter 6) implements the
partial rule approach. We have tested our algorithm in one of the sub-tasks of legged
robot locomotion: the gait generation problem. The results obtained show that the
categorizability hypothesis is adequate, at least for this case and nothing induces us to
believe that this is a special case in any sense. The algorithm out-performs traditional
reinforcement learning algorithms in both memory requirements and convergence time.
Additionally, we have shown that our approach scales well when the number of inputs
increases, while the performance of existing algorithms is largely degraded. This is a very
important result that lets us think that it could be possible to use our approach to control
more complex robots, while the use of existing approaches has to be discarded.

At the beginning of this dissertation, we have condensed our objective into a single
question: What are the necessary modifications in the reinforcement learning framework
so that we can derive algorithms adequate for autonomous robots? From the presented
work, we can extract two main conclusions. First, we have to abandon the state-based re-
inforcement learning paradigm and replace it by a relevance-based approach and, second,
to allow efficient learning, we have to introduce additional hypotheses into the reinforce-
ment learning formalization, even at the risk of losing generality.

To abandon an existing well-defined framework that provides interesting results and
that almost everyone takes as valid represents a great effort. To produce a new coherent
framework and study its relation with the existing one is an even more difficult task that
requires many trials and, of course, many errors. It is this complex task the one that took
most of our efforts, as far as the reinforcement learning subject is concerned. Of course,
our proposal is not complete at all, but the current results are promising and it is sensible
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to expect that they could be improved in the near future.

The particular mechanisms used in the learning algorithm presented in this dissertation
could be improved in several ways. Aspects that deserve special consideration are:

• Confidence estimation: Given that the action selection, statistics update, and
partial rule generation procedures depend on a correct estimation of the confidence,
any improvement in this measure will have an important repercussion on the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. It would be interesting to adjust the confidence in a more
adaptive way: up to now, we modify the confidence in fixed steps, but it would
be sensible to do it proportionally to the difference between the predicted and the
actual reward.

• Partial rule management: The partial rule generation mechanism can be im-
proved using new heuristics to select the rules to be combined. The partial rule
elimination mechanism could be based on preserving those rules actually useful
(not those potentially useful as we do now) allowing a reduction in the size of the
set of partial rules. A possible technique in this line has been described in section
6.4.3.

• Parameter reduction: The performance of our system, as that of any other re-
inforcement learning algorithm [106], depends on the tuning of a given set of pa-
rameters. Many of them are not so important, but other are especially critical. For
a reinforcement learning proposal to be complete, the number of parameters of the
algorithm has to be reduced as much as possible, and clear criteria to define the
values of the remaining parameters has to be given. Ideally, no parameter tuning
should be done by the programmer: reinforcement learners should be able to self-
adjust their learning procedures when necessary. Probably, to achieve this, it could
be necessary to provide the learner with some kind of knowledge about the problem
(e.g., the maximum attainable reward), eventually reducing the generality of the
learning system. However, we think that this sacrifice could be worth it if we can
free the user from the parameter tuning task.

• Algorithm formalization: A mathematical formalization of the concept of cat-
egorizability and of the workings of the partial rule learning algorithm should be
done. This formalization can help us to gain a much more deeper understanding of
the algorithm and perhaps to improve and simplify it. Additionally, such a formal-
ization is necessary if we aim at demonstrating the convergence of the algorithm to
an optimal policy.

In a broader sense, the learning proposal presented in this dissertation can be extended
in different lines:

• Feature detector and elementary action generation: The definition of ade-
quate sets of feature detectors and elementary actions can be the most difficult stage
of the solution of a task since, for instance, the proper interpretation of the sensor
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readings can transform an apparently complex task into a simple one [97]. Feature
detectors and elementary actions have to be defined taking into account the special
characteristics of the problem, the environment, and even the morphology of the
robot [78]. However, as problems become more complex, the definition “by hand”
of these sets also becomes more complex. The usual solution consists in defining
large sets of feature detectors and elementary actions with the hope that they in-
clude all the necessary elements. As shown, within the traditional reinforcement
learning framework, this produces an exponential increase in the complexity of the
task. With our proposal, the complexity does not increase so much but, in the long
term, the achievement of really complex tasks would require the automatic search
for useful feature detectors and elementary actions. Additionally, even for simple
problems, an automatic process could be helpful, since it could discover useful sen-
sor relations or action combinations not foreseen by the programmer (the so called
frame of reference problem [77]). In our learning architecture, new feature detectors
(and elementary actions) can be added to the existing ones (producing the creation
of new partial rules) and, so, the enhancement of our learning system with a feature
(or action) generation module is possible and does not require the modification of
any module of the system. The automatic definition of feature detectors and ele-
mentary actions is one of the most challenging problems of artificial intelligence. It
is related to concept formation theory in the machine learning field (see [118] or [46]
for more recent work) that has been sometimes applied to robots [6, 119]. Other
related subjects from which many ideas can be borrowed are those of internal model
learning [6, 45], novelty detection systems [61], and multi-task learning systems [20].
These three disciplines provide ways to generate environment-related feature detec-
tors that can speed up the learning process of new tasks. In our preliminary work
toward the development of a mechanism for the generation of feature detectors and
elementary actions we have used ideas related with those presented in [79] and we
implemented a special purpose genetic algorithm with a fitness function based on
three criteria:

– Correlation with regularities of the environment: This basically consists in
observing the activation frequency of each feature detector. Those with too
low or too high activation frequency are rejected, since it is assumed that they
do not signal interesting events.

– Correlation with the robot-environment interaction: Those feature detectors
that respond in a predictable way to the execution of a given action are pre-
ferred because they are capturing part of the dynamics of the robot-environment
interaction. In the same way, those elementary actions that allow us to control
the value of a given feature detector should be preserved.

– Correlation with the reinforcement signal: The feature detectors whose acti-
vation or deactivation is strongly correlated with the activation of the rein-
forcement signal are prioritized. The same is done with the elementary actions
whose execution causes a reward to be received.

Although we have obtained some results in this line [81, 88], we have not surveyed
them in this dissertation because they are too preliminary.
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• Model Learning: The learning algorithm presented in this dissertation is a model-
free learning algorithm (see Chapter 4). The extension of the algorithm to become
a model-based algorithm deserves a careful analysis since the use of a (learned)
model can accelerate the transmission of the reward and, thus, the convergence to
an optimal policy. In the context of our algorithm, a model can consist in a set of
rules that indicate which feature detectors become active after the execution of a
given set of elementary actions in a certain situation. For this kind of rules, the
categorizability hypothesis will also hold, since it is reasonable for the activation
of a certain feature to be predictable taking into account only few of the feature
detectors active in the previous time slice and few of the last executed elementary
actions.

• Graded Features: We have assumed feature detectors to be binary but in many
cases it seems reasonable for them to be graded. For instance, the robot can de-
tect a certain characteristic of an object with different degrees of intensity or, even,
certainty. If real-valued feature detectors are included in the system, then the possi-
bility of combining our approach with, for instance, fuzzy logic has to be considered.
In this case, the resulting system would have many points in common with the fuzzy
rule learning systems (see, for instance, [80] or [92] cited in [2]).

• Action synchronization: In the traditional reinforcement learning formalization
as well as in the framework presented in this dissertation, it is assumed that no new
actions are started while previously initiated actions are still in execution. However,
in general, there is no reason not to start new actions (with a certain set of motors
of the robot) only because other actions (affecting a different set of motors) are
already in execution. We aim at including the asynchronous execution of actions
in future extensions of our algorithm. We hope that this aspect could be more
easily included in our proposal than in existing ones. The fact that we do not
consider the combinations of elementary actions atomically can help us to avoid any
unnecessary synchronization between different elementary actions included in the
same combination.

• Non-Markovian problems: Our learning architecture assumes the environment
to be Markovian and, over this, adds the categorizability hypothesis. However, many
robotic tasks are difficult to formalize as Markovian processes (mainly because of the
lack of appropriate feature detectors). In the future, our system should be enriched
to cope with these kinds of environments. One possibility to reach this objective
consists in allowing the use of past sensor readings in the feature detectors. This is
a mechanism equivalent to that used by other authors to achieve the same objective
[65].

When starting our work, we confronted a great challenge: to provide methods to
automatically derive controllers for autonomous robots “living” in our environment and
doing useful tasks. Observe that the complete achievement of this objective supposes the
achievement of the final goals of artificial intelligence. This is not something that we can
manage to do in few years nor, probably, in a whole life, but we believe that only pointing
to far and exciting objectives, interesting and extensible results can be produced. The
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work presented in this dissertation aims to be an incremental step toward the achievement
of our objective. We hope that our reflections about reinforcement learning will stimulate
some people and will encourage them to follow the same way, opening a new field in
the study of reinforcement learning. The specific mechanisms we have implemented have
not to be considered definitive nor the only possible way to realize our proposal since, as
explained, they can be modified in several ways. The preliminary results we have surveyed
are only valid to show incipient clues that we are not going in the wrong direction, but it
is sensible to expect that better and more complete results can be obtained in the near
future. By this time, the advances in robotics could have produced very sophisticated
robots, and adaptive control techniques like the ones we are pursuing will be necessary to
control them.
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